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What Home I  Have explores the embodiment o f memory and the formation of 
unlikely community through storytelling. Personal essays recall the author’s experiences 
living overseas and/or engaging with marginalized communities -  street children in 
Paraguay, refugees in Belgium, or people with cognitive disabilities in the United States 
-  in order to consider how our perceptions o f self and world transform through willing 
reception o f multitudinous perspectives. Catalyzed by her childhood rooted in the 
M idwest and her expatriate adolescence, the author continually searches, questions, and 
redefines the locus and characteristics o f home and belonging. W hile the author’s 
cyclical history o f displacement and return resists a chronological retelling, individual 
pieces connect through resonant images to trace a comprehensive emotional arc. The 
collection engages and stretches the limits o f memoir nonfiction by weaving personal 
account with research on etymology, biological sciences, and literature. At once personal 
history and prismatic window into various cultural communities, What Home I  Have re- 
envisions the concept o f belonging in a complex, often-polarized world by reflecting on 
moments o f human connection across culture, language, or life circumstance, by finding 
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Me W ithout Josema 
It starts out innocent enough -  one memory: the day Josema saved the donkey
cart.
It’s Graciela’s going-away gift what sparks it, the little roughbark trinket she 
gave me the eve of my departure from Paraguay, and that sits now on my dresser in 
Alaska, visible from where I lie here in bed. A little wooden farm er’s cart, perfect twiggy 
replica. In the near dark, my eyes trace its outline: the cart sides crumbled down to the 
layer o f yellow cork; the dry, cracking circle o f its braided-vine wheels. And I think of 
Jose M aria Riveros Mendez, savior o f Colegio Inmaculada Concepcion, class Quinto B.
It started out common enough: a calm and droning day, in which my classmates 
and I sat on the dusty curb outside our private Catholic school. The lazy minutes before 
we resigned ourselves to PE in the “Tinglado,” the covered gymnasium one block down. 
W e congregated in small groups in our CIC warm-up pants and track jackets and read 
copies o f Ultima Hora that we bought from our lanky classmate Juanjo. Gym days were 
Wednesdays, so Ana Laura would always pull the weekly Automovil in-fold from her 
paper to give to David. He and M ino fell to it, then, debating Martin M aria M asi’s 
prospects for the Rally del Chaco that year. Teu and I scanned the international news, got 
our daily dose of philosophy from the comic strip Mafalda.
About forty meters down the street, a campesino had stopped his donkey-drawn 
cart to sell some vegetables to a young woman. They spoke in Guarani, and the wom an’s
chubby toddler clung to the back o f her m other’s leg, peering up at the shadow cast by 
the m an’s wide-brim. At the bonded animal behind him.
The donkey flicked his ear o f a fly, shook his head a little.
Behind us, teachers’ voices whined through the metal slats o f classroom windows.
Flies in the air.
Then! A huge outcry from the boys in our class, shouting and Hake! and pointing 
and Mira un poco!, that shook us from our newspapers, from Masi, Mafalda or the 
socialite quincineras o f Asuncion. Yells and a cloud o f dust, the boys charging down 
that street.
Almost before I could register what happened, it was over, but now the event 
comes freeze-frame. The dominos follow, but each falls on its own: how the campesino’s 
donkey was spooked somehow and ran pell-mell toward us, braying and leaping. The 
cart fishtailed behind it. The poor campesino puffed after his runaway produce. (Bestia 
tavy de mierda, que volvas!) The boys in our class saw the crazed animal bearing down 
on us and leapt to action, rushed the donkey with shouts and warnings, trying to grab hold 
o f it without being clobbered, trampled, squashed.
No time to throw your hands up before your face. No time even to scream.
Out o f this group, Josema rose above like a golden, dark-eyed hero. Following an 
Olympic hurtle over the corner o f an oncoming car, he bound onto the rickety wooden 
cart. Cleared that shaft like a fingersnap. Supreme balancing act upon the narrow seat 
edge. He swept up the reins and -  still standing -  pulled the donkey to a triumphant halt 
in front o f the school. The feat was pure poetry, marked by a fluidity and assurance that
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made us onlookers swallow our breath. Josema halted us all -  the street was stunned 
silence. Even the campesino’s sustained forward motion happened in a vacuum of 
sound.
Breath returned. M y classmates and I erupted -  applause and laughter. Cheers 
everywhere. The woman beaming, her toddler agog. Cheers from the slatted windows 
behind us, too, where classes Tercer, Quarto, and Quinto A found Josem a’s dexterous 
courage far better than what any teacher said.
So here now, on the cusp o f sleep, I laugh out loud again. In my head I again 
cheer for Jose M aria Riveros Mendez, wrestler of rogue donkey-carts. The scene 
dislodges itself and floats to the top o f my consciousness like a bubble from the side of a 
water glass, bursts forth into a fireworks display o f vibrant color and warmth.
But then!
Just like that, another. Another thought comes -  this time, perhaps, o f my visits 
to the old donkey near my family’s house in Ohain, Belgium (“County Fair,” I called 
him). Images o f the cobblestone roads I took, and a rubbery apple or over-aged carrot in 
my pocket, walks in lazy rain or compressing summer heat, these quiet times, and the 
way County Fair brayed and pulled back his lips at the sight of me, arched his neck over 
the barbed wire barrier to reach for the food-gift. Or I will go back to Paraguay and the 
day in gym class when Teu and Ana Laura asked me to sing them a song, and I told them 
that if they threw a quinientos coin at my feet, I would sing. And Ana threw it at my feet, 
and I sang “Angel” by Sarah McLachlan (at the top o f the bleachers, so no one else
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* ( “ v = Ad /A t” Hermano Enrique would say)
would hear). W hich reminds me of singing the same song to my college roommate 
Sheena (my role in our suite to give lullabies, each night my back against the doorframe, 
singing into the dark), and I remember Sheena staring out the rain-streaked window the 
day Pete told her it was over because his parents didn’t want him dating a black girl. But 
I ’m also thinking about singing along to music in Tim ’s room in Quito while he and 
Shige played chess with the Incas-versus-conquistadores set that they bought in Otavalo 
(or later when we went up on the roof of Tim’s host family’s house to smoke and saw 
south across the valley to El Panecillo lit up white, down where another day we left out 
from the main bus station and passed the homeless woman with the open sore on her foot, 
smelling o f piss and rot), and Shige asked me how I learned to harmonize, and I told him 
that I learned from listening to my parents sing together at home, my father picking his 
guitar at the kitchen table Saturday mornings while my mother did dishes. Music through 
birch-filtered light and out storm windows, through dark cinder-block dorms, near birds 
flitting through rafters o f a sports building, through oxygen and exhaled smoke and city 
bus exhaust fumes, lullabies all. So the stories grow exponentially, story upon story, my 
enfolding o f other people’s stories, all at once -  Paraguay, Ecuador, Belgium, the US, 
and gym and donkeys and Teu and my parents’ songs when I was a child.
Story goes AWOL, falling away to the shape and flow of water and travel and 
life: Safi’s shadow against an ochre brick wall -  her shadow ties a scarf around her hair, 
her shadow bends out o f sight to bathe; the roaring plunge into Mallalieu from the North 
Hudson Bridge -  weightlessness, weightlessness, mass; the North Sea’s crushing cold on 
my limbs one morning at Port Stewart Strand, Alistair standing aside; the riptide’s warm
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fist at Salinas and Tim dragging me up from death; a click as Ima plugs an IV drip into 
the newly-placed trocar in an infant’s jugular at Pediatrie Yalgado; or Iso’s farewell 
handshake and question at the clinic gate: “Tu n ’aspaspeu r? ’; weeping with Ruthi at 
Abuela Pocho’s grave; emerging with a gasp from baptism ’s bone-cold waters; a 
newborn’s lusty cries while I wash her under the delivery room’s tap and croon, “Sois la 
bienvenue/” ; P a’i Xanto warbling a Basque lullaby for my mother in Bermeo; a rosary 
folded in Hermano Tomas’ lifeless hands, Lillian’s hands, bissap stains on my hands, 
acrid smell o f stop-bath on my hands (working in the dark); Lucienne pointing out, 
“Baobab!” on the bus back from Ouahigouya; a night train to Barcelona, a night train to 
Florence, a night train to Zurich, all night trains like a bet or dare -  how long can I  
prostrate my life to 6 ,5’x 4 ’x 3 ’?; apfel strudel with vanilla sauce in the Dusseldorf train 
station as a girl, and my grandparents’ faces loom across the table; the short-shaved hairs 
on the back o f a m an’s neck brushing through my fingers like water, or his fingers on the 
inside o f my wrist like water; and water and water; and all the beauty grows saturated 
until I feel how far I am from these people and these places and I can sense the sinking, 
the pressure mounting in my eyes and chest, a sudden lack o f breath.
Insomnia tonight. Insomnia assured. Memory, once a solace, becomes a runaway 






Feast day anticipated, our evening Guarani lesson derailed to talk o f Saint 
Anthony, and Raquel told us how in June fourteen years earlier, a man stabbed her father, 
stole his fares, and left him to bleed in his taxi. The client had requested a ride late one 
night to a street far beyond Caaguazu’s city limits and when they’d arrived in the isolated 
Paraguayan countryside, he attacked. Perforated the heart and lung. Raquel’s father had 
no way to call for help and no one knew where he was. W hat to do? He drove the 
distance back into town, his life in a sieve. But he was found right in time, saved from 
the brink. Ypor eso, Raquel told us, each year on June 13 -  the saint’s feast day, the 
saint’s death day, day the saint gave her father back from the grave -  her family 
celebrated Anthony of Padua, patron o f lost things.
Raquel told us this in the Arguellos’ mellow-lit kitchen, doling out the tale the 
way she always did for us non-native speakers. Julia, Eva, Wassa, and I sat around the 
polished wood table and blinked at our Guarani instructor with that over-emphasized 
fish-gape o f those who have just heard a harrowing tale concerning someone’s loved one, 
doubled by the over-emphasized fish-gape o f those who have heard a harrowing tale in a 
new language; blinking amazement at our own comprehension.
“Of course,” Raquel turned to me and added, “our celebration is small, in-house. 
It’s nothing like what your host mother does.” And I blinked again, because I was two 
days away from understanding what she meant.
Feast day approaching, people shared their stories with me, the foreign exchange 
student. Not all so dramatic as Raquel’s. At high school during recreo, my friend Teu 
told me that you could turn the statue o f Saint Anthony on his head and pray for a 
boyfriend. She’d tried it a few years earlier when she’d had a crush on Fabio, an 
upperclassman from Brazil.
W e were sitting on the concrete steps o f our school’s inner courtyard, surrounded 
by the shouts o f the elementary kids. Teu and I shared an apple I had brought from home 
and a cup o f Coke she’d bought at the snack stand. “It worked?” I asked.
She shook her head. “I never got to find out.” She’d snuck into the candle-lit 
shrine o f her grandmother’s saints and grabbed the one clad in dark brown cassock. Only 
thing was the statue she upturned was Francis o f Assisi himself. The order’s very 
founder rather than the disciple. Her grandmother walked in on her and started shrieking 
sacrilege, batted Teu about the ears for a bit.
Telling the story to me now, my friend shrugged. “They look very similar,” she
said.
Approximation. According to Jose Antonio, my classmate with the bad acne and 
cross-eyes, parents often named children for the Catholic feast days their birth fell closest 
to. He had been born on June 12th, and so the saint’s name was his. To show I 
understood, I looked into his right eye and nodded, the left and nodded again. How does 
he see things? I wondered.
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Born on June 20th, Mama had been christened Silvia Antonia Samudio. As a 
humble servant o f the Catholic faith, dedicated to the Franciscan order’s concern for the 
poor, and moreover as a successful business woman married to a shrewd business man, it 
seemed appropriate that she throw a party each year to honor her namesake.
For me, the feast was legend before it was fact. The type of affair people talked 
about months in advance, before I could even understand what was being said. It was a 
slow-growing comprehension, borne out over the four months o f immersion in Spanish 
and Catholicism I’d had so far in this east-central Paraguayan city o f Caaguazu. As 
legend, the picture grew bigger, more fantastic with each telling, though this was only 
because I’d gained more vocabulary and context through which to process the 
information.
From Mama: We have a party.
From Papa: Y ou’ll see in June. Your mother throws a party.
From P a’i Naki, a parish priest: Your mother honors her saint by throwing a party 
for the poor in the neighborhood.
From Na Sirley, the city’s AFS representative who oversaw us exchange students: 
So many people come to your m other’s party! So much food!
From Raquel, our AFS-appointed language instructor: There’s grilled meat, and 
pasta, and manioc, and sopa, and ...
From P a’i Luis, another parish priest: The children from the comedor love it.
They laugh and run all over the yard. It’s a delight to see them having such fun.
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From Graciela at the corner store on the way to school: Your mother is going to 
throw her party soon, isn’t she?
From Mama: It’s very beautiful. Y ou’ll see.
So when on the morning o f June 13 th 2000, I walked downstairs to the kitchen 
and discovered our maid, Celfi, awash in steam from the pots boiling over on the stove, 
and found Lidia, the house girl, mopping the cinnamon-colored tile o f our verandah, and 
saw some men unloading folding tables from a truck into the middle of my host parents’ 
big backyard, I almost w asn’t baffled as to what it all meant.
M ama had two statues o f Saint Anthony. The large painted ceramic one and then 
a smaller one. As if  a cosmic joke, she would often lose the miniature, only to locate it 
later on. Patron of lost things, what a tease.
Both statues were in attendance for the special day, set out on an extravagantly 
folded white tablecloth against the patio wall. A votive candle flickered in front o f the 
main statue. A large vase o f white lilies at the foot o f the table complemented the flowers 
held in the saint’s right hand, while the left cradled the baby Jesus. A three-toned 
gloriole crowned the ceramic statue, the pieces cut in zigzag so the static emanation 
seemed to flame.
“Sarita!” a voice called, and I broke my contemplation o f the saint to see my 
Paraguayan mother sitting in a patio chair, one foot soaking in a basin of sudsy water, and 
the other being vigorously sanded down by her pedicurist friend.
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Seeing M am a’s foot propped in her friend’s lap and thinking back on Celfi 
sweating away in the kitchen, I mused on our conversation the day before, when Mama 
had confided, “I am glad to put on the Feast, but I never look forward to the preparation 
that goes into it.”
“Que linda dia, no?” she asked, and I agreed that it was. The sky shone azure and 
cloudless, and a pleasant breeze stirred the tablecloths on the banquet tables without 
threatening an upset. “You should get your camera and take pictures of all the 
preparations,” she continued. “People will be arriving soon.”
I wandered the grounds with camera in hand, framing again the tables and the 
statue, Celfi and Lydia bent over bags o f bread or a broom.
In the corner o f the patio, I found an old woman, stranger to me, preparing sopa 
paraguaya, the requisite corn bread dish. The older lady stirred pig lard and eggs 
together in a big wooden basin. I stayed to watch because I was enthralled by the way 
she kneaded and mixed everything together. She told me that before I left she would give 
me her recipe for sopa and teach me how to make it. “You start with the pig lard, then 
add eggs, mix, add cornmeal next, then aniseed, cheese, milk, salt w a t e r . ” she said. 
Always mixing, always mixing.
“That’s the secret,” the old woman told me. “Mezclala bien bien bien” She 
massaged the dough. Her hands ran the sides o f the wooden basin, churned and 
contoured the golden mass. Then she poured it into metal pans lined with banana leaves.
I stood and thought, “This woman has just given me her secret.”
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I followed the pans to the back o f our yard. A huddle o f neighbor ladies tended 
the fire in the tatakua, the domed clay-brick oven found in the corner o f every 
Paraguayan yard. Among the group was Na Godoy, the mother o f my classmate Aidee. 
She eyed the camera slung round my neck. “Sarah, do you want to photograph this sopa”’ 
she asked, “or eat it?”
“Ambos!” I replied, for once finding the right word at the right time. Both. The 
group o f women laughed, and I felt a surge o f pride, the newfound ability to be clever in 
Spanish. I was reclaiming an identity lost to me in the storm of linguistic 
incomprehension I ’d weathered since my arrival in this town.
The more I moved around the yard, snapping photos, the more clarified the 
exchange became. It was true: patron o f lost things. Here in the excitement and joy of 
feast day, Saint Anthony had given me back to myself. I found m yself situated within 
this community, began to recognize m yself again in the conversations with neighbors, 
friends, even strangers. Like M am a’s little statue, I’d been momentarily misplaced, but 
now my personality reasserted itself -  albeit with a new tongue. Mezclala bien! I basked 
in the potential to relate, engage, know and be known.
In large part, Mama threw feast day for the children o f Comedor Francisco Roga. 
From the very outset of my stay in Caaguazu, I had been involved with the soup kitchen, 
located a block from my host parents’ house, where a daily lunch was served free to the 
parish’s poor. Mama was on the relief organization’s board and each morning, she and I 
would walk over to the building and half-plead, half-badger the attendant children into
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taking baths, combing lice out o f their hair, and washing their hands and scarred, shoeless 
feet in the minutes before roll was called and they all filed into the dining room for their 
meal of mondongo, hard rolls, and orange juice.
The comedor had nourished me as well, in a certain manner. In those first 
months, children’s easy acceptance o f my foreignness -  willowy form, strange clothes, 
pale skin, and wonky accent -  became my lifeline amidst the vicissitudes o f culture 
shock. I could always rely on the kids at the comedor to hold my hand, include me in 
their whispered secrets both Spanish and Guarani, and listen to me as if  I actually had 
something to say.
Well, most o f the kids.
Things had started to change with the lanky, jean-jacketed newcomer a few weeks 
earlier. He was older than most of the children, around thirteen or fourteen, and his face 
had already hardened into a mueca like a soured nut. At the comedor in frenzied 
moments before meals, he would force him self to the front of a crowd of younger boys 
and, shoulders hunched forward in keen anticipation, run off a litany o f Guarani, knowing 
full well I ’d be lost. Alternately intimidated and annoyed, I tried to ignore his emphatic 
crow of victory whenever I shrugged in blankness or asked him to repeat. I tried to brush 
off the fact that some of the younger boys I’d previously considered allies -  despite our 
lack o f shared language -  now conspired in and cackled at the unknown things he said to 
me.
At the age of seventeen, I did not yet understand that the meaning of charity 
differed from the pleasurable thought o f m yself as charitable. Consequently, I ’d always
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framed his disrespect as an obvious lack o f insight on his part. He just didn’t understand, 
I told myself. If  he just understood that I was there to help him, that I was being kind to 
him, then he would change his tune. (Surely I deserved as much?) Moreover, his 
abrasive manner belittled my humble efforts to learn Guarani, the couple hours a week I 
spent with Raquel and the other AFS students around the Arguellos’ kitchen table, 
wrestling with the nasals o f the achegety.
As it was, the only thing clear to me was that all jokes he found funny were made 
at my expense; over time, I began to detest him.
The first o f the comedor kids to arrive at the feast were Eugenio, Luis, and Sergio. 
Not typically ones to be silent, the three sat dumbstruck on plastic chairs, drinking in the 
size and scope o f the yard -  dotted with mango, lemon, and tangerine trees, as well as a 
few pine trees my host parents had had transplanted to the subtropical climate because 
they were a sign o f refinement. As more children arrived, though, -  M ario and Roberto 
Ayala coming from their positions selling candy and gum at the bus stop on the main 
road; Liz and Alejandro M erida arriving from their home down the gutted dirt o f Juan E 
O ’Leary street; Francisco, Celia, and M aria Jose running up from their classes at under­
resourced Escuela Primaria M arcelino Champagnat -  they all gained their courage and 
began to explore and run around and roll in the thick grass.
Then there was a steady stream of kids: all the regulars from around the corner, 
shouldering their exuberance. A steady line formed at the rickety kiddy slide near the far 
wall, and a number of the more rambunctious piled onto the double lawn swing and 
whooping, rocked it back and forth so forcefully that at one moment its articulations
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popped and forever thereafter one corner dragged, carving a muddy scar into the ground. 
But no one scolded them or reined them in. N ot on feast day.
I strolled the yard with my camera, capturing the action -  a karate pose here, a 
cart-wheel there, the (as yet un-mutilated) double lawn swing at apex -  and finally ended 
up at a centrally located tangerine tree. Liz, an AFS volunteer from California, sat under 
the tree, thronged by a group o f the more sedate children, strumming her guitar and 
belting out Bible songs. “Quiero cantar una linda cancion a un hombre que me 
transformd . . .” I panned the scene, letting the shutter click liberally.
All at once, my viewfinder filled with the image o f a teenage boy. I quelled a 
reflexive surge of displeasure: the newcomer from the comedor. I braced m yself for a 
barrage o f sneering Guarani.
But here, standing in my own yard, the tables were turned; as my lens locked in, I 
found m yself surprised to see in his face what looked for all the world like vulnerability. 
He stood on the edge of the crowd of singing children, but he was not singing. His hands 
were shoved into the pockets o f his dusty, washed-out jean jacket. He watched the 
children and Liz strumming her guitar. “Quiero cantar una linda cancion a aquel que me 
vida cambio . . .” He looked up at me, at my clothes and my camera. He stared straight at 
me and he looked . . . sad? His brows were drawn up, the corners o f his mouth were 
drawn down, and his brown eyes caught the light in such a way that transformed them to 
a lighter color, blue or quicksilver or green.
Immediately, I wanted to photograph him. It is hard to know why. Did I read in 
his eyes a tacit compliance? Maybe to document for m yself that he was just a kid, just a
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harmless kid with at least one chink in his armor, something I could hold up later as 
antidote or revenge. Maybe to document the absurdity (as it seemed to me) o f sadness at 
a feast. Something about it baffled me, something I didn’t understand but felt certain I 
could tease out if  only I could capture this moment and reflect on it later.
I snapped the photo. The boy turned his gaze back to the circle o f singing 
children.
But just now, it was time to join  in, to throw m yself into the current of activity. I 
let my camera drop and headed back toward the house. Because I meant what I ’d said to 
Na Godoy: ambos. I wanted both to photograph and feast, to observe and participate, to 
stand apart and belong. For all my foreignness, w asn’t it true that I ’d reached a measure 
o f familiarity in this place?
The verandah now brimmed with people I’d come to know and recognize over the 
past four months. P a’i Naki and P a’i Luis, the Basque priests who led the parish, came 
by, greeting people their broad palms held outward, used to blessing. Padre Isidro, the 
other Franciscan priest, also came; he sat in a patio chair, read a newspaper, and waited to 
be served. Nimia, the woman who prepared food at the comedor, lent her cooking skills 
and oversaw the kitchen with Celfi. Tio Jorge-of-the-black-leather-jacket and Tia 
Raquel-of-the-track-pants-and-Nikes, M am a’s younger siblings who worked in her 
appliance store, stood on the edges of the crowd and flashed nervous smiles whenever 
anyone met their eyes. Lucia, the seamstress who had sewn my school uniform, came 
from down the street with her husband Juancito, well-known for livening our local parties 
with his masterful Paraguayan folk guitar. Aidee and Lysia Godoy came to help serve for
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a while. M y host parents’ Lion’s Club friends had also come out to put on a good face. 
M ost o f the men stood with beers in hand, huddled around Papa, who stood strategically 
next to the grilling meat.
The feast was in full swing. Tables resplendent with plates full o f boiled manioc; 
baskets o f hard rolls, pans o f chipa guazu or sopaparaguaya; pyramids o f tangerines; 
pots o f macaroni with beef; platters o f chicken and asado. I poured Coke, Fanta, and 
Simba Guarana. I served plates and bussed plates, chatted with people on the patio and 
smiled at the kids at the banquet tables. M y hands grew heavy with purpose.
At one point, my little sister Ruthi appeared in my path, saying, “Sarah, it’s time 
for school,” and I said, “I don’t have my uniform.” (It was true: Lydia, called on to mop 
the tile that minutes later re-grew dirt with all the guests’ ingress, had forgotten to iron 
my school clothes.) Awhile after, Lydia appeared in my path, saying nothing, but held 
out a hot-and-crisp blue jumper. I said, “I’m working, put it on my bed, please.” Later 
still, M ama appeared and said, “Sarita, bastaya. Come and eat,” and I obeyed.
The food settled well, its substance met with the proper appetite acquired through 
my labor. I laughed and chatted with the affable, Roman-nosed P a’is Naki and Luis, and 
Mama, sitting beside me, seemed to unfurl and relax in the receding wake o f guests.
W hen I rose from the table, she cocked her eye at me as a mother does to her 
daughter. “Explain yourself well to Nevil,” she told me. I promised I would.
The school principal was wrapping up a brisk lecture to a middle-school boy 
when I arrived outside his office. “Conpermiso,” I murmured. Hovered on the threshold.
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Nevil stood up from his desk. “Adelante.”
I stepped into the dark room.
“Llegaste recien?” The principal was already scribbling on a permission slip.
“SI.”
“Por que?”
“Porque . . .” I’d had it all planned out in my head. Had rehearsed the phrases on 
my walk to school. “Porque . . .”
“Muchos compromisos?” he filled in for me.
I furrowed my brow and nodded. “Hehhh.” I liked that. Many commitments. An 
outsider would not have commitments here, let alone many.
W hen I walked into the Quinto B classroom with a note in hand, my classmates’ 
good-natured hisses followed me to my seat, “Sarah-troublemaker! Sarah had to speak 
with N evil. . .” Our Religion teacher pleaded for silence. I sat down next to Teu with a 
pleased smile, ready to answer my friend’s question o f where I had been, eager to tell her 
my own Saint Anthony story.
*
He was not among the first things. Later that night, I journaled about the feast, 
listed out the attendees, the events, the ingredients for sopa paraguaya as relayed to me 
by the old woman. I detailed my conversation with Nevil and the celebration mass I ’d 
attended that night with Mama. It was only after that I realized, Oh, Iforgot to mention,
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because now suddenly I was remembering the young teen on the outskirts o f the singing 
circle. As with the actual moment, the recollection became a still point in a day of 
activity. (His eyes. Hands in pockets. His mouth, slightly open. All about him children 
laughing-shouting-running, cart-wheeling across the yard.) I attempted for several 
minutes to capture his look, his sadness, and my reasons for photographing him. When I  
look at the photo, I wrote, I  will remember who he is and what ...
The thought trailed off. And what? I was not sure. That he was older than the 
rest o f the children? That he was more aware than they o f the inequalities? That where 
they could embrace one day o f fruit trees and pine trees and a slide and lawn swing as the 
best o f luck, his eyes measured rather the huge discrepancy between this house, this yard, 
this cornucopia, and the realities that he and his companeros habitated on the other side 
o f my family’s high, glass-studded wall. For him, one day was not enough to balance 
these realities; the reclamation was not real.
Still, I chided myself, what was this? Mere speculation as to how he saw things.
A stab in the dark.
Even more, I never learned his name. Or if  I did, it escapes me now.
My roll o f color film from that day was ruined in the developing process. The 
photos came back leprous, small white granular blotches flecking the image. The lady at 
the photo shop said that it was because my film was old, but I didn’t believe her.
I had shot a roll o f Black and White, and it had developed without problems. So 
the three-toned gloriole o f M am a’s Saint Anthony statue stood out in sharp relief against
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the white o f the wall. In another photo, crisp lines o f light and shadow showed my sopa 
confidante dipping her hand into the wooden basin, her white hair slicked back from her 
face, a smile playing at her lips. It was the color photos, in large part those I’d taken of 
the children, that came back pockmarked and blurred.
I found the photo of the sad boy from the comedor. He looked out at me across a 
grainy wash. I wanted the image as I’d seen it through my viewfinder. The unobstructed, 
unquestioned window into his moment. (It was not enough, the realization that despite 
my foreignness, my privilege afforded me a certain inclusion in his country to which he 
had no access. -  No, I wanted it all. I wanted to know Guarani so when he spoke to me, I 
would comprehend rather than feel the bite o f otherness, the suggestion that I did not 
belong here, that I assumed too much. I wanted to think I could understand it all, his 
sadness and his reasons for laughing.)
It did not matter. The photo was ruined beyond recall.
Yet the more I stared at it, trying so hard to imagine away the blemish, the more 
the picture transformed. The snow-dots smattering the portrait made it come alive in an 
awful fashion. An aura overtook the space surrounding the boy; it flashed yellow, then 
green, then white. The now-visible air pulsated, expanded outward from the photo in my 
hand and enveloped me until I was there in the yard once again, standing, taking part in 
the exchange with no camera lens to hide behind, faced with the boy’s rebuking stare and 
staring back (and all around us the feast raged then tired, night fell, the party walked 
home), until I glimpsed in his gaze the twin to my own hollow, a hunger which spoke not
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W hat Kills the Living and Keeps the Dead
“I have a complaint against this girl,” Hermano Enrique said as way o f a welcome 
home. “She never finished her physics exam.”
H e’d caught us on the verandah, where Mama, Hermano Miguel, and I sat 
drinking terere in the Paraguayan mid-morning heat. I had returned to Caaguazu two 
days prior, four years after my stay as a foreign exchange student. Since my arrival, 
friends from the Catholic high school I’d attended had stopped by my host family’s house 
for joyful reunions, eager to recall the m ischief o f our schooldays. Now  came the former 
teacher, eager to denounce me.
I did not notice his entrance, too busy with terere. Mama had handed me the 
pitcher o f water that morning with fresh crushed mint and the bullhorn guampa, assigning 
me the role o f server. Her own way of welcoming me back. Little by little, I recalled the 
feel o f it, filling the cup o f yerba mate with cold water, draining the first two cupfuls 
m yself to absorb the bitterest dredges, keeping track o f whose turn it was to receive. 
M ama and her friend Hermano Miguel, a M arist friar who also taught at the parochial 
school, discussed the latest in Caaguazu while I passed them their drink.
Then I looked up from the pouring stream of water and news, and there was 
Enrique, silent and wry.
I leapt up to greet my old teacher and had barely kissed both his paper-fresh 
cheeks, when he launched his accusation: “I have a complaint against this girl.”
I stepped back. W hat was this?
Enrique extracted a yellowed piece of notebook paper from his shirt pocket, and I 
laughed at the sudden memory. “You didn’t! You kept it?”
“Her last day o f school,” Hermano Enrique continued, looking only at the jury of 
M ama and Miguel, “her class had a physics test. She hands in this instead.” He unfolded 
the letter and waved it in front of their noses, but rather than submit the item as Exhibit 
A, he turned and gave it to me.
“Y . . . que me dices?” The last word pronounced “DEETH-ess,”” indicating his 
homeland as Spain. “I should have you take the test now, no?”
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*
I was well acquainted with Hermano Enrique’s tests. The M arist brother taught 
physics and chemistry at Colegio Inmaculada Concepcion, the Catholic school I attended 
during my time in Caaguazu. I had arrived at the Quinto B classroom in the initial 
months o f the new millenium, scared into silence by my lack o f Spanish. I was also 
horrified by the way the cerulean jum per required o f female students washed out my 
already pale complexion, as compared to the rich olive and tan skin tones of the 
Paraguayan students (the one exception being Maggi, a petite cornsilk blonde whose 
family had emigrated years ago from Germany). Many o f my forty-five classmates had 
attended CIC together since kindergarten -  making their way through each classroom of 
the square school complex. Then in their junior year, they had literally “been around the 
block,” confirmed by their close-knit relationships as well as their familiarity with the
M arist brothers and lay teachers. I wondered, with my cultural ignorance and stilted 
language, how or if  it was possible to find a place in their number.
Thanks to Hermano Enrique, I found out soon enough how not to go about it.
My first recollection of the brother emerges amidst the blur of incomprehension 
and mental fatigue that characterized my inaugural weeks at CIC: a slight man with 
curling gray hair and clunky glasses bridged atop his Roman nose, writing methodically 
on the chalkboard.
I do not remember what the lesson was that day. But let’s hypothesize that it was 
the difference between distance and displacement, and how this relates to the concepts of 
speed and velocity. L et’s say that the old man with the thick-rimmed glasses discussed 
how speed demonstrates the distance covered in a certain amount o f time, but that 
velocity, which applies to vectors, shows rather how quickly an object has been 
displaced, that is: how far out o f place it is. For this reason, he explained, if  someone 
walked in a square and ended up at the point of departure, they would have covered 
distance, but would not have been displaced; the person’s velocity would equal zero.
And let’s say that I was already familiar with this concept from the science classes I ’d 
taken at my high school back in Wisconsin, but that even more, my present circumstances 
so reflected this truth that when I saw the teacher’s script on the board and heard him rasp 
through an example problem, I felt the knowledge echoing inside rather than etched upon 
me, so that when he presented a practice question which asked us to find the velocity o f a 
certain hypothetical journey, I was able, by prior experience, to arrive at the right answer.
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The first attempt by a classmate to answer the question ended with Enrique 
exploding in impatience. “No, no!” he said. “Basta! Let someone else try.”
He had a tendency to speak forcefully, on the verge o f a shout. “Who next?” he
asked.
An uncomfortable silence followed. I focused on the solidity o f the tile floor 
beneath the thin soles o f my Mary Janes.
Rafael, a classmate whose kind attentiveness and good looks unnerved me, peered 
over my left shoulder at my notebook page. “W hat did you do there?” he said. Then he 
looked across me at the student seated to my right: “I think she found it, Aidee.”
Aidee was my neighbor at home as well as school. Mama had enlisted her to 
watchdog me, and the class had come to expect her intervention as my mediator and 
spokesperson. To my mortification, Aidee now grabbed my notebook and held it out to 
Enrique. “Hermano, Sarah has it.”
Our teacher strolled over, his lower lip drawn up and his eyebrows raised. I 
cowered in the front row, decked in all my darted-waist, knee-length, turquoise misery.
Enrique glanced over my equation. Fixed me with an assaying stare. “Stand up,”
he said.
I feigned incomprehension. The last thing I wanted was to draw any more 
attention to myself. But o f course, the charade could only play out so long. Especially 
when the good friar dropped the chalk into my hand.
I stepped to the blackboard and tried to dissociate mind from body. You are not 
in an ugly blue jumper in front o f forty-five strangers, I told myself. You are not making
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a bad impression as a white foreign know-it-all. I wrote each step o f the equation, 
focusing on the screeee! o f the chalk-line in an attempt to ignore the whispers that came 
from the desks behind me. I shut my eyes for a second. You are not alienating yourself 
from -
“Your American classmate can do it,” Enrique said to the others. “She doesn’t 
even know the language.”
It wouldn’t do. If  I desired any true camaraderie with my Paraguayan classmates, 
I couldn’t play teacher’s pet to the Spanish friar. Alignment with Enrique equaled social 
suicide for an outsider like me. So during the break between classes one day, when the 
round and cheerful Ana Laura observed, “Hermano Enrique likes Sarah sooo much,” I 
rolled my eyes and shrugged my shoulders. And resolved: it wouldn’t do. Hermano 
Enrique would pay.
“I don’t know why,” I said. “It’s annoying.”
“Ahh, you like it,” Rafa said. Aidee grinned and nodded.
The four o f us stood in the school gallery, leaning against the wall. From our 
shady spot, I looked out at the younger students playing in the sun-baked courtyard.
Some elementary girls took turns jum ping over a long elastic band pulled taut by two 
classmates. After each girl cleared the line, the two anchor-girls would raise the elastic 
band a couple more inches.
“It’s because Sarah’s a gringa fe a ,” Ana Laura concluded. Judgment threaded her
words.
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My mind searched in desperation for some way to distance m yself from the 
teacher. I latched onto the first idea, my thought registering only as I said it. “I should 
just speak English to him sometime. See what he does.”
My classmates burst into laughter, clapped their hands, widened their eyes in 
gleeful scandal. “Can you imagine?” Aidee looked to Ana and Rafa. “How he would 
react?”
Rafa cocked his head back. “Haihue! He would get angry!”
In the courtyard, a young girl squinted against the sun, held her hand to her brow, 
and gave a light skip over the elastic band. Her friends moved the line higher.
“I’ll do it,” I told them.
O f course, it was one thing to say so. For a few weeks, I hoped that that would be 
enough to keep the teasing at bay. But my classmates wouldn’t forget. “Too scared?” 
Ana asked. “Are you chickening out?”
The day we set aside, Hermano Enrique strolled into class in his slow, self­
amused style. He shadowed the doorway for a moment in his loafers and short-sleeved 
button-up. His humidity-teased gray hair haloed about his bald spot, his shoulders 
rounded, hand in one pocket of his khaki slacks, the other holding a legal pad and 
calculator to his chest.
Rafa shot me a purposeful look -  Get ready.
I knew I couldn’t think about it too much. So my hand shot up with the first 
problem Enrique wrote on the board (let’s say, a simple review that applied Work =
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Force x distance). The teacher caught sight o f me and nodded, his hazel eyes warming. 
Here, yes, the star pupil.
Instead of an answer, though, I asked in English, “Can we learn something else, 
please?”
Aidee snickered to my right.
Hermano Enrique stepped closer. “Que dices? Que es la respuesta?”
My pulse beat at the edges o f my body. I could feel my face flush. Till he gets 
mad, I reminded myself. You need to make him mad. “I’m actually not that interested in 
physics,” I continued. “Maybe you could teach us something else.” To my left, Rafa 
leaned forward over the desk, reading the awkward tension mounting between the M arist 
brother and me.
Enrique stood before me now. The room too silent, classmates aware that 
something was up. The attention would be worth the redeemed credibility. I sucked in 
my breath and looked up at the teacher. “Because, I m ean- really, what is the point o f all 
this?”
He was supposed to get mad. He was supposed to snap at me, call me out on my 
insolence. I would remain surly and intractable. He was supposed to rage, give up, send 
me to speak with the headmaster. My classmates would admire my detached compliance, 
the way I would leave the classroom with a straight back and chin up.
But in response, Enrique touched a finger to the back o f his ear and shook his
head.
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He was hard o f hearing? I’d known this before, right? Still, I felt uneasy that my 
ploy exposed the brother’s impairment. He winced a little, as I knew m yself to do at 
times, as though lack o f understanding were a physical pain. He was in earnest to hear 
what I’d said. He believed the breakage was his.
I glanced at my friends. A idee’s nose wrinkled; she quaked with silent laughter. 
Rafa bit his lip and wiggled his thick eyebrows in goading. I looked to the friar, who 
stood at the ready.
And lost my nerve. “Nothing. N ever mind,” I mumbled. “No es nada.”
Hermano Enrique surveyed the three o f us for a moment, wagged his arm in 
irritation, and returned to the lesson. From our row, giggles rippled through the room as 
the news spread, “Sarah was speaking English to the brother.” “W hy?” “Para incharle 
no mas.'’” I hoped these distracted susurros also hung outside o f the teacher’s poor 
earshot.
How old was he? Late fifties, early-to-mid sixties? To us youths, the M arist 
friars were simply ancianos: all gray-haired and balding men whose communal life 
allowed a certain justification in perceiving foremost their uniformity. To gauge a 
brother’s individual history, you had to look to other details.
Enrique, for example. His shirt collar always hung loose around his neck as 
though he were a man who suffered privately. Even the suffering o f holy devotion. Any 
excess sweated out through long nights o f prayer, study, the grading o f student papers. It 
left him a mere whittling, a figure o f wood and charcoal. Still, he’d walk into class as soft 
as a lamb. No wonder we teased him so.
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Hermano Enrique now settled into a deck chair on the verandah. Instead of the 
physics test, he gave me a riddle. “Que mata lo vivo y  mantiene lo muerto?”
I offered him the topped-off guampa, but he waved it away.
It took me a second to puzzle out the meaning, so he repeated it, “Mata lo vivo. 
Mantiene lo muerto.”
W hat kills the living and keeps the dead?
M ama and I gave each other a mystified look. Hermano Miguel stared impassive 
and just ahead, his hands folded across his paunch. I got the impression he had heard this 
one before.
“I don’t know,” I said at last. “No clue.”
Enrique gave an impatient sigh and shook his head. H e’d had better hopes for 
me. “Alcohol,” he intoned, and we were given to see that it wasn’t just a riddle, but a 
joke.
I think I groaned in response. Mama giggled, and Miguel took a draw from the 
cup o f terere till the slurp at the end that means no more water to strain. The insistent 
whine o f industrial saws carried over from the lumberyard at the end o f our block. W hat 
o f these things could the old friar hear? I did shake my head and chuckle at last.
There is o f course another answer to Enrique’s riddle, which is “M emory.” I 
would not realize this till much later.
*
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The first afternoon Hermano Enrique gave our class a quiz, I was unprepared, 
because I hadn’t understood that this was what was going to happen. The word for quiz, 
prueba, gave me problems, since according to the dense Spanish-English dictionary I 
lugged around, it could mean test, evidence, trial or proof.
Enrique approached me at the beginning o f class and asked if  I had a calculator. I 
scrunched up one side o f my face, trying to understand his thickened Spanish. Aidee 
finally answered for me: “No, she doesn’t.” (I always borrowed hers or Rafa’s.)
Our teacher placed his own blocky calculator on my desk. “If you don’t 
understand something in the prueba, let me know.” He drew out the words and ended 
with a deep and playful nod.
Around me classmates tore pages from their notebooks, drew crisp left-hand 
margins with a ruler and pen, and begged pencils or erasers off each other in stage- 
whispers.
My own calculator. Prueba. Ah.
That calculator became a ritual. I could have just asked Mama to buy me one.
She would have driven us to a libreria enseguida, probably to select some graphing 
model that did much more than I needed. I could have bought one myself. But whether 
forgetfulness or for the brother’s sake or my host family’s or my own, I never did request 
this.
*
Exam days Enrique strolled into the classroom and handed the test sheet to Nidia, 
who had collected everyone’s 100 Guarames in anticipation o f running to the copier 
across the street. Next he picked up his ancient, square calculator and headed for my 
desk. Sometimes he wouldn’t set it down until I looked up at him and nodded a wordless 
assent. Other times he placed it on the elbow of the writing chair while I bowed my head 
over my notebook. But after that first day, it was no longer a question, and we never 
spoke about it.
Classmates raised their eyebrows. I ’d hear it from them later: Enrique’s partiality 
for the gringa fea. After that early circus at the blackboard, though, and my aborted 
mission to spite him, this silent test-day transaction seemed a workable if imperfect 
compromise.
*
The riddle delivered, Enrique turned and began to chat with his co-friar and 
M ama about matters at the school. Some gathering to happen that day. A new policy on 
grading. I don’t remember what. Hermano Miguel took jibes at his elder with that 
jocular familiarity o f old men. Enrique, dear man, took everything in earnest.
Hermano Miguel was new since my time, but we had already gained some 
intimacy. Five minutes after I met him my first day back in town, he was giving me a 
reflexology foot massage to cure me of travel-sickness. “The kidneys,” he declared, 
burrowing his thumb deep into the sole. “Let me know if  you feel any tenderness.” (The
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local Marists were big believers in this therapeutic art; my classmates would attend 
periodic workshops the brothers offered to the high school students. W henever I 
complained o f a headache, Ana Laura would grab my right hand and pinch the meat 
between my thumb and pointer, reassuring me, “It redirects the pain.”) I pretended the 
massage put me to sleep because Miguel had assured me that it would. “She’ll soon feel 
better, I suspect,” he whispered to Mama. I lay very still on the red-plush couch and 
willed myself not to smile.
As the three chatted, I snuck a glance at the note Enrique had handed me. I 
recognized my widened high-school scrawl and grimaced at outgrown language mistakes. 
The note’s message was simple enough: thanking the brother for his teaching and for the 
use o f his calculator (on which, during the letter-writing, I had tapped frequent interludes 
in order to not rouse suspicion). And I had thanked him, maybe, for making me -  a 
foreigner -  feel welcome at the school.
I didn’t read the note over much. It seemed too strange with its recipient sitting 
right there on my porch. Especially since I had originally delivered it to Hermano 
Enrique in as sly and circumspect a manner as possible, covered by the untouched test 
sheet and slipped into the pile with everyone else’s exams. His mock accusation these 
four years later was amusing; I also felt ratted out.
I handed the letter back to my teacher. He closed it along its seams. Stood 
abruptly to depart.





Enrique looked down at his blue polo. A white insignia, some Catholic 
association, laced the left pocket where he’d slipped the re-folded note.
“I’ve had it for awhile now.”
“Well, you never wear it,” Miguel said. “You must keep it for special occasions.”
All our attention converged on the shirt while Enrique stood, unwilling recipient 
o f our scrutiny. It did not look like special-occasion attire. The cut o f it hung off the 
brother’s thin shoulders and flared near the bottom where he’d left it untucked. A 
shapeless triangle o f cloth that diminished him and made him seem boyish.
He said nothing in response to Miguel.
“Hermano wanted to look nice to see Saaarah!” Mama teased.
The corners o f my teacher’s mouth went delicate. He attempted a look of 
nonchalant dismissal, but it backfired into a hangdog frown. All o f us laughed except 
him.




Near the end o f my first stay in Paraguay, I sat with Enrique once during Mass.
He was by him self a row back from where my family had searched out a pew, and with a 
slight nod toward Mama, I indicated that I would join  him for the service.
It was July, winter. The weather cold and dreary. We were on a break from 
school and I’d spent too much of the two weeks inside, eating lipid-heavy chipa guazu 
and watching TV. It had all made me very peevish and insular. Homesickness had crept 
in as well -  here! now! five months into my six-month stay! Its late arrival as much as its 
emotionality made me impatient with myself, feeling I was somehow above such 
sentiment (why should I miss my native language or the mother and father I’d been born 
to?) All this to say that when M ama came into the chilly living room where I was draped 
across the couch eating chipa guazu and watching dubbed Lifetime movies on cable and 
said that we were going to Mass, and why don’t I put on the nice slacks she’d had 
tailored for me, I did not feel charitable towards her or this idea.
W ith impressively little eye-rolling, I did manage to loll off the couch, squeeze 
into the tweed slacks (too much chipa guazu...), and then into the car with my parents 
and bickering siblings. Even this restraint made me homesick: If  I had been with my real 
parents, I thought, I could throw a full-out fit.
The sanctuary was so cold that night. Later I would tell m yself this was why I had 
chosen to sit with the friar. Because no one should be cold and alone.
W hen I slid into the pew next to him, he looked up. His wispy hair and chunky 
glasses marked him out almost more than his white skin. His tan zip-up sweater made 
him a disheveled Mr. Rogers. Though he recognized me, he did not smile or say
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anything. We were in a different space. Moreover, his eyes betrayed the privacy o f the 
moment I had interrupted. His arms crossed over his chest, he slumped a little against the 
wooden pewback, and contemplation contrailed the slow turn o f his head. He was 
listening to an inside-ness, to something that no one else heard, and I hesitated for a 
moment -  had I intruded too far? But his demeanor did not change, brighten, or 
reproach. And I understood that while he would not compromise the W ork that now 
engaged him, he saw who I was, and there was room enough.
I sat down, keeping my eyes straight ahead. P a’i Luis in his green chasuble 
presided at the front o f the church, reading the introductory rites: the Lord be with you. 
Hermano Enrique and I sat and stood with the rhythm of the liturgy and recited the 
responses. -  And also with you. Where I did not know the prayers, I keyed into the friar’s 
hoarse voice and wondered about that private look on his face, the silent 
acknowledgment. I wanted to think that just sitting there beside him, through the 
unspoken reception o f each other’s presence, I could help him in his Work, the same way 
he offered me his calculator at test-time. I wanted to believe that through this the 
loneliness could be redeemed.
At the end o f the service, my family turned around and chatted with the friar. The 
quietness had left him, Enrique-the-teacher reasserted himself. He asked what grades Eli 
and Luisito, my two youngest siblings, were in at CIC. Then he jerked his thumb in my 
direction and said, “This one causes me all kinds o f problems. You say she leaves soon? 
W hat a shame!”
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What kills the living and keeps the dead? It dawns on me that I spoke falsely 
before -  I met the friar my first day o f school. He stopped at my desk upon his entrance 
to the classroom and spoke a word o f welcome that my mind could not process. I stared 
up at the man in mute bewilderment. His broad grin and tanned face. The hook nose and 
glasses. Could he see how lost I was?
He turned to Aidee and asked her a question. She looked at me like she might a 
puppy and laughed, “No entiende nada.” She doesn’t understand a thing.
Undaunted, Enrique addressed me again -  calm, reassuring. W alked away.
Started class.
And then, our reunion on my host family’s porch. My teacher’s presentation of 
the saved letter, M iguel’s comment on the shirt. Hermano Enrique’s visit was never 
about the test; it was about the proof. I see that now, and the memory o f my parting 
laughter mixes with Aidee’s words, offering a reproach.
If I could, I would return to that moment on the verandah, to our little circle of 
four. Instead o f laughing, I would walk my teacher to the front gate. “Never mind,” I 
would say, “I understand how it is. I also prefer my efforts go unremarked.” I would 




He looked more like an indie rocker than a professor. W hat with the plugs in his 
ears, the thick-rimmed Buddy Holly glasses, the blue jeans and T-shirt. He shyly 
introduced him self as Arturo, the instructor for Black and W hite Photography, then cast a 
doubtful eye at the small circle o f desks where all five o f his students had gathered. All 
o f us foreign exchange students, none o f us with the prerequisite course. W e sat, 
expressions vacant from hours o f cultural immersion, clutching our Nalgenes and 
Northface backpacks like protective amulets. Arturo mumbled through the syllabus and 
kept glancing at the door, as though any minute it would be flooded with a legion of 
Ecuadorian youths, the real students o f his class, mad for jazz, digital revolution and 
transgressive art -  the ones who walked around campus with nappy hair and thin white T- 
shirts broadcasting the wry slogan, “Disfruto la guerra gracias a CNN.” But none came.
I couldn’t blame him for the unenthusiastic response. W e’d chosen the class for a 
fun, easy grade. Our knowledge and skills were suspect: a week at summer camp, a high 
school elective. My only formal training in photography was a month-long summer 
school course as a fifteen-year-old. Since then, I ’d considered m yself something o f an 
amateur photographer and accumulated a small arsenal of camera equipment over five 
Christmases and birthdays: a Pentax ZX-10, a 300-meter Tamron telephoto lens and -  the 
latest addition -  an 80-meter wide-angle, sure to be useful in panning shots o f the Andes. 
My reason for adding Fotografia Blanco y  Negro to my already full schedule, however, 
was much narrower in scope. Two small words: Why not?
In any manner, Arturo was stuck with us. To deny us entry to the class would 
mean its cancellation -  and as an adjunct, a pay cut for him. So, trusting our claims to at 
least a basic understanding of photographic processes, Arturo sighed, tugged absent- 
mindedly at his earring, and told us to meet him the following Monday in the university 
photo lab.
Unlike the four other students in the class, I had come to the university 
independent o f any exchange program. Going to Ecuador with a group o f Americans, I 
felt, was akin to scuba diving in an innertube. I wanted to go beyond the surface. I 
wanted to blaze trails! And I wanted to be alone.
The point was immersion, w asn’t it? To move beyond fa9ade and first 
impression, to probe the inner workings of the city and the culture even to the point of 
discomfort. I wanted to struggle through and overcome every challenge: the buses, the 
smog, the beggars, the incessant noise, the hecklers hissing and eyeing my boobs. I 
would do this by myself. Here I  am free-wheeling, Magnificent Autonomous Being! To 
my dismay, all my fire and chutzpah left me as soon as I caught a bus out o f Quito each 
morning and entered the pristine university campus on the other side o f the mountain, all 
airy, pastel-coloured buildings and the snow-capped peak o f Cotopaxi winking in the 
distance. The wide bright space terrified me -- I wanted to run and hide. Suddenly, every 
required action seemed insurmountable. It sapped my strength just to find the proper 
textbooks in the bookstore. My brain overheated trying to understand the tumbling 
Spanish o f my classmates and professors. I stumbled through any conversation. W ith
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self-righteous fervor, I avoided the other Americans where they clustered together by the 
university pond bragging about how drunk they’d gotten on their weekend trip to the 
beaches at Salinas. I also avoided the Ecuadorian students, as they crowded the sunlit 
Maxwell Plaza at break time to enjoy the imported cultural pleasure of a burger, fries, 
and Coke. I lost time wandering the grounds looking for a place to settle, someone to 
talk to. In the end, I bolted my packed lunch while crouched in a dark corner o f campus, 
like a scavenger waiting to be displaced by creatures more beautiful and socially 
connected than she.
And so it was. Despite all my presumed superiority over the other exchange 
students who had “had to” come in groups, I began to envy them from afar. They had 
built-in support networks, established relationships, pre-arranged outings into the 
country. I had come by m yself to better understand the realities o f Ecuadorian life, yet 
while my fellow exchange students had already visited the eastern jungles, the northern 
coast, the volcanic mountains surrounding us, the only reality I knew was this cool pink 
stone pushing against my back as I rested on my haunches between the Humanities 
buildings of Newton and Galileo.
The only other window I had into Ecuadorian life was my host family. The 
Arguetas were an odd mixture o f leisure and harried activity. Neither o f the parents 
worked. Carlos had retired from banking a few years before, and as a half-deaf, 
doddering man, he alternately shuffled around the house and fabricated important errands 
that would carry him back to the city center. M arta was a stout, dramatic little woman 
who had poured her years into raising my three host siblings. As all o f them were grown
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up, this energy was now channeled into arguing with them about their life choices, 
worrying about their health, and otherwise prying into the details of their romantic lives. 
In her spare time, M arta watched the man-hating talk show Maritere and exchanged 
gossip with Rosario, the neighbor down the street. My solitude baffled her ( “Haven’t 
you met anyone at the University, Sarita? Usually there are parties for the foreign 
exchange students. Are there no parties?”), but she shrugged her shoulders and brought 
me along on visits to family members.
Sundays we would visit Alejo and Ana in Sangolqui, thirty minutes out o f Quito. 
Alejo was the son o f M arta’s younger sister, TIa Julia. She o f the copper-dyed coif and 
sensible shoes. TIa Julia didn’t have a car, so we would take her to go see her newborn 
grandson, Marcos. M arta and Tia Julia cooed over him and dished out advice to the cool- 
mannered, long-suffering Ana while the men of the family played cards, drank Pilsener, 
shouted curses, and brought the house down with their laughter.
Yelling was the Arguetas’ main form of communication. Coming from a 
comparatively sedate Midwestern family, I was confused and exhausted by all the noise. 
If I had known the pivotal role this place would play in all that followed, I might have 
rallied m yself to pay closer attention to details. I might have been more wary. But I had 
no foresight o f these things. As it was, I would pass the time at Alejo and A na’s quietly 
observing the family or hiding behind the curtain o f my own thoughts (“ The other foreign 
exchange students are probably romping on the beaches o f Esmeraldas right now, or 
buying Panama hats in Cuenca...”). I would sleep on the drive back home. W hen Marta
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commented on my listlessness, I reached for excuses. “All the studying I’ve been doing 
has tired me out.” “I’m not used to the high altitude yet.”
She patted my shoulder. “Yes, mamita. It takes awhile to adjust.”
Adjustment. It was a near constant state o f being for me. Upon my arrival in 
August 2003, Ecuador was my third country o f residence that year. And while I tried to 
convince m yself that this was fine, a necessary prerequisite for the cosmopolitan lifestyle 
I had chosen, in truth my body was struggling to keep up with all the border-crossing. I 
felt unanchored from all that happened around me, a spirit hovering over the material 
world. The second day in Quito I unpacked my big suitcase in the room the Arguetas set 
aside for me. The closets soon burst with clothes and piles o f books edged the desk that 
sat opposite the bed. It always amazed me -  how little time it took to fill a space. Still, 
when I was done, the suitcase empty, I stood in the room and felt that no one was there.
W e lived in Sector Jipijapa, at the northern cusp o f the long narrow valley that 
made up the capital city. A stone’s throw away from the major thoroughfares o f Rio 
Coca and Avenida de los Shyris, a block away from the bull-fighting ring, and a mere ten 
minutes from the airport I ’d flown into a few weeks before. The early morning planes 
caused night terrors. For weeks, I would wake with a pounding heart and paralyzed 
limbs, lost in the screech and roar o f engines as they protested the steep trajectory o f their 
mountainous ascents and descents. My eyes searched all the seams of the ceiling and the 
walls, asking, “W here am I? Where am I? W here am I?”
I had yet to be located.
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Arturo met us Monday afternoon for a tour o f the photo lab. He seemed in better 
spirits, having managed to rope in one(!) Ecuadorian student who spoke and understood 
Spanish (unlike the rest o f us) at a level higher than fifth grade and who was also a bona 
fide Art major.
I was jum ping inside. Ready to start! W him or no whim, the photography class 
promised one thing I’d wanted ever since that month-long course five years prior: a 
return to the dark room. That hallowed cave, all shadow, thick aroma, mystic glows. . . I 
could lose long hours of holy contemplation in that place, like my own private Church of 
the Holy Sepulchre.
It started with the film itself. Arturo crowded us all into the film developing room 
for a demonstration. The film, he explained, is covered with a layer o f emulsion that 
contains light-sensitive silver halide ions. After the undeveloped film is twisted onto a 
reel and placed in the protective tank, developer is poured in, and the tank is gently rolled 
to ensure a uniform washing of the film in the chemical solvents. Where the film has 
been seared by light exposure, the developer reacts, turning the silver halide ions to 
metal. Through the various baths, the remaining halides o f the emulsion are washed 
away, leaving the film a minute landscape o f transparent skin with silver scars. Arturo 
had us try it with a “practice roll.” W e bumped around in the dark like frightened 
disciples, cursing as we tried to feed our film onto the plastic reels.
The printing dark room, though, was where truth and art came into focus, where 
the enlarger machine projected the image onto paper. Exposure to light resurrected the 
scene from a blank sheet o f photo paper when it was plopped into the tray o f developer
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solution. Negative image became positive. Latent image, visible. There in the shallow 
pool, the image blossomed ex nihilo, deepened in nuance o f black, white, gray, till before 
you stood a piece o f history, a moment frozen in time.
And bodies. Bodies at rest, captured in one place, in one posture. Arturo had 
shown us examples before introducing us to the darkroom itself, flipping through a 
slideshow on his iBook. One image showed a dark-skinned woman receiving 
communion, the whole scene spinning and blurred except for the tiny wafer shining like a 
bellyful o f moon in the priest’s brittle hand. This is my body, broken for you. “I took this 
one,” Arturo confessed, then clicked to the next photo in the slideshow.
An inert body, languishing in a chair. No. I blinked, an attempt to assimilate the 
scene . . . not just a body. And my blood went cold: a corpse. Tied to the chair with 
leather straps, the braid o f autopsy stitches marching up the middle o f its belly and chest, 
the face and arms grimy with dried blood. The eyes were still partially open, gazing up. 
The mouth slightly ajar, the fingers long as ladles. My heart started to pace as I took in 
the chilling scene. The horrific lifelessness o f the body, propped like a rag doll, seemed 
to mock the calm of the previous photo.
W as this art? I could scarce decide. But this, Arturo told us, was not an 
uncommon response. Joel-Peter W itkin was well-known for his controversial photos, 
and his practice of visiting Mexican morgues to obtain the bodies (or parts) needed for 
them. At last, I came to m yself -  I was appalled. Shocked and angry. The whole 
enterprise was an outright violation to the dignity of the deceased. Had W itkin no respect 
for the human body? He did not have even the excuse o f reportage. How could he have
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such little conscience, to pose what was once a living person as some symbol for his own 
“artistic” ends? The whole idea made my stomach churn.
I couldn’t bring myself to keep looking at the photo, so I focused elsewhere, 
silently fuming, “How dare he . . . ” The floor. “How dare he . . . ” My bookbag. 
Arturo’s arms. “How dare . . . ” I began to calm down. Arturo’s neck. I took a deep 
breath. “How . . . ” The unique texture o f his jaw.
Out o f all the bodies I’d come across in the Photography classroom, Arturo’s was 
the one that most interested me. Behind the chunky frames, his calm brown eyes balanced 
the aquiline nose and firm, forthright chin. His close-shaved hair and lanky frame came 
off as stylishly ascetic. He also had the allure o f a hip, young professor. He routinely 
showed up to class in jeans, a T-shirt, and army boots. All this made him so casual; I was 
thoroughly intimidated. Desperate for him to like me.
And his skin. His own skin seemed a latent image made visible, garbled as it was. 
It was not the first thing I noticed about him, but slowly became a focal point, as he 
turned his head this way or that, if  the light fell on him -  especially shining up from 
below as it did in the light tables o f the photo lab’s anteroom, where students examined 
their negatives through the magnifying glass o f the Peak loupes -  then I realized yes, it 
was more than just acne graveyards etched in his cheeks or the mottling sprawl o f a 
birthmark. The marks extended beyond, down his neck, encircled his arms, a patchwork 
o f crepe-paper flesh: loud, red and tender. There’s a story there, I thought. A story.
It would have been rude and immature to stare, so I never did. Not when my 
curiosity would have been conspicuous.
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If I had been awake, I might have realized that my friends were right beside me 
the whole time. As it was, three weeks passed before I noticed the reserved Japanese 
student and the outgoing, gap-toothed boy in my Andean History class.
I had noticed them before. I knew about Shigetada because he was being hosted 
by one o f M arta’s friends. M arta would sit with me at supper time (my college-aged host 
siblings out at work or with friends, Carlos doddering around the house as usual) and tell 
me stories o f the “poor Japanese or Chinese or whatever he is” that had a hard time even 
reading street signs because it was a different writing from his own language, you know.
I would see him, a lanky young man with shaggy, rust-colored hair, sitting by the 
university pond, smoking a cigarette and gazing across the murky waters at the Eastern- 
stylized Pagoda where the PE department held Yoga classes.
And Tim . . . Well. It was hard to not notice Tim.
It was Tim who -  with a winning smile and brassy East-Coast accent -  introduced 
him self to me, and to Shige, and then suggested we team up for the class-required visit to 
Museo del Banco Central. We arrived just as the museum closed, but had so much fun 
during the hour-long commute, we decided to hang out more often.
Shige did not speak a whole lot. As a hopeful for the Japanese diplomatic core, 
he tended to weigh every word on balanced scales. But he also had an ample sense of 
humor. Once on a bus ride from the university back to Quito, I asked him what his name 
meant. He pondered a moment. “It sort o f means, like, mm ... ‘friendly spirit.’”
“It fits you well.”
“And Sarah? W hat does ‘Sarah’ mean?”
“ ‘Princess.’”
He laughed till I became indignant.
Tim, the affable instigator o f the group, was a History major from the University 
o f Maryland, and a sharp contrast to Shige’s introversion. I was blown away by how 
much he could talk, but realized after awhile that it came from a mind that observed and 
engaged life on all fronts. “You know,” he told me one day, “we were on the same flight 
from San Antonio to Quito.”
“W e were? I don’t remember that.” I could barely recall where I’d flown in
from.
“I’m certain. I remember. That’s where I first saw you and wanted to be your
friend.”
“Oh, c’mon . . .”
“Sarah.” He pressed his hands together and pointed them at me, the sign he 
wanted me to concentrate on what he was saying. “Sarah, it’s true. There were so many 
exchange students at that gate. You could tell who they were. First o f all, those 
Canadian girls in their crazy red Rotary jackets, don’t you remember, talking to everyone 
like crazy Canadians? And then all the other exchange students joking nervously and 
checking each other out like it was Freshman Orientation or something. There was some 
guy named . . . Brian? . . . from . . . North Carolina. And Abby from Vermont. All o f us 
talking loudly and nervously while we waited for that plane. And then, out o f the corner
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of my eye, I see you” (his voice suddenly drifted) “off to the side, looking so still and lost 
in thought. Like you were somewhere else entirely.”
He shook his head and looked at me, baffled. “I mean,” his words came slowly. 
“You were almost untouchable.”
The first assignment Arturo gave us was to shoot a self-portrait. Portraiture was 
his specialty. Bodies framed, bodies held within the borders o f themselves and the edges 
o f the photo’s page. Bodies to be observed, appreciated, considered. I continued to study 
his body in surreptitious glances, musing over his marked flesh as one does a half­
finished puzzle.
He hauled out the gray screen backdrop, the flash bulbs, sync cords, slave units, 
the whole shebang, and had us take portraits o f each other in the studio. I fumbled 
through. I had no fathoming o f how to time the flash in relation to the exposure, at what 
angle to place the lights. When I developed the film after, all the photos I took came out 
blurry and obscured. This trial did not bode well for my self-portrait.
But then, Arturo delivered good news: we did not need to restrict ourselves to 
traditional portraiture only. W e did not even need to be in the photo ourselves, as long as 
the picture represented us. Be creative, he urged. Consider how to capture yourself 
uniquely. He placed an enlarged print o f a sample self-portrait on a chair for us to see. 
His own. My heart jumped, and I felt my face flush. At last, a legitimate opportunity to 
burn into my memory the image o f his riddled skin. I saw it. I seized it: an aperture for 
fixation.
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— I  saw it. Again, just the other day. It is amazing what you can find on the 
Internet. Scary, really. Definitely scary for you, if  you were ever to discover I ’ve 
searched you out the way I  did. Never could leave well enough alone. But maybe i t ’s not 
a mistake . . . I  don’t know. Forgive me.
I  really hadn’t much hope o f finding it, o f resurrecting all this . . . But the facts 
simply came as I  remembered what happened and began to think o f writing the story. 
Even you. Even your self-portrait. I t ’s amazing, all you can find on the Internet.
Nothing more than to type your name and “self-portrait ” into the Google search engine 
and just like that! An online journal holds in its archive a photo o f your self-portrait on 
display. As though the years that passed were just a day, and I  was staring into the eyes 
of that image, ~how I  could never fo rge t. . . even if  I  had not seen it again, even if  there 
was no photo to jo g  my memory . . . those eyes behind your thick-rimmed glasses, sealed 
off like deep wells no longer in use, wells o f water blocked off by rocks. And the whole 
self-portrait -  there! In the photo! The simple head and shoulders shot, wan and sepia 
as it emerges from the shadows, but the figure obscured by all the band-aids that cover 
your imperfect skin, and even -  obscured more than usual, as the image is at an angle in 
this photo, tapering off in the distance as it hangs on the gallery wall o f Salon Mariano 
Aguilera.
That’s the real problem with writing this, you see -  too many angles. Too many 
compounded images -  even to start with a photo o f a photo? It is already too much. 
Already I  have laid bare the extent of my obsession in revisiting a past obsession.
Forgive me.
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But it was the other photo o f yours on display, next to your self-portrait, that 
haunted me for days. It can’t be a conscious association. It can’t be. Do you remember 
this? Still, that second image that hangs in the Salon, in the forefront o f the online 
journal’s photograph, tells me I  have no choice. I  must write it out. Any angle will do. -­
W ith the displaying o f his self-portrait, my interest in Arturo’s scarred skin 
increased. He had clearly experienced some trauma in his life, some past horror that left 
him so altered. And, I told myself, who better to share the pain o f that trauma with than 
I? Was it not obvious? Though no standard existed (as far as I knew) for a professor to 
confide such things to a student, I concluded that nothing could be more natural. If  he 
had shown us the photo that highlighted his disfigurement, then its cause must be 
something he was open to talking about. Resolved, then. I would go beyond the surface! 
I would uncover his past. All that was needed was the right moment to broach the topic.
That moment came the day I printed my own self-portrait.
Arturo circled the enlarger stations where we worked, monitoring our progress, 
offering advice or encouragement as needed. I struggled to find the right exposure time 
to bring out the tone o f my photo, so most o f my classmates were finished by the time I 
was ready to do the actual print.
He reached me just as I shone the chosen image onto the enlarger block. Even in 
the inversion o f black and white, Arturo could make out the photo: my empty American 
Tourister propped open on the bed in the Arguetas’ spare room. The carved headboard
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and the ruffled curtains gave a soft, decorative look to the background, while a stark 
diagonal of light cut through the eastern window onto the exposed belly of the luggage.
“This is your self-portrait?” He peered over my shoulder. “How does this 
represent you?”
I w asn’t sure I had all the Spanish words to articulate it. How could I explain? 
That since I was eleven and my family moved to Europe, the idea o f “home” had turned 
hazy, and I found it easier to just keep walking. That in the past five years, I had lived in 
Paraguay, Belgium, the US and now Ecuador. How could I describe? The feeling of 
rootlessness as my family and I dovetailed continents, sometimes managing to live on the 
same one, sometimes not. And more recently, the sense o f drifting, disembodied. The 
night terrors and the planes overhead. How could I tell him that after several days of 
struggling with how to do a self-portrait, epiphany had lit upon me as light poured out 
from that eastern window -- spilling onto the bed where I sat reading my History 
homework, a bed I knew was not my own? In that instant I knew. I knew that the open, 
empty suitcase belonged on that bed, occupied that bed, possessed that bed much more 
than I did. But now, how to express it?
“I’ve moved a lot,” I said. “This suitcase is the only home I have.”
He seemed not to hear. After all that. At length, he said, “I like it. Good contrast 
between light and shadow.”
I took the white photo paper and slid it into the developer tray. The dark room 
was ours alone now. I breathed deep and dove in. “So, what does your self-portrait say 
about you?” Trying to sound natural.
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He was silent. We watched the photo floating in the tray. The lines o f the image 
slowly unfurled and filled in: the open suitcase and the sunwashed bed. “W hat do you 
think?”
“I don’t know. It’s your self-portrait.”
He chuckled, nothing more. “You can move it to the stop bath now.” He went to 
make sure the other students had left their stations in order.
Obsession seized my brain. His self-portrait was the key to unlock his past, to 
understand the markings on his skin. As I lifted my photo from the acid stop bath and 
plopped it into the fixer, I squelched any voice o f conscience hissing to mind my own 
business. I picked up the fixer tongs and pinned the photo to the bottom of the tray, 
drowning it.
Arturo and I headed toward the circular door on our way out of the lab. “You 
never answered my question.”
W e stepped into darkness. Sounds o f spinning. The door opened to the lighted 
anteroom.
“About my self-portrait?” he answered. “I . . . don’t want to say.”
Deflated, I placed my photo on the quick drying fan and frowned at the negatives 
that slipped from their covers. I couldn’t really fight against “I don’t want to say.”
But then: “It’s that it’s, um . . . dedicated to someone.”
A negligent student had left the light table on. The room was white and blinding.
“Has the person seen it?”
“No. No. I don’t want to see this person.”
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Peak loupes dotted the illumined light table, coordinate markers for an invisible 
map. My teacher looked around embarrassed, laughed weakly, shrugged his shoulders. 
At last, his unease spread to me and I regretted pushing the issue.
But not that much. I went home, cracked my journal, and cooked up several 
theories of who this mystery person might be.
*
Somebody was slapping me awake. “Saritaaa . . . Sarita M aria!” My eyes 
unsealed slowly as the petals o f a daydreaming daisy. M arta peered over me, a mother 
robin, lightly tapping this cheek, then the other, tipping her head from side to side as 
though to gauge by degrees: was I alive? was I sober? was I awake?
“Que? Que hay?” I mumbled, struggling to salvage my consciousness from the 
four corners of the bed.
She stopped slapping me once I propped m yself onto my elbows. “We leave in 
half-an-hour for the baptism of Marcos. Hurry.” Taking her own advice, she hustled out 
of the room to leave me blinking dumb at the open door.
Despite being alive, yes, sober, and now awake, it took me several minutes to 
gather myself. I had just returned that morning from a trip with Tim and Shige to the 
coast for the festivals o f Guayaquil. After a three-day blur o f fusty bars, mildewed 
hostels, and fireworks by the ocean, w e’d taken the overnight bus and arrived in Quito at 
dawn. Even the surrounding mountains slept still, curled up in the clouds. I snapped a
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photo o f them before entering the house and crawling into bed. I’d slept two hours 
before M arta came to wake me.
I stumbled into the bathroom and splashed cold water onto my face. W ho was 
Marcos again? And why were we going to his baptism? And then it all flashed back: 
Alejo and A na’s little newborn. The object o f adoration for M arta and TIa Julia. It had 
been awhile since I’d accompanied the family on their Sunday outings to my cousin’s 
house in Sangolqui. I had almost forgotten.
Before long, I found m yself scrunched into our van, my Ecuadorian family 
members shouting and buzzing around me. Juan sent text messages on his phone. Maria 
Esther finished putting on her make-up. Next to her, I felt about as clean and beautiful as 
our dog, Duque. M arta’s thirty minute warning had not even left me time for a shower, so 
I was off to my nephew’s baptism adorned in the residual fatigue and grease o f the 
overnight bus. M arta yelled at Papa Carlos to speed up -  we would be late, and she had 
promised Julia that we would help prepare the souvenirs for the guests.
The rising sun had burnt the clouds from the mountains, and I thought o f the 
photos I’d taken earlier that morning. I could develop them during class the next day. My 
stomach twisted as I envisioned entering the photo lab and seeing Arturo again. It 
deviated from the usual sense o f fascination I felt when thinking o f my professor. A little 
bit of guilt now seeped into the mixture.
The fact was, I was not looking forward to confessing to Arturo that I had ditched 
his class for a capricious trip to the coast. There would be little use in lying, though -  my
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photos o f Tim and Shige posing with the iguanas in Parque Bolivar exposed truths I 
could not evade.
The rocking movement o f the car around mountain turns was lulling me back to 
sleep amidst the white noise o f my family’s chatter. I closed my eyes, letting sleep 
descend.
At least I had till Monday to practice the phrasing o f my story.
In many ways, the few weeks since the printing o f my self-portrait had been 
anticlimactic. W hile our talk in the dark room had inflamed my imagination about 
Arturo’s past and fed my ambition to find out all there was to know surrounding his self­
portrait, his corrugated skin, and this mysterious person to whom it all seemed linked, to 
my dismay, the young teacher continued on as though the conversation had never 
happened. No secret spark o f understanding passed between us in the weeks that 
followed, no hooded glances or meaningful pauses in conversation.
Still, the little he had shared with me made me hopeful that with perseverance, 
he’d slowly open up about the rest. I wrangled to forge some connection with him.
W hen we entered the dark room to find him playing Coldplay, I commented, “Good 
music” with what I hoped was the right mixture o f nonchalance and significance. Hey, 
goodmu-sic. “Thanks,” he replied, then let the kid from Oregon hijack the stereo and put 
on country.
W hen he sent out a general email notice about a jazz band playing at El Pobre 
Diablo, I persuaded my two guy friends to pay the cover charge and come with me. Just
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to see him there, and for him to see me there, to realize how cool I was, that I was worth 
getting to know, worth hanging out with, worth sharing his past with. But the restaurant 
was huge, multileveled, and full. My friends and I couldn’t even get a table, let alone a 
spot near the band, no room at the inn, so we stood in the doorway and let the music waft 
over to us on a cloud o f smoke from the nearby bar. I scanned the crowd. No sign of 
Arturo. The saxophonist played a slinky tune that sounded straight out o f The Pink 
Panther. Shige leaned over and shouted, “This music is quite sexy, don’t you think?” It 
was a very depressing evening.
In class, no matter how hard I tried, I failed to win his confidence through creative 
genius. Arturo seemed unsure what to do with the photos I brought in. W hile the other 
foreign exchange students came to class with rolls full o f frames o f Quechua women or 
people bustling at the market in Otovalo, my prints were meager, uninhabited landscapes. 
A ladder leaning up against a wall in a shady stairwell, leading nowhere. A discarded 
tennis shoe, pressed flat to the ground, its sole face-up in surrender. Graffiti on a wall 
near my street in Jipijapa. NO NAME, it read.
“Oh, look,” Tim commented, when I showed him this final one. “ ’Where the 
Streets Have No N am e.’”
“Good song,” Shige added.
I gave Tim’s leg a reproving punch, unappreciative o f his inability to recognize 
my art, my existential angst. The boys and I sat in the shaded portico o f the Eugenio 
Espejo building -  halfway between the Americans on the lawn and the Ecuadorians in the 
plaza. We met there often those days to smoke cigarettes between classes, share our
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latest frustrations or amusing encounters with Ecuadorian daily life, and dream up 
grandiose futures for ourselves, often related to the weekend trips we would make.
In the portico, Tim and Shige had talked me into the trip to Guayaquil. I had 
resisted at first, given that the trip would mean skipping Black and White Photography. I 
was religious about class attendance, especially a class taught by a living mystery like 
Arturo. Still, here was the chance to explore, see the sights, travel with others. An 
opportunity I had missed at the beginning o f my time in the country.
“My professor’s going to get mad,” I told them.
“C ’mon, Sarah,” Tim cajoled. “He w on’t even notice you’re gone.”
“There are six people in the class!”
“ Still.”
I was jostled awake as Carlos took a rough corner on the road. I always slept on 
this route. It made the trips to Sangolqui seem like a dream or an alternate reality. I 
would close my eyes in the smog and noise o f Quito and wake up in the expansive sky of 
this pristine, magical town where the sleep in your eyes didn’t turn gray from pollution.
I had to admit, I had missed the Sunday visits. Tia Julia fawning over her 
grandson, Marcos, as M arta and she lamented the days o f fearless childrearing. Cousin 
Alejo entertaining the family with his clowning antics in the small living room of his 
house. His exaggerated attempts to cheat at cards, his fake outbursts o f anger, stroking 
his scraggly moustache and playing the fool. His wife smiled warmly through all the 
commotion, warning him against waking the baby. Ana had a shy smile, with just
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enough tension at the corners to let you know she was holding her thoughts to herself. It 
seemed familiar, that smile.
Even the Arguetas’ propensity to yell had somewhat softened in my memory. 
Likely, my intolerance had been heightened by the cultural stresses o f the first month in 
Quito. I looked out the car window at the sloping, shadow-crossed terrain, and wondered 
if  I had not removed m yself too completely from family life. As much as I enjoyed 
roving from bar to bar and the literally underground Swiss Chalet Casino in La Mariscal 
with Shige and Tim, could such roving replace sitting in the calm and comfort o f shared 
moments with those w ho’d welcomed me into their home? W e were coming to the 
outskirts o f Sangolqui. Ahh, here, the wide, white buildings. Even in my exhaustion and 
my disheveled state, I was beginning to look forward to M arcos’ baptism, to taking part 
in this intimate family celebration.
Twenty minutes later all hell would have a party.
It started at the petrol station in Sangolqui. W hile Carlos filled up the car, Marta 
looked out at the bus stop in the median o f the road and saw the squat Tia Julia standing 
in her sensible shoes, clutching her leather purse, and looking onward into both lines of 
traffic, head swiveling. We all waved and hooted and called her over to our side. Alejo 
was supposed to pick her up, she told us breathless, but hadn’t come, and was not 
answering his phone. “W e’ll take you, o f course,” M arta told her.
Ana and Alejo lived about ten minutes from the station, in a row of white brick 
houses that hugged a steep incline. Much of A na’s family had arrived just ahead o f us, so
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as we stepped into the living room, several greetings had to be made at once, kisses here 
and there and everywhere. Ana stood at the front of the receiving line, a petite woman 
outlined by diaphanous maternal glow, with golden curls and copper eyes.
Tia Julia entered the room in front o f me. Amidst all the greetings, she skipped 
over Ana, who stiffened. A na’s eyes followed Tia Julia for a moment as my aunt 
continued down the line o f greetings. Perhaps she was waiting to see whether Tia Julia 
would realize, repent, come back to her daughter-in-law and say, “Oh, my dear! How 
could I have missed you?” But Tia Julia did not, and Ana’s copper eyes continued to 
track her mother-in-law’s copper-dyed hair bobbing along as she greeted A na’s relatives.
A thought surfaced in my mind. It was a fact I had learned years ago in 6th grade 
science, a memory looming to the front o f my sleep-deprived brain. Dislodged by the 
look in A na’s eyes. Copper conducts heat, my science teacher had said.
Then abruptly, Ana looked at me, flashed a smile, and sang, “Paciencia . . .” 
through comical gritted teeth. I gave her a sympathetic smile, kissed her in greeting.
Oblivious, D a  Julia herded my family into the “billiard room” at the back o f the 
house. Alejo had recently purchased the large pool table that dominated the otherwise 
bleak space. I wondered how people played without knocking holes into the thin, grayed 
walls with their pool cues. My aunt now converted the monstrous billiard table into a 
workspace, dumping on it the supplies for the souvenirs we would give the guests to 
commemorate M arcos’ baptism. She showed us how to take the little ribbons marked: 
“RECUERDO DE MI BAUTIZO: Marcos” and hotglue them onto the wings o f the little angel 
figurines she poured forth from a large bag. I picked one up. A plump and giddy baby
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angel painted in sherbet colors. I injected seething hot glue between its shoulder blades.
It smiled back at me like a dope.
W e all set to branding the figurines, affixing them with the souvenir ribbons. My 
family relaxed in the common task, joking and teasing each other. The work went fast 
this way. We were almost done when Alejo strode into the room. M arta began to 
congratulate him on the baptism of his son, but he seemed not to hear her well-wishes.
His eyes darted around the room till they locked on his mother, Tia Julia. His fists 
pumped at his sides. His lips curled under the scraggly moustache.
“How dare you come into my house and not greet my wife!” he shouted.
Everyone froze. Blindsided by the accusation. Only I knew what he referred to. 
The way Tia Julia had turned to the side as she stood in front o f Ana at the house 
entrance, followed by A na’s and my small moment o f commiseration. I had thought very 
little o f the moment. Apparently, Ana had taken her mother-in-law’s overlooking as a 
calculated statement. She must have informed Alejo as much when he arrived back to the 
house.
“How dare you disrespect my wife this way!” Alejo repeated. “And on such an 
important occasion!” He lurched around the perimeter of the billiard table toward his 
mother, which was a feat, what with the narrow margin between it and the wall, and all of 
us crammed in there with the rows o f droll plaster angels that smiled up, fat and benign, 
at the scene unfolding.
“I did no such thing!” Tia Julia’s mouth flapped open, jow ls waggling in horror.
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“D on’t try to play dumb!” Alejo countered. Cinching past a corner o f the billiard 
table. Jostling Papa Carlos out o f the way in pursuit o f his fleeing mother.
“If I did, it was an accident! And I have to say, if  she was so put out, she could 
have come and greeted me herself.”
“Hijo deputa, I cannot believe your attitude! You are impossible! I almost miss 
my own son’s baptism because I wait for you at the God-damn bus stop only to find 
you’re already here. And now I come back to find you’ve completely snubbed my wife. 
Hijo de puta!”
“ Snubbed her, my ass. How I bend backwards for that little -” Tia Julia’s voice 
was a growl as she pushed past M arta and me toward the doorway. She turned and 
glowered at her son. “Well, I’m sorry to have offended you so easily, Alejo. But I can 
tell when I’m unwanted. D on’t trouble yourself to escort me.” Her quivering voice 
trailed her as she exited the room, “All I wanted was to see my grandson baptized . . .”
Alejo dogged her, hissing, “For Christ’s sake, M ama!” The two voices, words 
now muffled, ricocheted off the walls o f the front room, a staccato duet till their heated 
exchange was punctuated by a slammed door. Then Alejo’s lone muttering.
A series o f after-shock silences followed Tia Julia’s sudden exit. A moment of 
unearthly stillness while the sediment o f disaster hung in the air, suspending the 
definitive realization of what had happened. When at last it fell, my family sprang to 
action. My host brother Juan chased after Alejo to make him see reason, but my cousin 
was resolute. He swore to his story. Carlos chased after Tia Julia to convince her to 
come back, and when she refused, to drive her to the bus station.
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Marta, however, stood transfixed with a hot glue gun and smiling angel in hand. 
As though she couldn’t believe that for once the yelling had actually meant something. I 
myself was baffled by the cataclysmic reaction resulting from such an atomic division. 
Just as confusing was the stir o f emotions that quickened my own heartbeat -  the anger, 
worry, and detached bemusement that all led to two thoughts:
“W hat the hell?” and “Thank God this is not my real family.”
Still . . . I glanced at Marta. She was surveying the rows o f angels on the billiard 
table with dismay. Horrified they should witness such a scene. I should do something, I 
thought, comfort her somehow, say something. Touch her arm and ask, “Are you okay?” 
Maybe I should mention God? It was a baptism, after all.
But I did nothing, and the moment passed. M arta blinked and drew herself up, 
suddenly brewing and strong, a dormant volcano awakened. Halting at first but then 
gaining momentum, she sputtered forth curses against Alejo and Ana.
“Sarah,” she turned to me, eyes wild. “You have your cigarettes with you? Then 
come, mamita. I need a smoke. I need a smoke!”
M arta puffed her cigarette greedily. She never inhaled. As opposed to me, who 
filled m yself up with it, let the nicotine loosen the screws at the base o f my skull and skip 
down my shoulders to tickle my forearms.
W e sat on a little park bench that faced Alejo and A na’s house. A strange spot for 
a bench, but it allowed M arta a certain view, a point on which to fix all her fury. The 
trim white brick. The wooden frames and slatted shades o f the living room window.
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Hateful, she murmured. She slouched against the bench in her black dress like an 
unrepentant church girl, her panty-hosed legs splayed a little to stay her. The sun 
bounced off the house and made me squint. My host mother squinted, too. But for 
different reasons.
She spent a good amount o f time in between puffs raging against Ana and her 
family, using terms she generally reserved for Colombian immigrants (“the goddam 
thieving sonsabitches.”) After awhile, she calmed down enough to voice her true 
discontents. Ana never appreciated or respected Tia Julia the way she should. She would 
smile and make nice in public, but then complained to Alejo privately about Julia’s 
“hovering,” the frequent Sunday visits to Sangolqui, and the meddling advice in how she 
should care for Marcos. His w ife’s underhanded griping drove a wedge between the son 
and his poor mother. “Meanwhile, Ana lets her own mother completely dominate her 
choices,” M arta grumbled. “Take this baptism. Alejandro is Catholic and Ana doesn’t 
believe a thing, but her mother wants the baby baptized, so o f course, he must be baptized 
into her religion, by her pastor. It just doesn’t seem right to me. And that the baby 
should be baptized in the backyard, not even in a church!”
She paused, gave me a sidelong glance, then readjusted her tone. “But I suppose .
. . this is how you do it in your church?” She was always curious to compare her 
Ecuadorian Catholicism to my M idwest Protestantism. She found the theological 
divergences as fascinating as if  I ’d been a Buddhist from Mars. In my church, we didn’t 
baptize babies, I explained, but decided to be baptized when we were older and had 
chosen to follow Christ. And we placed our whole bodies under the water. “It’s true,
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though,” I conceded. “W e’re not always baptized in the church. I was baptized in the 
lake my family lived on.”
She gasped. “Isn’t it cold?”
It was a cold you remembered, I wanted to say. I had been baptized in a May lake 
still digesting the swallowed ice o f April. This was many years back, o f course. Before 
the traveling, before the traversing o f many waters. The only body o f water I needed then 
was the one behind my house, Lake Mallalieu. I knew it in all its seasons.
Thankfully, Pastor Gregg had given his sermon on the symbol of baptism before 
having us step in the water ( “By this act, we show that we put to death our sins, our 
rebellion against God, and take on the new life offered in Jesus. And we proclaim our 
hope in the promise o f his resurrection, that upon Christ’s return, we will be raised and 
our bodies will be made new, whole, perfect. . . ”). W hen finally I did wade in, it was 
positively a foretaste o f the frigid grave. I held my wrist with my other hand and plugged 
my nose (but this was not symbolic, just practical.) The pastor’s hand encircled my hand 
encircling my wrist, and he wrapped his other arm across my shoulders. As he lowered 
me to the lake, I inhaled deep and held it, then dark, cold water enveloped me till I went 
past my center o f gravity where unanchored, my feet slipped off the silt and rocks below, 
unto death. It was the pastor’s strong arm that pulled me up. I blinked and coughed and 
clumsily wiped the hair out o f my face while the onlookers clapped as though I’d 
performed some fancy flip or dive. I was so cold when I left the water that even 
swaddled in towels, my skin had to be slapped back into sense.
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These were things I felt but did not know how to say. So I took another drag and 
held it in.
“W ell,” Marta sighed. “I suppose we should be going into the house.” The 
smokes and the conversation seemed to calm her down. We couldn’t leave anyhow, even 
as an act of protest, because my brother Juan was M arcos’ godfather.
W e filed into the little enclosed backyard and sat in the rows o f flimsy white lawn 
chairs. All our family sat in the second row; A na’s relatives occupied the front. My 
family kept surveying the guests, craning their necks to see the farthest seats. But we all 
knew she w asn’t coming back.
Everyone commented on the fine weather and how well-behaved Marcos was.
On the subject o f A lejo’s behavior, no one ventured much.
Alejo and Ana stood in front o f the chairs. Ana held Marcos. The tensile 
wrinkles at the corners o f her mouth muted her smile, the quotation marks to her own 
private commentary. Alejo fidgeted beside her. A na’s mother’s pastor, o f nondescript 
denomination, stood behind a card table set up front, humming to himself. An older 
gentleman, he had glasses with large dark lenses. He wore a yarmulke on his bald head, a 
priest’s stole, and a prayer shawl. He was very thorough.
The two chairs in front o f me were empty. Reserved for Ana and Alejo, probably. 
Until five minutes into the baptism, when a young man and woman slipped into the seats, 
their eyes low with the bashfulness appropriate to latecomers. The sun on my neck had 
been working me over like a heavy sedative, but in an instant, my drowsiness vanished. 
Not only; my heart clutched with a strange mixture o f confusion, excitement, and terror.
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I stared at the back o f the m an’s head. The hair was closely shaved, and the skin o f the 
neck -- glassy, red, splotched -- had known a power far stronger than the sun. I refused to 
believe it, after everything else that morning. But there he sat.
Arturo was at the baptism.
I itched for another cigarette.
The baptism ceremony stretched on forever and not at all. As soon as Arturo 
arrived, the spool o f time unraveled. I was enthralled; I was mortified. I had the greatest 
urge to leap up and run from the backyard. He would ask, would inquire as to my recent 
absence. And what to tell him?
I couldn’t think. Not now. I could not collect my mind enough to wrench an 
excuse from it, viewing him right in front o f me like that. Being able to examine up close 
the nape o f his neck. The skin so shiny, so plasticine. If  I touched it, I wondered, would 
my hand go straight through, like with jello? Or would the border stand firm as a turtle’s 
carapace? Compared to the collar o f his red cotton tee shirt, his skin certainly seemed a 
form tempered by fire. And the puckering lines between smooth stretches o f flesh, the 
unexpected dips and grooves . . . they suggested a landscape in nuclear winter.
But -- I shook my head a little -- why was he here anyway? W hat kind o f joke 
was this, what kind of overwrought hallucination? At what point had I forgotten to wake 
up? Right before Arturo arrived? On the drive to Sangolqui, before w e’d seen Tia Julia, 
before A na’s sense of wounded pride, before Alejo had come barreling into the billiard 
room? Or was it even farther back, when M arta had slapped my cheeks and told me to
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hurry up, we had a baptism to go to? Because this scenario could not be real, impossible 
that it could all be happening the way it was.
Or had I neglected to awake earlier, so much earlier?
And. I arched my eyebrows. W ho was that girl who came with him?
After a time, Arturo got up and started to take pictures o f the ceremony. Ana and 
Alejo standing at attention with Marcos, responding to the priest-pastor-rabbi’s questions 
with wooden phrases, as if  they hadn’t rehearsed them well enough: “Yes, we do. Yes, 
we will.” The clergyman pouring water over M arcos’ downy scalp. The baby’s face 
crumpling in a wail of discomfort. Ana bouncing Marcos in her arms afterwards, holding 
him close and shushing, “chu, chu, chu” to calm him.
O f course. Arturo was the photographer. He had been hired to come and 
document the event. H adn’t he said at the beginning o f the semester that he freelanced? 
He was the photographer. Nothing more.
Thankfully, his focus was up at the front, and not on the crowd. I cringed to think 
of him panning out to photograph the attendees, just to find amongst the manicured 
Ecuadorians a single, scrappy-looking white girl. Someone he knew. In my warped 
fantasy, the shock in Arturo’s mind would be overridden by anger as he recalled who I 
was: the Truant. I stared straight ahead and willed to be invisible.
He did see me, though. I couldn’t say when. After the service, he approached 
me. We regarded each other with equal confusion.
“W hat are you doing here?” he asked.
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“This is my family,” I told him. I felt acutely aware o f the grimy ponytail I ’d 
wrestled my long dark hair into during the m orning’s harried preparations. Damn 
cowlick. At least I had managed to wash my face and my armpits. “W hat are you doing 
here?” I asked, trying not to sound accusatory.
“A na’s my sister.”
My jaw  might have dropped. I should have known. Of all the connections I ’d  
envisioned or orchestrated. . . I suddenly felt exhausted, poured out, irritable. The weight 
o f travel crowned my head, pressed down on my temples.
There is no way, I concluded. No way for this day to get any worse.
“So.” Arturo said.
I waited.
“Last W ednesday’s class. W here were you?”
I mumbled a reply. The truth, sheepish and halting, directed to my shoes. 
“Guayaquil emm . . . bus, iguanas . . . sorry.” Then made a beeline for the front bench, 
fumbling the cigarette pack in my pocket as I went.
“W hat a baptism!” M arta sighed.
W e sat in the kitchen o f our house in Jipijapa later that same evening, exhausted 
from the day’s events.
She sipped her tea, shook her head. “W hat a fiasco!”
The rest o f the afternoon in Sangolqui had been a blur. I ’d sat in Alejo and A na’s 
front room with the Arguetas, who joked and shouted as though the morning had never
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happened, family differences not about to preclude a good time. Lunch was served. As 
soon as my belly was full, my brain settled into a drowsy fog from which only fragments 
o f memory could be extracted. Ana hushing laughter for fear Marcos would wake from 
his nap. M arta making corny jokes then laughing to herself, everyone ignoring her, 
though only Carlos had the excuse of deafness.
The one aspect o f the afternoon that sharpened my attention was Arturo’s 
presence. We gave each other a wide berth, as though w e’d somehow been caught in a 
compromising situation. As soon as I had made my excuses to him, I realized what an 
insignificant thing, skipping one class, and how unreasonable my chagrin. Even so, 
Arturo’s flat reaction needled me more than if  he’d shown frustration, annoyance . . . any 
reaction at all.
The front door to Ana and Alejo’s house had been propped open and from my 
place on the sofa I had watched Arturo and his girlfriend. They sat in the shade o f the 
vestibule with their plates o f food and murmured to each other, a little duo o f calm and 
seclusion. She had a sweet-apple face; he inclined his head and his voice towards her as 
a little boy to his mother.
“I saw you talking with A na’s brother after the ceremony,” M arta mentioned, 
bringing me back to the present. “Do you know him?”
I pushed at the soup in my bowl with my spoon. Bola de verde. Not my favorite.
“H e’s my photography professor.”
“Oh, yes. I do remember hearing that he worked at that university. I didn’t 
realize he taught, though.” She sipped her tea and her voice warmed a little. “Well, what
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a coincidence. Mira. W hat a small world.” She gazed at the little television that perched 
on the counter, airing a telenovela rerun.
I took a tentative slurp of my soup. A tepid mess, it had been reheated. I stared 
down into the bowl. The big, chunky dumplings, squat in the broth like soggy baseballs 
with the hide torn off. I broke off a piece o f the dumpling with my spoon. Unripened 
plaintain and peanut. Brought it up toward my mouth with grim resignation. This was 
not my favorite, no, and to have it also be reheated -
“He was burned as a child, you know.”
I let my hand drop, gaped at Marta. Her eyes did not leave her program.
“Dios mio,” she continued. “It was very sad.”
All this time. All this time I had been looking for the key to Arturo’s past, the 
story o f his otherness, the certain shores o f pain and tragedy that were scrolled in those 
layers o f skin. And here, the answer had been resting in the carefully catalogued social 
lore o f my host m other’s mind. Sitting right beside me as I sipped this unfavorable stew, 
as lurid secrets were revealed on the screen before us.
My search ended here! It almost made me laugh, how simple, how easy. After 
weeks o f carefully constructed situations, after a day o f unexpected drama, the quest 
ended here. I knew, I was certain. All I had to do was show a modicum of interest and 
M arta would gladly enlighten me.
But . . . I demurred. W as the accomplishment too easy? W as it even right? I 
thought back to the photo lab anteroom, with Arturo a step away from transparent in the
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glare of the light table, and how in the end, it had all come back to silence, to privacy, to 
“I don’t want to say.”
M arta gripped the teacup in her hands, and looked unblinking at the television. 
The minor tones o f the show’s soundtrack crescendoed. I would have to decide quick, 
before she completely zoned.
I stirred my soup. Cleared my throat.
She turned to look at me.
“It is sad,” I said. “How did it happen?”
*
The change was irreversible. This is what I had learned in the photo lab. Where 
the chemicals washed over the film or the photo paper, layers o f emulsion shifted in the 
shock and the scouring, some of it to harden and suppurate in a whir o f molecular 
recombination, some to slough off and dissolve into the surroundings. W henever I put a 
blank page from the enlarger’s block into the developer tray, the image I’d shone upon it 
would slowly appear in the violent red glow of the dark room. As if  by magic. Such was 
the marked and rapid transition from tabula rasa to a world o f tone and shadow.
Despite the science o f it, the chemical formulas and simplified diagrams Arturo 
presented to us at the beginning o f the semester, it had always mystified me, this process 
o f development, had always created in me a little spark o f joy  and wonder.
Had created. Past perfect.
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W hen I entered the photo lab the day after the baptism, the air was barren, any 
trace o f anticipation swept away. I was not surprised by it, knew already that I had set 
upon an irreversible course, but the immediacy o f the loss disoriented me. Something 
had reconfigured in the strata o f my mind and left the landscape hard to recognize. 
Everything had changed.
He was there, o f course. Dressed in his jeans and T-shirt, with his earrings and 
his thick-rimmed glasses. But it was hard to know what o f him, which o f him I saw.
And here was my lab station, with the enlarger machine poised like a shrine, ready to 
house and display my precious images. I hesitated to touch it. Everything called to mind 
that which I now possessed and that which I knew I had no right to: his story.
After M arta had shared with me the night before, I ’d gone up to my room, sat at 
my desk, and stared at the wall for what seemed like a very long time. I was at a loss of 
what to do or think or feel. It was unclear what I had expected upon finally having my 
curiosity answered. Perhaps that I would swell with the power and importance o f my 
discrete knowledge. At very least that I would be satisfied.
But I did not find m yself thrilling in the deliciousness o f the secret. Sitting alone 
at my desk, I was suddenly struck with the lie o f exoticism that I’d conjured, interpreting 
the mark o f Arturo’s suffering as sure sign o f a glamorous mystery. Faced with the 
reality, I had to admit how shrouded my perception had become. If  anything was to be 
gained from M arta’s confidence, it was only this: the stinging conviction that suffering in 
essence was nothing more than banal.
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Hadn’t I raged at W itkin’s photo o f the corpse that Arturo showed us in one o f the 
first classes? “How dare he,” I had thought. How dare W itkin disrespect the dead by 
passing it off as ‘art.’ But hadn’t I, -- and the hairs raised on my arms -  hadn’t I done 
exactly the same thing? Indulged in a voyeurism rival to Witkin, dressing up and posing 
Arturo’s past wounds with my own speculations?
In a sudden rush o f anger, I wanted to tear up the theories about Arturo that I ’d so 
feverishly written in my journal. Not in frustration at their inaccuracy, but rather in the 
dazed shame that they were so close to the truth.
And to think -  it had all started with a photo. The portrait of Arturo’s bandaged 
body, his shuttered eyes, that had so wholly seized my imagination.
My own self-portrait sat on the desk in front o f me, propped up against the wall. I 
scowled at it. The rigid box o f the open suitcase cut by a shaft o f light. The image made 
a new kind o f sense to me, a meaning I did not like. I had told Arturo that the suitcase 
was my only home, but if  that was so, where was I? I’d never realized how absent I was 
from my own self-portrait, even while I thrilled at the way Arturo dominated his own. I 
scrutinized the print on my desk. Was there any mark o f me? A small shadow darkened 
one corner o f the suitcase- my shadow? Still, it was nothing, an ephemeral smudge. No 
body, the photo seemed to whisper to me. No body. No borders.
That night the airplanes sounded so close.
Now, here in the photo lab the next afternoon, I avoided him. W e were all at 
different stages o f processing our photos, so Arturo left us to work on our own. I was
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thankful for the opportunity to slip into the solitude o f the film developing dark room to 
develop my rolls from the trip to Guayaquil. I needed time to think, to sort through all 
the events and revelations o f the day before.
W ith the lights turned out, I pulled the film from its plastic casing and ratcheted it 
onto a plastic spindle before placing it in the tank. I flipped the light back on and stared 
at the little black plastic tank in my hand, shaped like a squat mushroom with a red top. 
The film rested inside. Encased in darkness, protected from overexposure.
I poured developer into the canister and slowly began to roll the tank, bathing 
the film. In the silence and rhythm of the task, my mind wandered back to the 
conversation with Marta. I could hear the weariness in her voice while she spoke, the 
kind o f weariness one harbors on account o f another. “He was ten or eleven years old. 
Just playing with his friends in the street. You know, goofing off as boys often do. 
Anyways, I’m not sure exactly how it happened, or where they got the canister . . .” She 
took a sip o f her tea, leaned forward on her elbows. “I’m sure his friend just thought it 
was water. A funny joke, to throw water on him. But once they realized what it was, it 
was already too late.”
I set the developer tank down on the counter. Too late. I unscrewed the top, 
drained the developer, poured in the stop bath. Began the agitation process again.
“Acido.” She had cupped her chin in her hand and stared at the countertop, 
almost mumbling to herself. “Fue acido. I don’t remember what kind. Nitric? I don’t 
remember, to be honest. Se me escapa la memoria.”
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The stop bath was a quick wash. I finished it, dumped it. Poured in the fixer and 
turned the tank.
After a moment, M arta had collected herself from her moment o f private musing. 
W ith wide eyes and gestures, she indicated, “All over his body. Oh, m ’ija, it must have 
been terrible.”
And so it began for him. The years o f recovery. Three altogether, my host 
mother said. Three years, and oh, what a process. The initial resuscitation, keeping the 
body hydrated as fluids surged to the burnt surfaces, causing painful edema. Followed by 
the excruciating daily scrubs, removing the eschar off the wounds, keeping them open 
and clean. All concluded with surgery, the skin grafts, the reconstructive work. They 
had moved to Cuba to be able to afford the necessary treatments. Days, months, years 
drawn out, agonizingly slow in the process o f recovery. After three years, they had 
returned to Ecuador- Ana, Arturo, and their mother. But it was not the same. He was not 
the same.
I stopped. The film was ready. After draining the fixer from the tank, I hovered 
over the black plastic canister, hesitant, unwilling to unscrew the lid. Every time I came 
to this point, it was a moment of inhale, a gamble, that split second in which I worried the 
film had not developed correctly, that the wash would not be uniform, that dots of 
undeveloped emulsion would blotch the pictures.
Now I wanted to open the tank to find nothing at all. Just a roll o f film exactly as 
it was before, a long strip o f mute brown. But when I unscrewed the lid and unfurled the
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film from the spindle inside, it was a clearly marbled ribbon, a ladder o f images. Leading 
nowhere.
I placed the film in the clear water tank sitting in the corner o f the film developing 
room. The film ’s final immersion, to wash away any chemical residue. In the bubbling 
je t o f the water hose, it flopped about like a piece o f opaque seaweed, a banner on the 
breeze.
I quit Black and W hite Photography soon after. My motivation flagged, then 
plummeted. The anticipation and rekindled mystery o f the dark room fled in wake o f my 
hard-attained knowledge. I had no desire to take photos anymore, suddenly averse to 
framing the world around me. Any angle I took would be skewed, I was sure, a 
misrepresentation o f what truly was.
I printed photos from film I had developed already. Even then, the bleak 
landscapes I’d taken pictures o f were beginning to depress me. A corkscrew and a bent 
bottlecap, looming large against the wooden baseboard o f my friend’s apartment. A 
wrought-iron gate locked with handcuffs. Or this one: the mountains to the north of 
Quito, hidden in morning clouds before the sun emerged. A photo taken upon return 
from my trip to Guayaquil. The day o f the baptism.
Moreover, any connection I had formed, imagined, or desired with my photo 
professor was ruined. Though Arturo treated me no differently from before, I was 
reminded each time I stepped into the dark room that I’d overstepped the bounds. And
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the shocking clarity o f his body’s borders now served as a glaring reminder o f my own 
sense o f detachment. The photo lab, once a sanctuary, had become a house o f ghosts.
So, when in broad daylight a man attacked me near the corner o f San Cristobal 
and Rio Coca, jabbing me in the shoulder with a screwdriver, wrenching my neck almost 
parallel to my shoulder, pushing me to the ground, and taking my camera bag in 
exchange for a delicate scar and one more phantom rapture to wake in terror to at night, it 
was really, I told myself, trivial as a jot. It is nothing, I commanded myself, as Marta 
drove me to the police station to file a report. Nothing, I mouthed to the mirror later as I 
stared at the little welt next to my left armpit. I chided m yself for the way I’d cried when 
I first told her. How silly to cry over something small like that, a mere centimeter and 
twenty seconds o f my life. This was what it was, what I wanted to feel. Nothing.
I called Arturo that same evening, walked to the Bell South a couple blocks from 
my house, bristled my shoulders at every figure that moved in the shadows and 
whispered to m yself through clenched teeth: I t ’s nothing. I just wanted to let him know, I 
said, hoping the phone line did not betray the tremor in my words, why I would be 
coming to class empty-handed. Just to make him aware. “Ohhhh . . .” he said. Then 
silence. “How are you going to finish your photo project?”
Despite myself, I could feel the emotion well. My throat closed up. I had the 
urge to bang the receiver against the phone kiosk window till it splintered in my hand. 
That’s your response? I wanted to scream. That’s it? I wanted to crumble, sink to the 
bottom of the booth and sob till I drowned in it. Instead, I took a deep breath, stared at 
the ceiling to force the tears back down my head, and said, “Ummm . . . I ’ll have to think
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about that. Chau.” I pressed the hook down with my finger and heard the dial tone echo 
in my mind. The last filament in me snapped and I finally knew: it was nothing. Just the 
perfect excuse. I went to see Arturo the very next day, and told him I was done.
This time it was he who interrogated me in the lights o f the photo lab anteroom. 
“Can’t you borrow someone else’s camera? Or buy a new one?” He seemed flustered. 
He fidgeted.
I shook my head.
“Hemmm.” He chewed his lip. Tugged on his earring. At length, he asked, 
“Were you hurt?”
I mentioned the screwdriver. It was a new word: destornillador. I’d had to look 
it up, and I still stumbled over it.
“ Shit,” he murmured. “I’m sorry.”
The fluorescent bulbs hummed around us.
His voice rose again. “But surely you don’t have to withdraw completely.”
H e’s worried about his job, about his pay, I thought. In such a small class it will 
look bad if  a student drops before term. But when I shook my head again, he was simply 
silent. And I was silent. W e sat in the aching o f that wide, bright space and didn’t say a 
word.
The rest of the semester rushed past in a blur. I settled into a comfortable routine 
o f attending classes and spent almost every free minute with Tim and Shige; watching 
movies, traveling, nursing dollar margaritas at H agio’s bar in La Mariscal. W e became
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inseparable, the three o f us, both by choice and by circumstance. After the attack, the 
two boys had approached me sober-faced and informed me that I was not to go out at 
night unless in their presence. It was a small gesture (an ironic one; I had been mugged 
on a sunny morning) and a kindness I could never repay.
W ith the prominence o f the Three Amigos, my host family settled into the 
background. They did not seem to miss me much. M arta took to watching her 
telenovelas in her room instead o f in the kitchen, and Carlos continued to wander around 
the house and the city on his interminable, enigmatic errands. W hen I did see Marta, she 
would mention my rapidly approaching departure, and the internship in W est Africa that I 
had planned for the next year. “How exciting for you, mamita,” she said. “I’m sure it 
will be so different. Y ou’ll have to send me a postcard. I ’ve never received a postcard 
from Africa before!” I did not relish these conversations, already lagging from all the 
travel. I never had adjusted to the proximity o f the airport, the roar o f je t flights in the 
dark hours o f early morning, or the smog and noise o f the city. Despite initial good 
intentions for full immersion, as the end drew near, I was forced to admit my failure. I 
had never been fully embodied in myself, let alone in this place. I had never done more 
than skim the surface.
The day o f my departure, Tim, Shige, and M arta accompanied me on the short 
trip to the airport. M arta dropped us off at the curb, yelling from the car window, “Send 
me a postcard from Africa!” Tim and Shige held my hands, and we swore allegiance to 
our friendship. A few minutes later, I found m yself sitting in the subdued terminal, with 
the lights buzzing overhead and time to think about all that I had done and left undone.
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One thing I had done was write a note to Arturo a few days before. To thank him 
for his understanding, and to express my apologies for quitting. I w asn’t ready to get a 
new camera, due to the circumstances in which I had lost the other one. But, I concluded, 
I  know that whenever that time comes, I  will be more knowledgeable because o f your 
teaching. While everything I said was sincere, I also knew that it was my final attempt to 
form a connection, or, in my own mind, make amends. Only this time I would not 
demand a response. I did not even dare to see him one more time. I snuck the note into 
his department mailbox when I knew he would be in class. Then I returned to the 
Arguetas and packed my bags.
*
Some things tend to fade. Like this scar. I stare at it in the mirror sometimes, 
touch a fingertip to it. It is just the width o f a fingernail, a thin chalk line, raised and 
white. It used to stand out a lot more, a noticeable brightness against the skin o f my 
shoulder, but it has receded with time. As has the fear o f the actual event. These things, 
sometimes they do fade.
Ten years later, close friends and some family members are only now hearing 
about the mugging, epiphanies sparked by a careless line in conversation or a thin white 
line on the skin. “You were what?” Their faces slide into disbelief, a devastation and 
concern I almost laugh at. “It’s nothing,” I say. “It really w asn’t a big deal. Something 
that happened.”
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But I know that’s not true, as much as I assert it. Some wounds fade; they never 
disappear. Even back in Quito, in the days and weeks that followed the attack, I 
shrugged off the pain with a laugh, an amusing story to tell other exchange students. 
Almost bragging rights. Yet when I was alone, I would pick the scab off the little cut, 
keeping the wound open. I’m not sure why. It seemed important there be a scar.
I’m not sure why I keep at this memory, either. Why I continue to tease out the 
story o f Arturo and all that transpired in those few months I spent in his class. I guess 
because even after all o f my nihilistic leanings, all my aversion to framing the world, all 
my sense o f drifting and detachment from the physical, I must affirm what I have seen 
and experienced. I must affirm the life I have lived in this body -  if  only to keep me 
aware of it.
I think back to my baptism, so many years ago in that cold W isconsin lake. The 
pastor spoke o f resurrection. The fervent message o f good news: God had come down 
and lived in human flesh. Not only so, but he had allowed his very body to be broken for 
us, had been entombed in darkness for three days, and then in triumph had risen (though 
irreversibly changed), showing the way for us to be redeemed. The pastor reached out a 
hand to those o f us being baptized, beckoning, Follow.
So I did, blithely, and sank. The shock o f the water, the unanchoring and the 
death of cold. In the endless seconds I spent immersed in that icy lake, the sediment 
shifted, a new knowledge firmed up in me. I felt it upon reemerging, lifted as I was by 
the pastor’s strong hand, by the cheers that carried me towards shore, by the friends that 
thumped me on the back like a newborn while I quivered in my towel: this hope was a
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bodily one. Though the death was quick and the thaw was slow, I awoke again to the 
borders of myself.
The promise of renewed bodies faded with the years, a reality too far off to bother 
with or believe in. Yet sometimes, the memory o f that experience would resurge and 
catch me off guard with all the holy terror and mystery o f that event. Often at the most 
unlikely o f times. Sitting on a bench, for instance, outside the house in Sangolqui, 
smoking Lucky Strikes with Marta.
In the end, the memory of Arturo haunts me with the same urgency as the symbol 
o f baptism. Because if  I had known and characterized Arturo by anything, it was his 
broken body, marked by a pain and imperfection clear as stigmata. W hile mine was made 
loud by absence. Perhaps this was the connection I felt that fueled my maudlin chase. 
W hether I succeeded in believing or not, at very least, I could not deny this one thing: we 
were both of us in need of new bodies.
I think Arturo understood this better than I did.
At least, I think he might have. Part o f me understands that o f course the ending 
is all too fantastic, too perfect to be true. Unbelievable, really. Perhaps it’s best to 
understand the following, and all that came before, as words o f obsession, angled words 
that focus only on certain details to lead to this conclusion. But I will share anyway.
I don’t know whether Arturo remembers this, or me. That I was a student in his 
class, that I took photos without people, including my own self-portrait, till finally, I even 
withdrew myself. I don’t know whether he remembers that we once attended the same 
baptism on different sides o f a familial dispute. I ’m not sure he ever received my
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departing note. I don’t know how he viewed me or whether any connection ever formed 
between us, even one synapse of understanding across the great lacuna o f our stilted 
conversation and our silences. I don’t know what he did after I left the class, left Quito, 
traveled the world. Perhaps he never batted an eye or gave me a passing thought.
All I know is that five years later when I searched out his self-portrait on the 
Internet, this is what I found: a photo o f his work on display, two enlarged prints hanging 
on the wall o f Salon Mariano Aguilera. One was the shot I knew so well ~ the mournful 
look, the skin swathed in Band-Aids. The collision o f memory with that first image was 
so blinding that initially I did not see the second print, even as it filled the foreground.
Then I saw it.
It was also portraiture, his specialty. The full side-profile o f a young, nude 
woman with long, dark hair. The photo was in color, and the shadows on her stomach, 
her buttock, her clavicle glowed a vibrant orange-rose in contrast to the flood-lighted 
alabaster and impeccable skin. Her neck crooked at a sharp angle almost parallel to her 
right shoulder. Her other shoulder bent low as her left arm twisted behind her. The 
position bespoke discomfort and struggle, but a look o f smooth determination streamlined 
the wom an’s face. A conscious, vital pain only enhancing the significance o f her 





A Perplexing Ontology o f Cats
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W hen I was four years old, a neighbor lady threatened to poison our family pets. 
W e had just moved to the village o f North Hudson, when my mother received a phone 
call from two houses down. After a disarming introduction (“I understand you’re new to 
the area...”), Mrs. Brown launched into a vituperative litany against our two outdoor cats 
who, she claimed, were littering her lawn with half-masticated bird and bunny carcasses 
and whose mere presence on her soil would send her highly allergic husband into 
anaphylactic shock. “We have leash laws in this town, you know,” she said. Welcome to 
Riverside Drive.
My mother set her mouth in a hard line. She cleared her throat before responding, 
an assertive sound that bordered on a growl. She was sorry that Mrs. Brown did not 
approve o f our cats, but why would our neighbor choose to live on a lake if  she took such 
offense at the dramas o f Nature, domesticated or wild as they be? She was not going to 
chain up Calico and Butterscotch for Mrs. Brown’s peace o f mind. And she doubted very 
much the claim that a feline in the yard (“I can smell them,” Mrs. Brown hissed) would 
snap shut Mr. Brown’s windpipe.
But the calls kept coming. My father often traveled for work, and the Wisconsin 
winter held its sway over the spring. M y mother was left to respond to the icy elements 
on her own. W hen our neighbor’s complaints escalated to threats o f poison, Mom 
decided to not take chances. My brother and I came home from school one day to find 
our cats had been taken to the local pound.
It would be years before I grasped all the dynamics that went into this decision.
As a child, I felt only the inconsolable confusion o f a love unjustly lost. Reminders o f the 
cats’ absence -  their vet tags clanking in the opened junk drawer, a catnip mouse 
unearthed from the sofa, or their names spoken out loud -  could make me cry. I’d 
overheard snatches o f conversation, my mother on the phone, mentions o f Mrs. Brown 
and poison that filled me with dread. M y pets had been in danger. Their removal, then, 
seemed a triumph of darker forces, the wrong ending to the story.
H alf a year later, we would get two new cats. Maine Coon brothers named 
Atticus and Boo. They stayed indoors. A vet cut off the end-bones o f their paws so they 
would not scratch the sofa.
*
W hen I was seven, I read The Lion, The Witch, and the Wardrobe sitting upside 
down in our family room, my legs propped up on the gray corduroy couch while I lay on 
the carpet on my back. I soon lost track o f myself, so absorbed was I in following the 
Pevensie children through the dangers o f fantastical Narnia. And I wanted to see the lion 
-  the lion they were going to see. But when Lucy, Peter, and Susan reached Cair Paravel, 
first glimpsed Aslan’s “golden mane and the great, royal, solemn, overwhelming eyes,” I 
dropped the book (Lewis 103).
Meeting Aslan in the book brought only this conviction: I had already met him. 
Somewhere near, in my own house. That very mane. Those very eyes. A sense of
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excitement hugged my ribs -  I would go and find him again. I moved to investigate, but 
my body had forgotten itself in its up-ended position, and I instead fell immobilized for 
what seemed like several minutes, my legs flaring into a thousand sparks.
Once my ambulatory powers returned, I located the image in a dark corner 
downstairs. The front profile o f a lion, true to form if  a bit elongated. The face emerged 
from fine black lines painted on a small slab o f pale yellow limestone. Propped up on a 
wooden plate holder, it rested on the upper reaches o f the bookshelves by the fireplace. 
The age-old, brooding eyes of the stone lion stared straight at me, a limestone-colored 
star in each dark universe. O f course I knew him. Aslan. Right there in my house.
The stone was too high to reach, though, too heavy for me to hold. So I requested 
my parents give me Aslan for Christmas that year. The stuffed animal they found was 
grossly disproportioned. Its shaggy head ballooned over the rest o f the body, which 
tapered so drastically as to suggest mere vestige. Its shrunken hind legs lay flaccid, polio- 
stricken. But the stuffed lion’s face did mirror the bookshelf profile. His eyes, too, 
looked heartbroken and wise.
My parents took my older brother, Ben, and me to church each weekend where 
eager young mothers in flower-print dresses taught us about God and Christ and the Holy 
Trinity before serving us animal crackers and juice in the chilly basement o f the building. 
I listened just as eagerly and received their words with quiet trust. But when I returned 
home, this was how I understood God: through my cats.
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First, there was Atticus, the brown tabby, named after the loving father in that 
movie To Kill a Mockingbird, which my family had watched when I was in kindergarten. 
Atticus would march right up to me and curl up in my lap, knead his paws on my 
shoulders, rub his nose against mine.
On the other hand, Boo, Atticus’ ash gray brother, would linger at the edge o f a 
room and skitter across as quick as he could. He was a shy one for sure, like that spook 
of a Holy Ghost. But when I sat in a room long enough and then turned and looked 
behind me, Boo would be poised on a windowsill with his thick tail curled round his 
paws, watching me while pretending not to. It made me feel safe.
And then, that awful Lion, Aslan. The Sacrificial Lamb.
O f course, this feline Trinity was not a belief I stated outright to people. I intuited 
it might not be a well-received theology, at least among adults, who seemed to know 
what they knew and see only what they wanted to see. Anything that disturbed that, 
adults quickly dealt with. Even with poison.
At church, I shared my name with a second grader, a girl one year above me. This 
Sarah, like me, had buckteeth and straight bangs. And, coming upon my mother in 
conversation with hers one Sunday morning, I heard the latter say, “Oh, my Sarah loves 
The Chronicles o f Narnia, too. Reads them all the time.” I hadn’t always felt a kinship 
to my name-twin (she tended to put her hands on her hips when she spoke, which 
posturing for a second-grader, coupled with the buckteeth, overwhelmed me), but now I
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reconsidered the matter. W ith so much in common, I wondered if  she might be the right 
one to share my secret knowledge with.
Her family came over to our house for dinner one summer day and I decided it 
was a perfect opportunity to find fellowship with another believer. The trick was 
knowing when to share with her. Blind with anticipation, I looked for a chance before 
dinner, and even took her to my room to introduce her to my stuffed Aslan.
“Neat,” she said, but her face didn’t light. In fact, she seemed a little bossy, 
commanding, “Let’s go play outside.” It was a nice day, summer. Sunlight funneled 
through the tire swing out back. O f course we would play outside. I could hold the 
secret for later.
After dinner, Ben and Caleb, Sarah’s brother, played basketball in the driveway, 
while Sarah and I chose the more refined pastime of rolling down the grass-carpeted hill 
at the side of the house. After a few minutes tumbling down the slope, I decided it was 
time. The words were itching on my lips. So when we reached the bottom of the hill, 
giggling and dizzy, I leaned over to her conspiratorially. “You know Aslan?” I 
whispered. “H e’s God.”
She stopped laughing. Her face grew serious. And then she began talking to me 
like a teacher. “Now, what you need to know about Narnia is . ..”
It took a minute for it to register. This was not how it was supposed to work. She 
was supposed to agree. Even more confusing, she kept referring to Aslan as an alligator.
“H e’s a lion,” I told her.
“An allegory,” she said. “H e’s not real.”
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“Aslan is too real.”
“No, he’s not. It’s a sin to believe that.”
Something in me bucked at her words. It was not simply about how I understood 
God. If  Aslan w asn’t real, then the story ended wrong.
“You can’t believe that Aslan is real.” She laughed. “Aslan’s not real!”
The more Sarah mocked my theology, the shallower my breath got. I felt a 
crackling inside, an anger and sorrow that shot up, sudden and unchecked. The yard 
around me seemed to whirl and spin, water mixing with land and sky.
“Aslan’s not r e a l . ”
No, I thought. No. You will not take this away.
I don’t think the fight got physical. But I remember screaming. Screaming at her. 
My body caught up in a fit o f sobs. Impatience and shame at my own weakness mixed 
with hatred, making my retort come out in a broken refrain. “He is— too— real!”
Ben came running to intervene, pulled me to the stand o f pine in the neighbor’s 
yard and told me to calm down. “W hat happened?” he asked, and I spilled the story in 
tearful bursts. He sighed and wrapped his arm around my heaving shoulders. “It’s 
okay,” he said. “It’s okay.”
“But she said-!” I hiccupped.
“Look.” And my brother did look down into my face, his blue eyes not turning 
from my puffy red ones. “Aslan is real for you, Sarah. Okay? Aslan is real.” He rubbed 
my shoulder and repeated it. And I let his calm reassurance pull me back down to sanity, 




M ight Aslan exist? It’s funny how an argument from childhood can echo in your 
life so many years later. It all comes up again, this perplexing ontology o f cats that has 
haunted me for years.
I recently learned that C.S. Lewis him self never thought his well-known 
children’s book to be an allegory. I admit, a thrill o f vindication rattled my bones. So in 
this, at least, I can build my defense: Narnia was not an allegory.
And while my literal belief in Aslan as a girl may have bordered on delusion, 
Lewis did not characterize the book as fantasy, either. Instead, he intended Narnia to be 
“suppositional,” positing a “W hat if?” into the mysterious universe. In responding to a 
letter from a Mrs. Hook in 1958, Lewis wrote, “In reality ... [Aslan] is an invention 
giving an imaginary answer to the question, 'What might Christ become like, if  there 
really were a world like Narnia and He chose to be incarnate and die and rise again in that 
world ...? '” (qtd. in Lewis, Lewis, and Hooper 475). This mirroring o f the Christian 
story in another world seems a natural extension of Lewis’ own theology, which, heavily 
influenced by Plato, considered all o f physical existence as a shadow of a truer, unseen 
reality.
In 1935, fifteen years before Lewis wrote his “suppositional” fiction, Erwin 
Schrodinger also posited a hypothetical situation involving a cat, though for very 
different purposes. The “Schrodinger’s cat” thought experiment was a paradox the
physicist devised to draw out what he saw as a faulty line o f reasoning in the quantum 
theory proposed by Einstein, Podolsky, and Rosen in their Copenhagen paper published 
earlier that year. Schrodinger envisioned a situation in which a cat was placed into a 
metal box with a Geiger counter, a radioactive atom, and a capsule o f cyanide gas. (A 
contraption -  I can’t help but think -  that would have delighted Mrs. Brown.) The object 
was to leave the cat in the box long enough where there was a fifty-fifty chance that an 
atom of the radioactive element would decay and the Geiger counter would record it, 
tripping a hammer which would in turn break the cyanide capsule open, killing the cat.
Schrodinger intended to demonstrate how problematic quantum mechanical 
properties were when applied to physical objects in everyday life. In particular, he was 
troubled by the idea of quantum superposition -  the quantum mechanical property stating 
that all particles in a quantum wave function exist not in one state but all possible states 
at once. However, when an outside observer viewed the particle, the Copenhagen EPR 
explained, the wave function collapsed with all its possibilities, and the particle “chose” a 
location. The singularity o f existence, in essence, was “forced” by the eye o f the 
beholder.
W hat then o f the cat? Schrodinger asked. If  the box remains closed, is the cat 
simultaneously dead and alive?
Many physicists still refer to Schrodinger’s example in comparing the validity or 
oversights of various quantum theories. But in general, most respond to the question of 
the cat by concluding that quantum-mechanical matter does not function in the same way 
as everyday objects do. As Robert Laughlin, a Nobel Prize-winning physicist, says,
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“Quantum-mechanical matter consists o f waves o f nothing” (56). And from this nothing 
the materiality of life emerges.
In 1957, Hugh Everett, a PhD student at Princeton proposed the “many-worlds 
interpretation” as a possible explanation to Schrodinger’s paradox. Very few physicists 
give credence to Everett’s postulations, though science fiction fans take it up with fervor. 
Everett responded to the conundrum of the unfortunate cat’s state by claiming that it was 
both dead and alive. The answer lay in this simple fact: all possibilities played 
themselves out in alternate realities that could never be bridged.
That is, unless you have a magic wardrobe.
*
A stray currently haunts my fam ily’s land. He looks almost identical to our cat, 
Kaja -  black with white paws and belly -  except that the guest is razor-thin and has a 
nose pink as a fresh eraser. I thought it was Kaja at first. I saw him glide by our dining 
room window one night. Ten minutes later, we were wrenched from the dinner table by 
animal screams outside and found not one but two domino cats hugging the bark o f the 
ash tree at the house’s corner. I blinked at the ontological split: suddenly, my cat was 
plural.
Dawn revealed the doppelganger still lurking among the hostas under the porch, 
resistant to any attempts to shoo him off. Seen by themselves, it is a chore to tell the two 
cats apart. Seen together, the guest trails Kaja at a pace o f twenty feet, a tardy shadow, till
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the hair on K aja’s back rises up like a crest and the scene from that first night repeats 
itself.
K aja’s full name is “M barakaja,” a brook-like word that is Guaram for “Cat.” I 
like to think about this while I watch two streaks of black-and-white fur scrabble across 
the yard in a holy fit o f hisses and growls. Which one is “C at,’ I wonder, and which is 
not- “Cat”? Or There goes“C at” chasing a cat up a tree. The universal and the 
particular, the Idea and the entity. Up and down and on it goes: the signifier and the 
signified approaching each other in magnetic attraction-repulsion.
I did not know there would be so much yowling.
*
A stronger argument for the existence o f Aslan than Everett’s many-worlds 
theory, cats have an uncanny ability to appear ex nihilo. Like the materiality o f everyday 
objects from “waves o f nothing.” On an overnight bus from Puerto Lopez to Quito 
several years ago, I was startled to find a gray tabby kitten, about six weeks old, 
wandering the aisle by my seat. M ost o f the passengers had already succumbed to 
exhaustion when its plaintive meow pierced through the aggressive roar o f the Dolph 
Lundgren movie being played on the TV overhead. It staggered down the dark, gritty 
aisle, head bobbling, blue eyes trance-like.
Row by row, drowsy passengers awoke to its cry. They roused their travel 
companions, wanting to assure themselves it w asn’t a dream, then together pointed and
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chuckled at the little stowaway. It was not uncommon to find animals on an Ecuadorian 
bus. A couple o f chickens tied together. A burlap sack full o f qui (guinea pig) shoved 
under the seat, destined to be dinner. But a cat on a bus? W hat purpose did it serve?
News soon reached the ticket collector at the front. He marched down the aisle, 
scooped the little creature up in his hand and held it aloft for us all to see. “Este gatito le 
pertenece a alguien aqui?” he asked, smiling. “If no one claims him, off the bus he 
goes!”
Passengers murmured and laughed to themselves, but no one knew the origins of 
this mystery. The kitten was lost, parentless, and too young to fend for itself.
My heart turned like a screw in my chest. My skin prickled, as though all the 
neurons had fired at once and left me with one firm conviction. I turned to my boyfriend, 
who sat next to me. “I should take that cat home with me,” I said. “I need to take that cat 
home.”
Alistair patted my leg, a gesture which read, There, there now, and demanded I 
see reason. W hat would I do with a cat in Quito? W here would I keep it? I couldn’t 
return to my host family’s house tiny feline in tow, when I m yself would be leaving the 
country in a month and a half.
I understood this. I understood that I was being irrational, that it was one cat in 
the whole entire world. But then what was this desperate quickening in me? It had 
something to do with the cat’s entire impossibility: that it be here in this hurtling steel 
cage, that it be here at all, in this place where ropy, dust-colored dogs roamed the streets. 
For this fragile, tufted thing to manifest like a scrappy bit o f rudiment in the heat and
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stale fumes o f the bus: the cat’s presence had to mean something. Could Alistair not see 
what claimed us?
Draped in the ticket m an’s fingers like a damp rag, the gray kitten continued to 
mewl, swiveling its head back and forth in bewilderment. How did I  get here? it seemed 
to be asking. Where is my mother?
“It’s mine!” I wanted to call out. “That smoky apparition is my cat.” But my 
tongue clove to my teeth, soldered together by Alistair’s soft, sensible words.
The ticket collector ran his free hand over the soot-colored fuzz o f the kitten’s 
head. It was a gentle action, the m an’s head tipped to the side in quiet contemplation.
But something seemed off. D on’t trust it, I would warn the novice cat. D on’t trust his 
tender touch!
W e did not even wait till the next stop. The bus driver pulled off the highway, 
yanking the door lever before we came to a full halt. The ticket man dropped the gray 
tabby into the humid night. My boyfriend’s hand pressed heavy against my knee.
*
C.S. Lewis understood the mysterious nature o f cats. How they can haunt, how 
they arise. In his essay “It All Began W ith a Picture,” reflecting on the development of 
The Lion, The Witch, and the Wardrobe, he wrote, “At first I had very little idea how the 
story would go. But then suddenly Aslan came bounding into it. I think I had been
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having a good many dreams of lions about that time. Apart from that, I don’t know 
where the Lion came from or why He came” (qtd. in Lewis and Hooper 42).
It was late spring o f my second grade year. I didn’t know where the cat came 
from, but I knew she came for me. She was a slight thing, a calm feline presence with 
yellow eyes and tan and black splotches peppering her white coat. W hen the weather was 
nice, Ben and I would take turns sitting on the front step o f the Boyums’ duplex, while 
the other sat next to jolly Mrs. Becky on the wooden bench inside and received thirty 
minutes o f piano lessons. Sitting on the steps was preferable by far to sitting inside 
during wintertime -  I could watch cars and bikes pass by on the quiet street, Ben’s B flats 
and false steps a dim tinkling in the background. And more often than not, I got to pet 
Patty.
I assumed that the cat was property o f the Boyum s’ landlords, who lived in the 
accompanying duplex, but I named her “Patty” anyway -  “Because she has pats of color 
on her,” I told my mother.
Patty the Cat had become a semi-permanent companion in the times between my 
piano lesson and the hour o f being picked-up by Mom when it was discovered one day 
that she did not in fact belong to the Boyum s’ landlords. The landlords had been under 
the impression that the cat belonged to our piano teacher. Patty, the name of adoration, 
was the only name she had. This revelation transpired at the beginning o f one o f our 
piano lessons, and for some reason, my mother ended up taking Patty home while we 
located Middle C. “There’s a surprise for you waiting in our garage,” she told me on the
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car ride home. Patty was curled up on the cover o f our speed boat. Mom had laid out 
food and water for her in breakfast bowls.
I don’t know what my mother was thinking, letting that cat come into our lives. 
She must have known how I would grab onto hope and not let go. How, in my mind, 
having Patty the Cat stay in our garage as a provisional answer to her vagrancy equated to 
having her unequivocally accepted into our family. At last, Boo and Atticus would have 
a sister.
My mother assured me that this was not the case. “W e’re not keeping her,
Sarah,” she warned me. “This is temporary. I’ll be taking her to the animal shelter 
soon.”
I refused to believe it, though. If  Patty was going to the animal shelter, surely my 
mother would have already taken her. No, this supposed temporary solution was simply 
an opportunity for me to prove my dedication to keeping Patty as a pet.
Ben and I discussed my illogical belief on the walk to North Hudson Elementary 
the next morning.
“No way,” my older brother said. “Mom will not let you keep that cat. We 
already have two.”
“W hat if  I paid for her myself, though? W ith my allowance? I could do that.”
“Sarah, it’s way too expensive,” he said. But I noticed he did not say “N o.” “The 
first vet visit alone would be way too much for you.”




“How much!” I screeched.
Ben rolled his eyes, all-important. “At least twenty dollars.”
Images from that day are hazy. Probably some selective memory on my part, to 
spare me the finer details o f my foray into small-ring extortion. All I remember is that I 
recruited my best friend Lisa Kruger, and we set out collecting donations before our class 
even finished saying the Pledge o f Allegiance that morning. Lisa and I surreptitiously 
drew impassioned Crayola posters on notebook paper in between Spelling and Math. 
“Save Patty-the-Cat” they read. To give our not-for-profit some legitimacy.
As I remember it, several o f our second grade classmates gave o f their own free 
will. Moved by my tale o f the homeless cat camped in my garage until I could raise “just 
20 dollars,” take her to the vet for her shots against distemper and leukemia, and make 
her mine.
A little success went to our heads. W e’d tapped out all the altruists, and so now 
turned to the reluctant misers with evangelistic fury. “A cat’s life is in your hands!” I 
cried, shaking the plastic sandwich baggy that served as our bank. “One day without 
milk money and you could save Patty!”
By the end of the day, I had well over the twenty-dollar minimum. W ith the 
extra, I thought, I could buy my new cat a collar. One o f those shiny tags with our 
address and her name etched in it.
But then Ben found out. On our way down Lemon Street hill, one o f the third 
graders on our route asked if  I ’d reached my goal. In response, I held up the now sagging 
sandwich baggy with glee. Ben’s eyes locked on the mess o f cash and put it all together. 
“Sarah!” he gasped. “W hat were you thinking?”
The snap in his voice knocked me off balance. “But you said ...” I started. “You 
said twenty dollars for a visit to the vet.”
Ben arched his back and staggered groaning down the street, as though burdened 
by the weight o f my stupidity. “ Sarah, that’s not what I meant. You can’t keep the cat. 
Even if  you could pay for it, Mom and Dad w on’t let you.”
I clutched my plastic lunch baggy. “Not if  it’s an outdoor cat. Not if  I take care 
of her myself.”
“Mom is going to make you return all that money. Just wait till we get home!”
He was right. “First thing tomorrow morning,” she said, “you give everything 
back to the rightful owners.”
I sulked. First off, this would prove challenging, since the Save Patty-the-Cat 
Fund had been a “goodwill donation” with no promise of tax write-offs. I had a hard 
time remembering if  Cory had given me seventeen cents or fifty, and whether it was 
M elissa G. or M elissa L. who had foregone hot lunch for the sake o f animal rights.
Moreover, it felt like a ruse. All o f it. A cat I couldn’t keep. A good deed 
punished. Rather than being impressed by my creativity and humbled by my fervor, my 
parents felt I had overstepped my moral bounds. I felt guilty and stupid for trying so 
hard, only to be met with reproval.
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I retreated to the garage to spend a few last moments with Patty. She had taken to 
leaping from the covered boat up onto the wood rafters above, where she would balance 
and spin like a tight-rope walker. I sat down on the front o f the boat trailer and called her 
name. After a time, I heard the scrabble of claws on wood. Patty emerged from the 
shadows, peered down at me with her yellow eyes and meowed. But she would not come 
down.
I felt a little cheated and fought back tears. Somehow, though, the cat’s actions 
made sense. After a few curious sniffs, ears keened forward, Patty’s form receded again 
into the dark.
That’s right, I thought. You stay there. Live in those rafters. Hide in the 
shadows. Haunt those upper spaces and never come down.
I stood up, settled in my mind and ready to return to the house. I would go inside 
to the cats I was allowed and tangle my fingers in their fur. Press my hand to their warm 
bodies. I would go inside to my cats. To Atticus, to Boo.
And of course, to Aslan. He who was Lover o f children, but also Ruler o f Cats -  
kindred to the despised and unwanted, the stranded, the stray. And how -  I closed the 
garage door -  how could that be anything but real?
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On Prophets, Moths, and Migraines
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I experienced my first migraine when I was eleven years old. I remember it not 
only because the migraine was the entry into my otherwise healthy existence o f a 
troubling weak point that would dog me years onward, but because the summer I was 
eleven, life underwent a more global reconfiguration. That spring, in May 1994, my 
parents had told my brother and me that my father’s work was sending us to Belgium.
W e would sell our yellow lakeside house in Hudson, Wisconsin, and move to Europe at 
summer’s end. Since the age o f four, my reality had been rooted in the particulars o f that 
yellow house, o f the great elm in our backyard, the lam b’s ear and marsh ferns that 
sprung up in the cracks of our rock-slab retaining wall, and beyond to the ecological 
richness o f the dam-formed Lake Mallalieu. Come August, we would be giving up this 
living plot of land for an unknown world, a different country. The migraine that summer, 
then, came as the first of many departures, one all the more portentous because it was so 
visceral, so corporeal, so close to home.
The nausea started one day after lunch. I thought maybe the leftovers I’d eaten 
were tainted. M y mother gave me a wastebasket lined with a plastic bag and had me lie 
down in the master bedroom. I’m not sure why now, but perhaps because it was a hot 
July and our house nestled into the side o f the hill that sloped down to M allalieu’s 
northern shore. M y parents’ downstairs bedroom, half-underground and shaded by a 
cluster o f yellow birches, kept the cellar-effect even at summer’s height, in contrast to my 
room, which, upstairs at ground-level, caught all the sun’s fury.
The room did not have the desired salutary result. My insides continued to churn 
hot and buttered. Then, even with my eyes closed, acid lights like a camera’s afterimage 
bubbled up before my right eye. My brain felt like it was expanding on one side, too big 
for my skull. I didn’t know to recognize these signs -th e  nausea, the scintillating 
scotoma, the growing hemicrania -  as a migraine aura. Still I knew that this was more 
than a mild digestive upset, and I grew worried.
Consciousness went slippery, out o f control. I felt caught up by some 
incontrovertible force. Sailing away on one o f those brightly-patterned hot-air balloons 
that dotted the sky over the St. Croix River valley and our own Lake Mallalieu on 
cloudless days. Or conversely, I was submerged. I suddenly recalled an episode several 
summers previous when I’d come close to drowning. A group o f neighbor kids had come 
to our house for an afternoon swim in the lake. We were wrestling over control o f an 
inner tube when I got stuck upside-down, my stomach draped over the scalding black 
rubber, my head and shoulders plopped through the hole like I was bobbing for apples.
I ’d fought panic for several seconds while I attempted to brace my restricted arms against 
the jostling sides o f the torus-shaped inflatable and to push m yself out. I had scissored 
my legs and struggled to unhook my head from where the back o f it pressed against the 
inner tube’s lower edge.
The cocooned shrieks and laughter of my friends had floated around me. I could 
feel their bodies brush against mine. How was it no one saw? They were still fighting 
over the tube. Help me! I had screamed underwater. Bright dots were blooming before
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my closed eyes. My lungs clutched like a fist; I was going to drown with my face a few 
inches underwater. My arms weakened.
All at once, things had aligned: I ’d gotten a firm grip on the inner tube’s top, it 
buoyed enough for me to extract my head and -  hysterical, heaving -  I paddled to the 
shore, wrapped m yself in a towel, and sat on the stone bench that ju t out o f our rock-slab 
retaining wall, trying to not hate my friends for what they had not known.
Back in first-migraine time, the pain was hammering through half my brain. 
Summer heat buzzed outside my parents’ bedroom window, and I recalled the near- 
drowning. The same dread flooded my guts. The same dots blotted my eyesight. I turned 
over on my side, burst into tears, and vomited into the trashcan.
M ind asunder. The world split in two.
*
“In the thirtieth year, in the fourth month on the fifth day, while I was among the 
exiles by the Kebar River, the heavens were opened and I saw visions o f God.”
Poor Ezekiel, Blessed Ezekiel.
An exile in Babylon, a prophet called to remember and remind. It had been five 
years since he and the elite Jews o f Jerusalem were captured and forced from their home 
in the second deportation under Nebuchadnezzar. In his lifetime, he would hear o f his 
city’s utter destruction and see the rest o f his people brought to captivity.
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At the Kebar River in July 593 BCE, Ezekiel beholds “the glory o f the Lord,” 
what appears to be a bronze-fired man on a sapphire throne. Through this sublime 
rapture, Ezekiel is called to uphold the memory o f God’s covenant with Israel while in 
the land o f their oppressors. But the call has a cost: he must embody his community’s 
narrative. The horrors o f war, loss, and exile are acted out on his body and in his life.
He sees horrific revelations. He becomes immobile as a representation o f Jerusalem’s 
siege. When his wife dies, he is not allowed to mourn her.
Poor Ezekiel. Blessed Ezekiel.
After his seizure in holy vision, after his bodily participation in the displacement 
o f his people, the prophet picks up a clay tablet and stylus. He begins to write.
Near the kernel o f the human brain lies a pair o f densely packed neurons in a 
shape resemblant o f ram ’s horns called the hippocampus. The hippocampus plays an 
important role in the formation and consolidation o f long-term memory, specifically of 
what is called episodic or autobiographical memory -  the conscious recollection o f lived 
events.
The hippocampus also houses spatial memory. Many hippocampal neurons are 
“place cells,” which means that they fire an action potential (electric signal) when a 
person passes through a particular portion of an environment. These encoded place cells 
together make a “cognitive map” in the human brain -  an electric, ephemeral 
representation o f an experienced location that may be recalled when navigating,
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calculating distances, planning shortcuts, or envisioning a well-known place from the 
past.
I often find myself thinking about the prophet Ezekiel’s hippocampus.
Here is why: while in exile in Babylonia, Ezekiel receives a vision in which the 
Spirit o f God takes him back to Jerusalem. There he witnesses the glory o f the Lord rise 
up from the temple and settle on a mountain east o f the city. The image is a dire one. 
Ezekiel, heavy in heart, informs his fellow Israelites: the Presence o f God has deserted 
His house, leaving it utterly vulnerable. Ichabod. The declaration seems confirmed five 
years later when, in 586 BCE, the Babylonians sack Jerusalem, enslave the rest o f its 
inhabitants, and leave its holy place in ash and ruins.
Fifteen years pass. And then Ezekiel receives a new word from the Lord: the God 
of Israel will rebuild what was made desolate. The Spirit again “returns” the prophet to 
Jerusalem and a man “whose appearance was like bronze” gives him a tour of a fully 
revitalized temple, leading from the outer court to the temple area. In each space, the 
host takes a measuring stick and traces it around the perimeter. After this architectural 
study, Ezekiel witnesses the glory o f the Lord descending from the east, turning the land 
radiant until it settles and fills the Temple once again. “Son of man,” the Spirit 
commissions him, “describe the temple to the people o f Israel.”
This is where I begin to ponder Ezekiel’s hippocampus and the role it plays in this 
story. Because Ezekiel writes down the temple dimensions as laid out by the bronze 
man. He records the spatial arrangements o f the various rooms in precise cubit lengths. 
And while the part that divine intervention plays in this scenario lies with a Judeo-
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Christian belief, I find m yself pondering to what extent Ezekiel’s spatial memory guided 
his recollection o f the temple area. (If the Lord works miracles, He must not do so outside 
the Material.) Ezekiel was a priest -w ho  knows how many times he had walked through 
the temple courts before exile, moved through the various rooms performing his daily 
tasks? One can imagine that the place fields in Ezekiel’s hippocampus would have ample 
opportunity to establish a “cognitive map” that could be accessed even years after his 
physical presence in that place.
Such a hypothesis is complicated, however, by a theory proposed by Eric Lewin 
Altschuler, a neuroscientist who applies his medical expertise to the Biblical text. Taking 
into account the events and sentiments recorded by the prophet, Altschuler notes 
symptoms o f fainting spells, mutism, hypergraphia (an uncontrollable urge to write), and 
hyperreligiosity, and suggests a “diagnosis” : Ezekiel had Geschwind syndrome, a 
personality type caused by certain temporal lobe epilepsies (TLE). The epileptic 
diagnosis would make sense of Ezekiel’s phantasmagoric, heavenly visions. Even the 
most “mild” of seizures, known as simple partial seizures or more commonly as auras, 
produce bodily sensations that may possess a psychic or supernatural intensity1.
Simple partial seizures also engage the hippocampus, at times causing a person to 
remember either one or a set of past events. In fact, the hippocampus plays a crucial role 
in epilepsy; it has been suggested that a primary symptom of TLE is damage to the
1 It may be worth noting that epileptic auras (not to be confused with migraine auras) are often coupled with retrograde amnesia, so that the individual who experiences a simple partial seizure, while “fully interactive” during the seizure, might not remember the psychosensory experience (Haut S659).
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hippocampus that results in nerve death. In extreme cases, patients may even undergo 
surgery to have a part of the hippocampus removed. It is unknown whether these 
hippocampal abnormalities are a cause or a result o f the neurological condition. What 
has been observed is that epilepsy -  either through the initial cell damage or through the 
effect of recurrent seizures -  often impairs learning and spatial memory. W hich raises 
the question: i f  Ezekiel did have TLE, would this condition mar his ability to either retain 
and/or retrieve a memory o f the tem ple’s dimensions ?
And so. The conundrum of Ezekiel’s hippocampus. Is it healthy and uninhibited, 
the stenographic action potential o f pyramidal cells firing back to him the measurements 
o f the temple in his homeland? Or is it scarred and dampened by the cumulative effect of 
erratic, epileptic neuronal firings? Can it be both? Is it neither?
How you answer this may be determined by your perspective on the spiritual 
nature and authority o f the book and its writer. Even among Jews and Christians, some 
suggest that the book o f Ezekiel, while primarily the work o f the titled author, was edited 
later by a group of elite Jewish priests. Others highlight the consistent tone and voice and 
declare it unique autobiography.
Either way, Ezekiel intrigues me for what his narrative says about memory. 
Epileptic or not, divine or not, his memory and language also had its limits when being
2 Altschuler himself does not address this issue. Rather, he refers to Ezekiel’s temple measurements as evidence of another characteristic of Geschwind syndrome, the so-called “sticky” personality (Altschuler 562). But according to Epilepsy: A Comprehensive Textbook, this symptom of a “sticky” personality (also referred to as “viscosity”) typically means that the person with Geschwind syndrome is clingy, or excessive in their interpersonal relations. (Engel, Jr. and Pedley 2105) Nor does attributing the temple tour to the symptom of viscosity address the issue of TLE-associated impairment of spatial learning and recollection.
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converted to the page, when wrestling with event or significance, architecture or 
theology. Ezekiel records the exact dimensions o f the temple; when he sees a vision of 
God, he can only adumbrate, “This was the appearance o f the likeness o f the glory o f the 
Lord.”
*
In his presentation o f Ezekiel as the possible earliest recorded case o f temporal 
lobe epilepsy, Altschuler writes, “Migraine might produce some o f Ezekiel’s neurological 
signs but, in isolation, not his hypergraphic writings” (562). This raises an interesting 
point: how similar are migrainous and epileptic auras?
O f course, each has unique physiological causes. W hile both migraine and 
epilepsy produce an “ictus,” a metrical stress in the brain, an epileptic ictus is 
predominantly neurological, frequent and short-lived (one to two minutes, often 
experienced daily), whereas the migraine is neurovascular -  a change in neuronal activity 
that causes cranial arteries to enlarge. W hile migraines are less frequent, they may linger 
for hours or even days. In her article “Differentiating Migraine from Epilepsy,” Dr.
Sheryl Haut also emphasizes that a migraine aura precedes ictus. A simple partial seizure 
“aura,” on the other hand, is the ictus.
Despite these differences, the two auras can exhibit comparable manifestations. 
Each involves moving lights in the visual field, though the scotoma for migraine typically 
flashes linear or zigzag and those in seizures, circular (think Van Gogh’s Starry Night).
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Though less common than the aberrant visual perception, migraine and simple partial 
seizure may impel similar psychosensory phenomena, as well. In his monograph 
Migraines, neuropsychologist Oliver Sacks includes the following set o f sensations 
among the mind-disturbances possible during migraine aura:
the thought that time has stopped, or is mysteriously recapitulating itself; 
the feeling that one is dreaming, or momentarily transported to another 
world; feelings o f intense nostalgia, in deja vu, sometimes associated with 
an uprush o f long-forgotten memories; feelings o f clairvoyance, in deja 
vu; or of the world or oneself being newly-minted, in jamais vu; and in all 
cases, the feeling that consciousness has been doubled. (77-78)
Only a third o f migraineurs experience auras and o f those who do, nausea, visual 
disturbances (flashing lights or blurred vision known as scintillating scotoma), and 
sensitivity to light and sound are the most pervasive symptoms. For this reason, the 
shifting psychological perceptions recorded in Sacks’ book do not often figure into 
conversations on migraine. However, a visit to the Migraine Aura Foundation's website 
reveals memes on symptoms such as “forced reminiscence” and “felt presences” in which 
contributors express, “I . . . have been so relieved to find out I am not the only one who 
gets these things” (Leigh qtd. in Podoll).
My own migraine history includes these marginal aura symptoms, though they are 
just that -  marginal. For the most part, my auras served as a simple warning light to run 
for the hills. I would enter the school nurse’s office (at the International School of 
Brussels during middle school, at Hudson High School once my family returned
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stateside) and speak in quiet tones o f oracular sobriety. “I am about to have a migraine. 
Please show me to a cot and give me a trashcan.” The sense o f fate gave me boldness: I  
know my body, and what my body tells me. Do this or else.
I would set up in the dark invalid corner o f the office with my requested list of 
props: two ibuprofen, glass o f water, barf bucket, a thin and sour-smelling mattress. Like 
I was preparing for some grotesque sideshow. Like I was Ezekiel about to symbolize the 
siege against Jerusalem with a clay tablet, an iron pan, spelt bread, and a sword. I would 
stretch out on the cot and acquiesce to what my body commanded -  the static and throb 
blaring through every cell, some unseen hand trying to chisel out my right eye.
Eventually I slept like oblivion. The nurse woke me at final bell and sent me zombie- 
walking to catch the bus home.
Since that first foreboding episode at the house on Mallalieu, my migraine auras 
did not conjure up vivid recollections. The racing mind and disorientation? The 
unhinging o f reality? For sure. But no memories. The headaches produced more pain 
than prophecy. Only once did the nervous condition create an event of a somewhat 
mystical nature.
It was in the spring o f 2004. I was twenty-one years old, and visiting my parents 
for a long weekend from college. They had returned to Hudson, now after a second stint 
in Brussels, and had moved into a new house while I studied abroad in Quito. They even 
lived on a lake. But Hudson was not home anymore. The house was just a house to me. 
The lake was not Mallalieu. And I was no longer the little girl who spent hours scooping 
up pollywogs with a tin can or sneaking up on a pair o f Mallards, a notebook in hand so I
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could sketch them and make grand assumptions about their characters from how they 
stood on one foot or pooped at the end o f our dock.
I’d come to my parents’ with hopes to escape the growing conviction that I would 
never fully belong anywhere and the doomed compulsion to keep searching till I did. I 
attempted to unpack boxes from the most recent (which?) international move, but started 
to hyperventilate and shoved them back into the closet. I lay at night staring at the arch of 
the orange-bandied walls o f “my” room and wondered, “W here the fuck am I? Where 
the fuck is my life?”
The aura cropped up just as I was preparing to make the six-hour drive back to the 
Chicago suburbs. I lay on my parents’ living room couch and wept, because I was a 
depressive and overwhelmed by life, and because a deferred departure meant I would 
miss my Developmental Psych mid-term. Plus, the migraine fulfilled all sense of 
alienation -  out-of-synch even within my body.
And then, through the knitting pain in my skull and the pulsing light behind my 
eyes, one word emerged: Rehoboth.
I did not know this word. At least, not consciously. The language sounded 
Biblical, but I couldn’t place it. I thought maybe my overworked mind had made up the 
phrase, that the wacky neurological storm I was weathering had caused a misfire and 
infused some gibberish with illusory import. But there it was, a megaphone message. 
Rehoboth. The word flared bright and rhythmic as a lighthouse until, mercifully, I slept.
The phrase reappeared on my drive to Illinois the next day: Rehoboth. So 
insistent it practically blocked my windshield. I pulled over on I-90 between Rockford
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and Elgin to put my mind to rest, unearthed a Bible from my backpack and searched the 
concordance at the back. This is what I found: in the Book o f Genesis, the Hebrew 
patriarch Isaac returns to the region where his father Abraham had previously pastured 
his flocks. He reopens wells that his father had dug. He even finds a new well, but his 
neighbors argue with him over ownership. So he names the well Esek, meaning 
“dispute.” He moves on. Another well is found, but once again, others come to encroach 
on his water rights. Isaac names this second well Sitnah, which means “opposition,” and 
picks up camp once again. His servants unearth one more well and this time: peace. No 
one swooping in to steal. Isaac breathes a sigh o f relief and names the well Rehoboth -  
room. He says, “Now the Lord has given us room and we will flourish in the land.”
For the remainder of the semester, I would wake in the morning, grab the nearest 
pen, and retrace the word Rehoboth on the back of my hand.
That was nine years ago. My last migrainous episode until this past week.
*
In 2008, environmental biologists at Georgetown University published a study 
suggesting that moths retain associative memories they form as larvae. The researchers 
had set out to determine whether Manduca sexta (tobacco hornworm) caterpillars that 
received electric shocks when exposed to ethyl acetate would avoid the odorous gas post­
metamorphosis. They introduced the aversive association at two different instars, or 
developmental stages. The caterpillars that received the classical conditioning at the third
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instar retained the aversion to ethyl acetate through two successive molts, that is, till the 
fifth and final larval instar. These earlier-formed memories, however, were lost through 
pupation and metamorphosis. The third-instar test subjects showed no significant 
aversion to the smell o f ethyl acetate upon eclosion as Carolina sphinx moths.
Researchers also tested a group o f Manduca sexta caterpillars with the 
electroshock aversive cue introduced at the fifth instar. In contrast to the previous 
experimental set, these moths exhibited postmetamorphic memory retention -  almost one 
hundred percent of the fifth-instars who had learned to avoid ethyl acetate continued to 
do so as the adult moth (or, imago instar).
The research demonstrated that moths are in fact capable o f associative learning, 
and not simply responding to “chemical legacy” environmental cues established at the 
pupal stage. The Georgetown study also indicated that “the supposedly annihilative 
process” o f metamorphosis did not break down all the caterpillar’s neurons, but 
integrated at least later-formed synapses into the imago’s reconfigured nervous system 
(Ehrenberg). Environmental biologists locate these preserved synaptic connections in the 
m oth’s mushroom bodies, “paired structures in the larval and adult insect brain that 
receive input from the antennal lobes” (Blackiston, Silva Casey, and W eiss e1736). 
Because mushroom bodies function in associative learning and place memory for insects, 
some scientists consider them as somewhat analogous to the mammalian hippocampus.
The Georgetown researchers reasoned that m oths’ memory retention across 
metamorphosis might be useful in locating food plants or avoiding predators. All the 
more important since moths, unlike ants or bees, are solitary insects, and don’t have
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means of warning each other about environmental dangers or communicating the path to 
a nutritive source. Even for those lepidopteran species, like the Polyphemus moth, who 
do not eat upon eclosion but spend their short time as an imago looking for a mate, an 
intact associative memory o f their larval manifestations might allow them to identify host 
plants on which to lay their eggs. In other words, a female moth would look for the same 
type o f plant from which it fed in its earlier life.
*
W hat persists through trial and transformation: the map and the vision. This urge 
to find home again.
*
It starts in the middle o f the night -  a dull aching in my temple, a spasm every so 
often in the side of my neck. In the morning, my clock radio sends me scrambling to 
clamp a pillow over my head. W hy is the music so loud? Even when I turn off the 
alarm, a shrill note resounds in my ears, like a teakettle at boil far in the distance.
I stumble down my loft ladder and am met with sun bouncing off the snow piled 
outside my cabin. It’s almost March in Fairbanks, and the brightness is a welcome return 
after A laska’s black box winter, but today the light enters me too sharply, or at all the 
wrong angles. I grope around my kitchen cabinets and set to preparing breakfast.
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Two hours later, I have not yet shaken the pain in my head or the sense that some 
veil has dropped between the world and me. I sit on my couch, my cat curled up on my 
feet, and stare at the dark ceiling beams, trying to name this malaise. This has happened 
before, I think, I  know this. But I can’t place it.
Then, part o f the ceiling begins to dance. In the upper-left quadrant o f my right 
field o f vision, a glimmer, a blur, a disconcerting spark. A sinkhole is opening up in the 
ceiling, a vortex that widens in view. The spatial warp comes together with this pain that 
gathers behind my eye, the stir in my stomach, the phantom teakettle. What is this 
called? The words that arise are flashbulb or aftershock, afterim age... Wait, no -  it’s 
called an aura.
Aura: emanation, breath, wind.
I try to brace m yself for what I know is coming, but it’s been too long since this 
experience and it catches me off guard. I feel as though someone has opened my head 
with a can opener, stuck in a spoon, and stirred. (Poor Ezekiel - is this how he felt?) A 
tremor runs through my gut. If  I  get too nauseous, I  can step outside. My thoughts 
collide together, pull apart. That’s what I ’ll do -  I ’ll eat some snow. In the spot where 
my vision founders, a sense of clarity is pooling. (BlessedEzekiel - is this what he knew?) 
A feverish resolution, a commissioned purpose-
If I get too nauseous, I can step outside into the sub-arctic, take up a handful of 
snow and place it on my tongue. (Open your mouth and eat what I give you.) And in my 
handful o f snow there will be a birch seed, as sweet as honey in my mouth. The birch 
seed will root in my belly and grow. My birch skin will be a scroll and on both sides o f it
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will be written words of lament and mourning and woe. My hands will be leaves, and the 
leaves will be for healing.
The glittering lights grow, tunnel, morph, now in lines, now as dots, and I should 
say that they look like the Aurora or like ice crystals, but what I see is hearts. Tiny polka 
dot hearts in four alternating colors -  blue, red, yellow, and green, and they are printed as 
a pattern on white sheets. And those sheets are stretched across my bed, back in my 
room in the house on Mallalieu. All I can see in a collapsing, kaleidoscopic slideshow is 
my childhood room with its wood-panel walls, the laundry chute by the door, and those 
white polka-dotted sheets. Because the summer our family left for Belgium, the summer 
I became a migraineur, I helped my mother clean out the downstairs cupboards one day 
in preparation o f the move, and finding a golden cross-shaped pendant in one o f the 
drawers, I had asked if  I could have it. My mother said, “Yes, but why? You don’t have 
a chain.” I didn’t have an answer because I knew as well as she that what she said was 
true, but I held the pendant in my hand while we worked and when I left her, I went to 
my bedroom, where I lay on my stomach on those heart-print sheets and, draping my 
hand over the side o f the bed, I brushed against something strong and thin as hair -  a fine 
gold chain lying bare and unclaimed on the clean, beige carpet. (This is what the 
Sovereign Lord says: I put a necklace around your neck.) And it seems I should say that 
this means the Lord gives us a means to carry our burdens, but no -  it was a mute gold 
chain that would carry what it would.
And one frozen February night in my third grade year, my mother and I sat on 
that bed reading a book, when suddenly I looked at the threshold o f my room and could
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not even yell for wonder, but only raise my arm to point dumbstruck at the doorframe, 
where a Polyphemus moth bloomed half-foot huge and terrifying, its violet eyespots 
breathing on the backs of its outstretched, cinnamon-red wings. And how my parents and 
brother and I gathered and wondered at how the moth had overwintered, at what wind 
had whispered within its cocoon for it to eclose and enter my room in all the untimely 
glory o f its imago instar. (This was the image o f the likeness o f the moth.) W hat 
synapses snapped inside the insect to lead it to that place?
. T h e  nausea is rolling up in my stomach, and I make a move to the cabin door—  
I will eat some snow. I stumble onto the porch. Hard to balance with this pain knifing 
above my ear and my right eye nothing more than a telescope o f light. But then the fresh 
air hits me, and I stand transfixed by one final visitation that starts with a sound -  a blast 
like a dragon’s breath:
I was seven, and asleep in my bed on Mallalieu. Summertime, so the heart- 
patterned sheets rested light as a nerve on my body. To the right o f my bed, the awning 
window was opened to the garden, and through my dreams I heard a sound like a 
windstorm coming out o f the east. I woke with a start and threw on some clothes; there 
was only one thing such a sound could foretell. The rest o f my house stayed quiet. Had 
no one else heard? Did no one else know? I scurried down the hall and out the front 
door. Turning left, I raced down the path toward the garage. The dragon-spitting noise 
reverberated again, echoing off the sandstone cliffs on the opposite side o f the lake. I ran 
so fast the cement stung my feet, but I was delirious with joy  and with the fear o f what I 
might miss. Between the house and the garage, a yellow gate led to the backyard garden,
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and I flung it open, running past my m other’s patient rows o f tomatoes, popcorn and 
sunflowers, down—  beyond—  toward the lake.
The behemoth drifted into sight from behind the branches of the great elm, at the 
left edge o f the yard-in-my-view. It was gliding along the w ater’s surface: a hot air 
balloon! How often I had seen them soaring above the world, variegated globes punched 
against a cobalt sky. But here was one come close, moving upon the morning-black 
glass, stirring the mist that hovered and spun a few feet above the lake. The balloon’s 
bulb-shaped envelope rose fifty feet high, the gores knit together to form a design of 
vertical darts -  red, black, blue, yellow, green, purple, pink -  like the appearance of a 
rainbow in the clouds on a rainy day. A living creature, the aircraft moved fast and 
effortless, nonchalant and brawny. It swallowed the sky.
I stopped short at where the lawn met the retaining wall. My throat parched with 
terror. The balloon sped past in the middle o f the lake -  towered, consuming; already it 
had pulled level with me where I stood at our property line. And just around the bend, 
some 300 feet away, was the North Hudson Bridge. W ould the flying beast crash? This, 
then, was why balloons never came low -  the lake was narrow (350 feet across from our 
plot o f land to the cliffs and cinching tighter as the balloon moved west), tree-hemmed, 
regularly perturbed by pontoons, speedboats, and canoes.
But I wanted to travel in that hot air balloon. W herever the balloon would go, I 
would go, without turning as I went. I could see a few dim figures standing in the wicker 
gondola, bright jackets zipped up to their throats. I waved my arms wildly. I tried to 
smile and yell, “Hey! Hey!” but my voice dried up inside me.
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Then, lightning flashed out o f the mouth o f the balloon like burning coals o f fire. I 
heard the sound of the burner ignited, like the roar of rushing waters, like the voice of the 
Almighty. The great creature was lifting, and in the bottom basket there were hands 
outstretched. The hands spread out upward and they were waving like wings, surrounded 
by the rainbow and the brilliant light. W herever the balloon would go, they would go. I 
wanted to be transported, there with them between earth and heaven. I was transported in 
the vision until, ascending, the vision vanished -  lost in the bend and blocked by roofs 
and trees, and I its sole witness, a young girl at the riverside, my toes chill with morning 
dew.
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Concerning Jan, Everyone Had Visions
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And always there is the vision o f her in the white convertible, Gary in the driver’s 
seat with his arm around her shoulders, and they drove past Dairy Queen toward the 
interstate on one o f the last summer days. She was already hollowed out, and I was glad 
for Gary’s broad arm to hold her to the seat. M y mother and I were waiting at the 
intersection down by the Hudson riverfront and in my moony, high-school way, I 
thought, “Maybe I’ve seen them on their last drive together in the white convertible.” 
Truth or not, this is how I titled it. Jan and Gary’s Final Summer Drive.
Later, at her funeral, Bobbi Gray walked up to the podium during the time of 
remembrances, unfolded a piece of notebook paper, and shared that Jan had visited her 
the very day she died. Bobbi had been washing dishes when brightness flooded and she 
saw Jan smiling, fully restored -  no cavernous face, no battlefield body the whittling of 
cancer and chemo. Jan-in-Glory wore a crown. “She is so beautiful,” Bobbi said. Her 
voice trembled, the sheet of paper trembled in her hand. Gary, in the front row of the 
crowded church, bowed his head and wept.
“If you want to know what love i s . ” Pastor Larry said. And he would witness to 
Gary’s unflagging attention, how in the last hours he lay beside Jan and stroked her thin, 
whitened hair, held her hand, and -  oblivious to the clinging, fruity stench -  kissed his 
wife on the mouth.
I was only eight years old when I had known her in health. She had led our 
Sunday school class, her euphonium voice summoning us like a goose. I liked that she
praised my quick recall o f that w eek’s verse and gave me stickers as reward. I tried not 
to care that the other kids received equal attention, even when their memory was slow 
and they did nothing but repeat her sonorous prompts. She doled out stickers like the 
love o f God. They were soon thrown away -  pasted to Bible verse worksheets tossed in 
the garbage once home or slapped on the breast o f a church dress to be peeled off by 
parents before going in the laundry.
I thought o f this often in her final days. The church held a service in the 
backyard o f Jan and Gary’s large blue house on Trout Brook Road. W e spread out 
blankets and lawn chairs. Camped and assembled, we sang about heaven, believing time 
transfigured. Jan rested on a deck chaise lounge with a blanket over her legs. She looked 
out at the trees that shaded the yard, at those she had called brothers and sisters, at 
children w ho’d grown up with her children. From where I sat with my parents, I could 
look down the driveway to the field across the street. Daisies and asters brightened the 
bank, and I wondered if anyone had ever painted that nowhere autumn field in 
Wisconsin, if anyone had captured its rough blazing stars, its thistle and silver sage.
After the songs, we filed by Jan to say goodbye. People took their time, held her 
hand, hugged her, tried to stay their emotions. When we drew near and I saw her eyes 
gleaming obsidian, as though she were already halfway in that Other Home, I went static. 
I don’t remember what I said, if  anything. I did not tell her thank you for the stickers and 
the hugs. I did not tell her that we would take care o f her youngest. (Nate was in my 
circle of friends at Hudson High, and we let him be moody when that’s what he felt. We
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let him cry when needed.) I did not touch her; she was a tempered vessel. I smiled and 
shuffled on by.
W ith Jan, everyone caught a glimpse. The family had made their grief and love 
so public, you could almost think you’d actually been there. That you had seen them 
with the top down, seen Gary with his arm around her shoulders, and her hair a brittle 
stream (I think she wore pale yellow). That you had seen her in Glory or half-Glory. That 
it was your mother, sitting next to you at the intersection, who suddenly disappeared.
That it was you who inhaled the death rattle in a final passionate kiss. But only fools 
would enter and say, “Yes, yes, we belong here.” Only a fool would want to truly know.
Five years later, on return to Hudson from assignment overseas, my parents 
parked their car along a wildflower field and, led to the spot by a realtor’s list, matched 
up the numbers on the front o f the house for sale. The sight o f the blue colonial revival, 
with trim, tree-shaded lawn and flowers abloom in their beds, mystified then struck them. 
And they said, “Out o f the question.” Out o f respect. They did not even step inside but 
stood at the edge of the road, facing it in silence.
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I W as One of Them
how it came to pass
In the summer o f 2002, I visited my parents at their home in Brussels, Belgium, 
and through a happy accident o f grace, found that the Doctors W ithout Borders/Medecins 
Sans Frontieres (MSF) clinic in Antwerp was looking for a volunteer receptionist. This is 
how it came to pass: several weeks before flying to Belgium, I had written to the MSF 
volunteer coordinator, introducing m yself as an American college student who was 
studying to be a nurse. My family had lived in Belgium several years, I told her, and as 
my parents were currently located in Brussels, I would spend the summer with them. 
W ould there be any chance that MSF had open volunteer positions? I combed my French 
assiduously for grammatical errors, and sent the email. I never received a reply.
So I was taken aback when my mother picked me up at the airport weeks later and 
said, “ Someone called for you today. There’s a phone message in French.” Especially 
since I had not thought to include my parents’ names or phone number in the email. But 
there it was, the message from Danielle Dewulf, letting me know of the receptionist 
position in Antwerp. I jum ped at the chance, and as soon as we could arrange it, my 
mother and I took the train an hour north for me to interview with the clinic staff.
W e were met at the clinic door by a tall, attractive woman in a smart, charcoal 
gray pantsuit. W ith her golden shaggy locks and sloping thin nose, she reminded me of a 
regal Afghan hound. She greeted us warmly, introduced herself as Inez Jasper, the social 
nurse, and asked us to have a seat while Jan Rymen, the social worker, finished up a call.
The waiting room was plain, a small white rectangle with plastic-cushioned chairs 
lining three o f its walls. The store-front window let in a lot o f sun. It almost hurt to be in 
the room, it was so bright. The only spot o f shade came from the Doctors W ithout 
Borders insignia painted on the window: a red-line stick person.
Jan arrived, a tall, lanky man with small wire-rimmed glasses and a buzz cut. He 
led me down a narrow hallway, pointing to two doors on the left. The first one, nearest 
the waiting room, was his social consultation office, where he met with patients to 
determine their legal status in the country. The second door led to the doctor’s 
examination room. We rounded a left corner and an office came into view, four desks 
and a number o f filing cabinets arranged like Tetris pieces into the confined space. Inez 
waved to us from her desk in the corner as Jan directed me through the opposite doorway, 
down a step into the employee break room.
The interview was simple: I signed some forms in Flemish. (“Patient 
confidentiality,” Jan said.) Jan described the functioning o f the clinic. Medical care was 
provided free o f charge to refugees, immigrants, and the homeless. Jan also met with 
every patient in order to help connect them to the proper social services.
I asked about the patient population.
“A lot from Eastern Europe,” Jan leaned his chair back. “Russia and the former 
Soviets. Quite a few from Northern Africa -  Morocco, Algeria. A lot o f immigrants 
from Ecuador, too.” He looked down at the email Danielle had forwarded to him. “It 
will help very much that you speak Spanish. None o f us do here.”
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W e chatted then about how I’d come to Belgium. Brussels was the city o f my 
youth, I told him. I lived there from the age o f eleven to fourteen. M y parents had been 
there the past two years, as well, their second overseas assignment for my dad’s job with 
3M. I came to stay when not attending college in the Chicago area.
“Chicago!” His face lit up. “There are gangs there, hein?”
I balked. Then guessed at his meaning and laughed. “Yes, Al Capone.”
Jan nodded. “And the old cars!”
“But that was a long time ago. Al Capone’s dead now.”
He screwed up his brow.
“Back in the 1920s.”
“Oh. That is all I know of Chicago. That is all I picture.”
“You read Tintin in America.”
He beamed again, happy I knew the Belgian comic strip in which “the famous 
boy reporter” single-handedly captures Scarface’s entire Chicago operation. He 
reenacted one o f the scenes: pretending to hang onto the side o f a car while shooting at 
people with a Tommy gun. He made machine gun sounds with his mouth.
Jan’s romantic view of Chicago amused me, but I soon found m yself similarly 
enamored by the clinic. After spending my freshman year at a largely homogenous 
academic institution, I thrilled every day as the clinic waiting room filled with men and 
women of every age, shape, and shade. Ecuadorian Quechua women with thick licorice 
braids hanging down their backs. Tall Angolan men the deep o f night. W an Eastern
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Europeans. Silent Chinese immigrants from the nearby Van Wesenbekestraat, Antwerp’s 
self-declared “Chinatown.” I wanted to touch each person and hear his or her story, 
somehow know them in their fullness. The receptionist desk, a flimsy wood table, rested 
just at the mouth of the hallway leading to the consultation rooms, so the waiting room 
was in my view. The patients were served on a first come-first serve basis. They 
sometimes waited long hours before being seen. W e all sat in the discomfort of the white 
room, baking in incremental summer heat. The little stick figure on the window hovered 
over us all. A faceless patron saint, its red brushstroke arms opened wide.
Every once in awhile Jan or Inez would emerge from their offices, and I would 
watch every exchange between them and the patients with interest. I asked a million 
questions. They were like rock stars to me, fighting for the well-being o f the 
downtrodden. I wanted to be them, to emulate them, to help in any way I could. One day 
Inez dropped a piece o f paper on my receptionist’s ‘desk.’ “Could you translate this for 
me?” she asked. “I need to investigate a bit.” It was a news article from Quito about an 
undeclared Ecuadorian immigrant whose corpse had been found in an Antwerp 
apartment. Several o f the organs were missing, presumably to be sold by black market 
harvesters.
The doctor at the clinic, France, would often have me translate for the Spanish­
speaking patients. W hen she found out I planned to be a nurse, she had me come into the 
examination room to observe at the end of the day, once the waiting room had cleared 
out. W ith her ruddy cheeks and pigtail braids, France looked barely old enough to baby­
sit, let alone be an attending physician, but her peaceful, positive manner and
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consideration put the most reticent o f patients at ease. France lived in Brussels as well, 
and would explain the different cases on the train ride back, “You noticed the one young 
woman with TB? Tuberculosis is on the rise in refugee populations, because they often 
live in cramped, bad conditions, and the disease spreads rapidly.”
One day the whole staff took the train together. A general meeting was being 
held at the main office in Brussels: a discussion on whether M SF-AZG would oppose 
the Belgian government’s denial o f organ transplants to asylum seekers. As we were 
walking towards the train, the excitement and romance o f the past month I’d spent at the 
clinic overcame my better reasoning. I imagined “our” little group as a team of secret 
agents; somebody could make a movie about us. France was the beautiful, yet girlish 
smart one with a kick-ass attitude and all the good ideas. Inez was the tall, slender sexy 
one whose action figure tagline would surely be “She fights crime in high-heels!” Jan 
was the quirky man on the team, the comic and the nerd, but still endearing because he 
was a guy. I o f course was the tagalong, the bumbling kid who made all the mistakes but 
who the others put up with anyway, because they held some sliver o f hope I could carry 
on their good fight. Together we would carry out secret missions, shutting down bad 
guys -  murderers and organ harvesters, oppressive, crooked landlords, indifferent 
politicians -  the Al Capones o f the refugee and immigrant world.
A Note on Acronyms: As an international aid agency, Medecins Sans Frontieres has varying acronyms, based on the linguistic translation of the name “Doctors W ithout Borders.” Since it was started by French doctors, the organization in its entirety is most commonly referred to as MSF. In Belgium, the country headquarters is known as Medecins San Frontieres-Artsen Zonder Grenzen (MSF-AZG), encompassing both French and Flemish names. Since the clinic I volunteered at is located in Flemish­speaking Antwerp, I refer to the Antwerp clinic throughout this piece simply by the Flemish acronym: AZG.
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I returned to the US that fall and started my sophomore year o f college. The 
summer at AZG remained a bright memory, an uncomplicated introduction into the world 
o f medical relief and international human rights. A glamorous experience I could share 
with my friends. End scene. Roll credits.
Then, two things happened. I went back to the walk-in clinic waiting room, and 
the US went to war.
the quest begins
The call comes to me during a public debate on security measures post-9/11. The 
event is one o f several that my small college in Illinois hosts in order to mark the one- 
year anniversary o f the tragedy. Air has been thick with questions o f whether Congress 
will back a military offensive in Iraq, so the debate seems particularly weighty. The 
auditorium, able to hold 2500, fills to the max.
The debaters fluster and shout at each other, the liberal decrying the government’s 
encroachment on civil rights, the conservative lamenting the government’s restraint. 
“Even now,” the latter points at the audience, “terrorists are planning to kill you and your 
family.”
At this moment, an immense calm fills me. I can see 360 degrees, I can see the 
smallness o f this auditorium and o f the two figures behind podiums on stage, oppressed 
by spotlights. I can see the smallness o f this shouting m an’s words, the logic founded in 
fear.
A wide gap stretches between the debaters’ lecterns, and shadows fall here. 
“There’s a third way,” I hear in my head.
That is all. I don’t know what the third way is, or how to go about seeking it. But 
one conviction solidifies in this moment: I will return to Belgium. W hatever the third 
way is, I will find it there.
Back in my dorm room that night, I stare into the darkness of my lower bunk, 
filled with a secret sense o f exhilaration. A whisper and a command pervades the space 
between my roommate’s even breathing. Blaring in its silence, in the static fuzz o f its 
persuasion. “Go,” the silence says.
Things move very fast after that. I call my father. “I would like to come and live 
with you and Mom for awhile. I ’d like to take a semester off o f school.” “This is your 
home,” he says. “Y ou’re welcome here.” I contact Jan and Inez, and ask if, come 
January 2003, I can volunteer at the clinic again. They say they would be pleased. 
Congress passes the Authorization for the Use o f Military Force Against Iraq Resolution 
o f 2002 on October 10 and 11; President Bush signs it into law on the 16th. I receive a 
letter from Maria, the retired nurse who trained me in at the clinic. She writes about an 
AZG doctor, Els, who has returned from an MSF assignment in Angola, and who is, she 
suspects, a left-wing radical involved with underground networks providing medical care 
to guerilla groups: “These are dangerous people, I am very concerned.” She writes, 
“Love your country, Sarah -  it’s like family,” and I cannot, will not, agree with her. I go 
to my faculty advisor’s office, slide a filled-out Request to W ithdraw Form across his
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desk, and point at the dotted line requiring his signature. He wrinkles his brow, reads the 
form. Looks up in surprise and concern. “Is everything all right at home?” he asks, and I 
assure him that it is.
expectation I
W aiting is a large part o f the refugee’s life in Belgium. The hours that clients 
pass at our little clinic on Van M arlaenstraat is a mere blip in the long stretch o f days, 
weeks, months, years shuffling through the various stages o f seeking asylum and setting 
up life in a foreign country.
Jan, AZG’s social worker, met with a Roma lady once who had fled Bulgaria with 
her son. She was a wiry lady in an oversized sweatshirt, skirt, and dirty tennis shoes, her 
face crumpled like a forlorn rag. She approached my receptionist’s desk while she 
waited and indicated a half-burnt cigarette, the paper bent where her saliva had puckered 
it. I shook my head apologetically -  “I don’t have a light.”
Her son was a fresh-faced adolescent with the shadow of a moustache on his 
upper lip and charcoal eyes burning underneath a mop of dark curls. Inez, the clinic 
nurse, whispered to me that the woman was living on the streets, but her son had been 
living with a Belgian woman. Why? I asked. Inez shook her head curtly in response.
The old gypsy bowed her gray head as her son passed along Jan’s message that 
her papers were not in order, and they would have to go back to one of the reception 
centers on the coast to start the asylum process over -  more waiting. She sobbed and hit
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her head over and over with a hard little fist, yelling angrily. No, no, no, she would not 
go back there.
Jan and Inez tried to comfort her. It would be like a little vacation, they said.
And really, w asn’t it a better alternative to her present situation? Certainly living in a 
center, albeit with lots o f other people, would be better than the dangers o f the streets?
She shook her head and sobbed.
I watched the whole scene, helpless and enthralled, from my receptionist’s desk. I 
had a hazy idea o f the whole procedure for seeking asylum in Belgium, except for the 
little Inez had shared with me. I learned only later o f the overcrowding o f the reception 
centers, how three years earlier, in 2000, the government had asked the Belgian 
municipalities for 1400 beds in addition to the 5000 already in use. And how refugees 
were sometimes turned out from the centers before receiving the proper assistance 
anyway, to make room for new asylum seekers. Perhaps that was how the old Roma had 
found herself in her present predicament?
It was also only with time that I would come to learn that many undocumented 
immigrants who could qualify for refugee status would choose not to apply out of an 
inherent fear o f the government, o f police, and o f having their plea rejected. Assuredly, 
every immigrant and refugee had heard of the infamous “closed” detention centers. The 
marginal, underground existence o f the undocumented probably seemed a favorable 
alternative to walking through the proper legal avenues only to find oneself fallen into the 
hands o f the merciless state.
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The five “closed” centers where rejected asylum seekers were held for deportation 
were rarely discussed in Belgian society, until something horrid, like rumors of 
mistreatment, seeped out. Human rights organizations repeatedly lobbied against them 
and advocated for the detainees inside. Little more than a prison, they decried. 
Psychological harm. Few doubted the claims after the death o f a twenty-year-old 
Nigerian deportee, Semira Adamu, in 1998. Her appeal for refugee status denied, she 
forcefully resisted being taken from the closed center (better, even, to stay there than 
return!) when it came time for her deportation. In an attempt to keep her from riling 
other detainees, gendarmes pushed a pillow to her face. She died o f asphyxiation.
Still, the closed centers remained in operation, and the reception centers remained 
overcrowded. And the Roma woman brought her fist to her forehead again and again -  
No, no, I  will not go back there. In the end, Jan and Inez shrugged, and had the boy 
translate for his mother: W e understand. It’s a long process, and it’s hard, but it’s either 
that or the streets. The young man murmured the message to his mother. She quieted.
She stared down at her dirty tennis shoes.
The discussion disbanded, nothing resolved.
It is hard for me to imagine, as I sit at my receptionist’s desk, what it must be like. 
To go through the process o f seeking asylum and gaining status in a foreign country, 
where one missing document may set you back months. W here understanding, it seems, 
is hard to come by.
Even harder, then, to imagine what would capitulate such a decision, to flee one’s 
land in the first place, only to endure long waits, bureaucratic pitfalls, life on hold, life on
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the streets, the tenuous existence and uncertainty o f it all. For the tension and 
psychological harm suffered by those who waited in the detention centers was not only 
from the poor conditions o f their environment. The stress often originated in the thought 
o f imminent return to a land and situation these people had tried so hard to escape. This 
fear was what had caused Semira Adamu to fight deportation even to the point of 
asphyxiation: no matter how hard life here in Belgium, life back home was harder.
whose story are you
My name is Karoum, and this is my story. I come from southern Sudan. W hen I 
fled my country, the guard at the border shouted at me in a language I did not know. I 
could not answer his questions. I think this is why he became very angry and threw me 
in the dark room with all those other people. Some time passed. I tried to remember how 
long.
The door o f the dark room opened afterwards. I was in Kenya. A lorrie took a 
large group o f us to a big village, with tents and houses made from mud brick. A camp 
for refugees. They call it “Kakuma.” In kiSwahili, I am told, this means “nowhere.”
Time passed.
W hen I came to Belgium, I felt glad because I could start a new life away from 
the violence in my country. I had to meet with many people in quiet offices and bright 
lights. There were so many papers to fill out, and I didn’t always understand what was 
being said. Like when the woman in that last office said that I could not stay here. It was 
clear to me the decision was made, but why? I can’t remember what she said or maybe I
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didn’t understand. Problems with the papers I gave. Too many people asking and they 
can’t take them all. I don’t remember.
My apartment is small, but I can live there. I share it with another family. We are 
all without documents, and so know to help each other. W e know to pay what the 
landlord asks without causing problems. W e know to avoid the policemen on the street.
My name is Karoum, and I told you this is my story. But in fact it is K aroum ’s 
story, and I am not Karoum. I am Sarah. I ’m a seventh grader and I’m playing a role, 
taking K aroum ’s story on as my own. Now telling it to you.
But in fact, it is not Karoum ’s story, because it is nothing more than the 
experience I have as Karoum. I simply assume Karoum ’s identity in this refugee 
simulation that my teacher, Madame Flynn, has brought us to for a field trip. My 
classmates have other identities, from other countries -  Burma, Serbia, Somalia, Rwanda. 
But we all go through the same simulation, yeah? There are only so many options here, 
nothing particular. It is a general picture o f a refugee’s experience; from there (where? 
kakuma?), we extrapolate.
So Karoum as I’ve told him does not exist. And I am not a refugee. But when 
“the guard at the border” yells at me, my fear is not conjured. My French is mediocre, 
the language barrier real. W hen the woman in the refugee processing office tells me 
amnesty has been denied, I don’t know how to explain to her that -  according to the life 
history I’m given at the beginning of this simulation -  my life is under threat if I return to 
my country. I don’t know how to shout, “So what am I supposed to do then?”
W ho and where is Karoum? W hat is his story?
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a day in the life
This morning Antwerp is subdued. I notice it as soon as I step off the train into 
Centraal Station -  all quiet in sound and movement. The station sprawls like a cathedral 
-vaulted stone, marble, metal-lattice and glass -  a country unto itself and always a few 
degrees cooler than the outside world. It’s a respite in summer, but here in winter, it tests 
the nerves. A sharp inhalation is reflexive.
On the avenues and side streets, the world mumbles itself into consciousness. 
Unhurried shopkeepers unlock and slide the iron gates away from their doors. People 
follow the sidewalks in small numbers with a disconnected air. Every object seems 
painted with the base color gray.
I turn onto Van Wesenbekestraat, the city’s Chinatown, where the sweet aroma of 
spices mingles with guttertrash and rain. Later on, the long block will hum like a musical 
score’s high notes, but just now it is drowsy.
Due to the train schedule, I arrive at the clinic on Van M arleenstraat about twenty 
minutes early. A few patients group around the door of the clinic, keeping close track of 
who arrived in what order (sometimes arguments arise on this account). W hen it’s very 
cold outside, we let them wait in the entryway, and they cram as many people in as 
possible. Older people, or those who are very weak, are given seats or allowed into the 
waiting room.
Jan opens the door for me when I ring the “secret AZG code” (2 consecutive rings 
o f the bell). We walk to the employee break room, he pours me a cup o f coffee, and we 
try to think of witty things to say to each other. I ask him regularly how his daughters are,
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and whether his chickens have yet laid any eggs. He inquires after my boyfriend so 
faithfully that I don’t end up telling him w e’ve broken up until probably a good month 
afterwards.
Jan is my ally, ever since France gave most o f her consultation duties over to 
Els. Between patients, Jan will talk to me a bit, about the book I’m reading (Helen Keller, 
Annie Dillard, Rigoberta Menchu Tum), or tease me when he sees me writing in my 
journal, saying simply, “Ahh . . . the next great American novel.” Sometimes he takes 
time for a coffee break, when he’s “ahead o f the game.” If  the consultation has been an 
interesting one, or the client is crazy, he’ll tell me about it: “So, this Bosnian client: I ’m 
trying to ask him questions about his papers, and he keeps pointing at pictures on the 
MSF poster I have on my office wall -  it’s the same one you have here by your desk. He 
points at this photo, see, this one o f the boy getting his lungs checked by a doctor? And 
the client says, ‘Look at this boy. H e’s sick.’ I ask him again about his status in the 
country, but he keeps looking at the photo. He says, ‘Wait, I have a question for you. 
Look at this boy. Do you think he was born with that disease?’”
I’ll laugh and Jan will roll his eyes before going to grab a warm-up on his coffee. 
As he passes my desk on the way back to his office, he’ll point to the collage-like MSF 
poster, tapping his finger on a photo o f a girl juggling. “I have a question for you,” he 
says. “Look at this girl. Do you think she was born with those balls?”
Jan has a common-law wife and three daughters, a fact which he sometimes 
doesn’t seem to mind and sometime seems to regret. He used to be in a rock band, which 
he and his friends considered calling Nero and the Burning Christians, but then decided
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on a less-shocking, less-memorable name. So today our joke is Jan’s secret life as a 
famous musician. He keeps changing his mind, “Yes, I play lead guitar and sing in a 
rock band . . . No, not really. Actually, I ’m a dirty jazz pianist . . . No, not really. 
Actually, I ’m a singer. I sing old Negro spirituals.”
I picture skinny, Flemish Jan belting out slavery-era songs. “ ‘Swing Low, Sweet 
Chariot,’” I say.
He pauses. “I’m working on that one.”
Els and Inez arrive. I sit and listen for familiar-sounding words as the three 
Belgians converse in Dutch. I understand just enough to know they are angry at America 
over the impending war -  Els, a short, red-haired woman, gets especially worked up 
about these things. And her demeanor towards me follows suit, because she has my 
number: I am in Belgium due to my father’s job with a capitalistic, transnational 
corporation. I hold a US passport. I don’t know Dutch or much French, for that matter. 
And Els speaks Portuguese from her time in Angola, so I can’t even make m yself useful 
to her through interpretation.
On a recent occasion, I had walked into the break room and E ls’ first words to me 
were, “W e’re boycotting some of your products.” My products? She was referring to 
American products, of course, especially the larger icons of Evil Empire, such as Coke, 
M cDonald’s, (3M?), and peanut butter. I ’d commended her for her discipline, then 
pulled out my Minute-Maid juice box, which I realized only too late was a product o f the 
very same culture-destroying entity o f Coca-Cola Company. Els had watched me eagle­
eyed, then cleared her throat and sipped her coffee through pursed lips.
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I’ve considered the letter M aria wrote me in the fall, the one warning me of E ls’ 
supposed radical ties. But the doctor is not coming to work dressed in jungle fatigues or 
Che Guevara paraphernalia. She wears slacks and sweaters like everyone else. And 
while she makes no effort to hide her dislike for me based off my nationality, she seems 
fairly content to fight the system through nonviolent means. Boycotting Coke being a 
few steps yet from open revolution.
So, I sit and listen to the chime-like melody o f Flemish, interrupted frequently by 
the distasteful utterance o f “Bush.” At one point, Jan gets up and goose-steps while 
trumpeting like an elephant, a la John Cleese in Fawlty Towers. He laughs and Els smiles 
politely, then launches into another forceful point. Finally, someone comments on the 
time. Jan glances at the clock and whispers, “Shit . . .” as though the idea o f another day 
o f work sucks the life out o f him. And we begin.
Els and Jan open the door and slowly try to decipher who arrived first. There is a 
tired agreement. One by one, the patients come back to the receptionist desk. This first 
half-hour will be the busiest part o f my day. I sit and smile at the patients. I motion 
towards the chair opposite me, not knowing yet what language to use (and being unable 
to verbally offer them a seat in several) and listen to see how they greet me. Depending 
on whether they say, “Dag, Bonjour, Hello, or Hola” I will respond with ‘Naam, 
alstubleeft; Votre nom, si vousplait; Your name, please,” or “Su nombre, por favor” 
while pointing to the signature line. As best as I can in the four main languages, I also ask 
whether they’ve been here before, and whether they’re here to see the social worker, the 
doctor, or both. Sometimes patients will try to explain their problem, be it social or
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medical, and I assure them that the others will see to it, or call Jan/Inez/Els to the desk. 
Els and Jan are also called back in matters o f Dutch, or come back to check how many 
patient spaces are left. W e can only take ten medical cases per day; all others are turned 
away at the door. That job is left to me.
am i? -  a case of mistaken identity
The clinic is bustling. A pregnant Chinese woman meanders up and down the 
hallway several times on her way to and from the restroom. She’ll glance at me and then 
away with a reticent nod. An old man with a woolen cap pushed down on his ears 
clomps past my desk, and shouts in English, “My feet are falling asleep, so I ’ll walk 
around a bit!” At one point, Inez emerges from her consultation with a North African 
woman wearing a hijab, hands me the wom an’s six-month-old daughter, and tells me 
something in absent-minded Dutch before closing her door again.
I sit at my desk, dumbfounded, holding the little girl. How is it that I ’m suddenly 
holding a stranger’s baby? The baby looks back at me with equally startled but doughty 
brown eyes. “Bonjour, ma chere,” I say, running a finger lightly over her plump cheek, 
and bounce the child until her m other’s appointment is done.
I’m leaving a little early today. One o f the clients, the Sudanese Ali M. M. (not to 
be confused with the Somali Ali M. M.), stops me on the way out the door. “Attendez/” 
He asks if  we are peers at the university in Brussels. I say no.
“Y ou’re sure?” he says. “You look so familiar.”
“I’m pretty sure,” I say.
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Some more debate ensues, but seeing as he does not know the name o f the person 
I’m supposed to be and I do not know the university he’s talking about, we finally 
conclude that I must not be that person and have a good laugh.
And the whole time I think, “But I could be, I could be.”
intermission
I take a weeklong break from the clinic to go to the Austrian Tyrol with my 
parents on ski vacation. Days we spend zigzagging down icy slopes, lament the lack of 
snow this year. In the evenings, I swim in the heated pool with my mother. I sit with my 
father at the hotel bar, where we play chess and sip white Russians, and next to us the 
young couple from Liverpool and Renata the Bartender discuss how to pronounce “fuck” 
with a Scottish accent. We eat and ski and relax and when we drive home to Brussels, we 
arrive just as Anat calls from Tel Aviv.
I have not spoken with her in years, though we had kept in touch through letters 
here and there. An Israeli citizen, Anat has lived most o f her life as an expatriate, first in 
South Africa and then in Belgium, where she became a close friend upon my arrival in 
sixth grade. I had never been outside the US before, and Anat proved a gentle and 
welcoming soul at the international school. She explained class assignments to me and 
played with me during recess. She invited me to sit with her at lunch, she taught me 
words in Hebrew. She spoke about Israel and her voice would grow light. She gushed 
over the wonderful food they ate there and described the comradery between the people.
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She spoke o f beach holidays in South Africa, and would try to reproduce the accent o f the 
Afrikaaners, which made us both fall into giggles.
But sometimes her tone would drop a bit, and her stories quivered with emotion. 
She remembered family friends in Israel, Holocaust survivors who wore long-sleeved 
shirts even when they went swimming to hide the tattoos o f their internment numbers.
She shared with me how whites and blacks had lived separately in South Africa, and the 
black people were very poor; she recounted stories o f watching black children pick out 
food from the dumpster o f her school. One day, after learning I was a Christian, she 
asked in visible fear whether I thought the Jews killed Jesus. I was stunned. I had never 
known that a mere association could inflict such fear in another, but I assured her that 
this, the shared line o f our faiths, was not a hostile border between us.
On the phone this February night, our laughter is warm. We recall mishaps from 
our middle school days, we give updates on our families and friends. She is finishing up 
her obligatory two years in the Israel Defense Force, where she works in Special 
Intelligence. She wants to study architecture in Italy afterwards, having been inspired by 
the sixth grade field trip our school took to Florence. Near the end o f our conversation, I 
inquire o f the situation in Israel. Are people fearful o f the war?
“ Some people are worried,” she says. “They remember the missiles Iraq fired on 
us during the G ulf War, and they are worried o f a similar response if  they are attacked 
again, either from Iraq or Iran. But what can you do? You continue on, you can’t live 
your life in fear.” Her tone becomes momentarily impenetrable. “I don’t want to talk
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about this. Let’s talk o f other things.” And I wonder for a minute how I can be so neutral 
and curious, as though my country is not the one kicking up this cloud.
assuming
As the public health nurse, Inez oversees the occasional group o f nursing students 
who come to AZG during off hours for an educational field trip. Once, when she opened 
the door to let in the visiting students, she saw standing among the group o f almost 
exclusively young, white women a tall African man with a black jacket and thin-rimmed 
glasses.
At the threshold, Inez flashed the man a warm smile and asked, “Y ou’re a 
student?”
“Yes, yes,” he said.
“And you understand Dutch?”
“I’m learning, but I understand most things.”
“Well, just let me know if you have any questions,” Inez told him and got 
underway.
The students circled up in the waiting room chairs, went around and introduced 
themselves. The African man introduced himself. Inez served cookies and explained the 
clinic’s mission while the students chewed with their mouths closed and wiped crumbs 
from lip-corners with a delicate finger. The students received sample identities of 
patients and went through the process o f sitting in the waiting room and having a private 
social consultation with Inez. The African man was given an identity.
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He happened to draw the last number, which meant he waited the longest and 
interviewed last. At the end o f his mock consultation, Inez commented, “Your Dutch is 
very good! Did you understand everything?”
“Yes, yes.”
“And did you have any other questions about AZG?”
“Only one,” he said. “May I please see the doctor now?”
I never meet this man. I like to imagine his name is Karoum.
dinner with the engineer
Early February 2003, my mother and I have dinner with family friends. On the 
drive to their house, we listen to the radio. BBC’s correspondent is reporting live from 
Brussels.
“Tom ’s had a hard day,” my mother says, referring to the husband o f the family 
w e’re about to dine with, and I nod. We know this because Tom works at NATO and 
right now the BBC is discussing the fall-out from the split vote that happened there this 
afternoon: Belgium, France, and Germany (among others) blocked the U S’ request to set 
up military bases in Turkey from which to invade Iraq.
Through the expatriate community, my family knows several people who work at 
the North Atlantic Treaty Organization as clerks, office assistants, or interpreters, but 
Tom is the one most embroiled in the current international drama. His job is largely 
shrouded in mystery due to his high level o f security clearance. But my mother tells me
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once that the way she understands it, he is one o f the guys that you go to and ask, and he 
will tell you, “If you want to plan a war, this is what you need to d o . ”
The dinner is pleasant. W e’re celebrating their daughter’s birthday; she and I 
went to the International School together and she is on leave from university in England. 
W e eat paella off of fine china and drink red wine and laugh together. Tom laughs as 
well, but in the moments when he’s not talking, he seems subdued. He leans back in his 
chair with his hands in his lap. He tucks his chin and stares at his fine china plate. His 
look is far off and closed in. W e hear he is not sleeping well these days.
fog and mirrors
The next morning, I stumble down the stairs o f our warm Brussels townhouse to 
the TV room and turn on CNN International to find the news correspondent speaking in 
urgent tones. The title at the bottom of the screen reads “Reporting Live in Front of 
NATO Headquarters.” The reporter assesses the situation o f the NATO split, but I brush 
past his words to focus in on the background. Despite the title placing him at the 
compound, he appears to simply stand before a white backdrop. I am confused; I would 
be able to recognize NATO. My father passes the building daily on his way to work; I ’d 
know if  the reporter were at the international assembly because the background would 
show a large sculpture of a compass, made from interlocking metal pieces, in the middle 
o f a courtyard lined with flags.
I am about to question CNN’s reputability, when finally I realize that the 
newsman is in front o f NATO, which is hardly visible through a swath o f white winter
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fog. Only after squinting can I make out the meager outlines o f the flags, the courtyard, 
the building. All o f a sudden, I feel a shiver at the back o f my neck, and turn to look out 
the living room window. The same fog crawls its way along our neighborhood block, 
muting the definition o f all true and solid things.
I turn off the TV and get on with my morning.
On the way to Antwerp, the train stops at Mechelen. No explanation. No 
announcements on whether to stay or disembark. I wait. A young woman about my age 
sits a few seats ahead. She is North American -  something about her communicates this.
I don’t know if it’s her haircut, her red ski jacket, or the style o f her backpack, but I know 
as soon as she gets on the train that she is not from Europe. A fact confirmed when after 
several minutes of her glancing about the almost empty car, she turns to me and asks with 
accent-tinged French, “Excusez-moi. Savez-vous que ’est-ce qui s ’estpasse?”
I consider. I could respond to her in English. I can picture her immense relief, 
the way her shoulders would relax, her brow unwrinkle at the easy comprehension, the 
camaraderie of nationals in a foreign place. I could be this for her. I could chat in 
English and ask her whether she is a student abroad, where she has traveled so far, where 
does she intend to go?
But I do not want to be this. Just another American meeting another American 
outside o f America. I do not want a mirror. So I shrug and say, “Je n ’saispas.” I do not 
venture more. M y French is not that good.
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expectation II
I’m searching for a story, but catch only snippets. From an overheard 
conversation, or perhaps Jan tells me about one of the patients that he has been working 
with. Sometimes from the clients themselves. A slight, mocha-skinned man from 
Suriname sits down in the seat across from me. He has small round glasses and is 
completely bald except for a well-oiled Hindu sikha on the back o f his head. His polite, 
confident manner makes him exceed his short stature. He speaks in Dutch to Jan and 
impeccable English to me.
After Jan determines we have room to schedule him, the man takes the seat in 
front of my rickety receptionist desk to chat. He offers his particulars and explains his 
purpose: he wanted to know, please, did the AZG clinic help pregnant women?
W e did not have an obstetrician, I explained, but the doctors could refer the 
woman to one if  she came to see us first.
But what if  this woman, he asked, was a, er . . . buitenlander? A foreigner?
“You see,” he leans forward, as though to tell a secret. “M y wife is two months 
pregnant, and she’s- she’s started to lose blood. N ot a lot, but enough to be concerning. 
W e’ve been taking her to the doctor o f a relative, but it’s expensive and we don’t have 
much money. I’m worried for my wife and the baby. The next appointment she has, I 
have to leave to go back to Suriname.”
“Will you be back by the time the baby is born?”
A wistful smile flickers across his face. “If the Lord wills.”
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Jan calls him back to his office and I’m left with this irresolution. Were the 
woman and her growing child cared for? W ere they ever even in danger? How long did 
this man have to part from his wife?
But I live and work in the hallway of moments, the passage o f deferred arrival.
On the way back to Brussels that afternoon, the train delays in Mechelen, no 
explanation. Then moves forward. Stops again. Starts moving backwards. Again at the 
Mechelen platform. We are told to switch trains. We continue on.
the agents of exile
After finishing at AZG one day, I wander the city. In the neighborhood west of 
the clinic, I find a sight that makes me laugh out loud: a sign hangs over the door in a 
narrow Antwerp street. “Cafe Babylon,” it reads. Here in this shady two-block lane 
called Jeruzalemstraat.
So, I think archly, the agents o f Exile have come to roost.
The establishment is dingy and ill-lit. The speakers blare bass-heavy 80s metal. 
The owner’s weedy dog lopes through the tables looking for crumbs, then drags a stick 
from the dying hearth to gnaw. Beefy men in black leather with red-rimmed eyes bluster 
at the bar and talk with the proprietress, whose hair looks fried by repeated bleaching.
I consider pulling the Bible out of my satchel and reading the Book of Ezekiel. 
Instead, I sit at a table and order a coffee, trying to ignore the brownish tinge o f the milk 
they give me. Babylon, it seems, has seen better days.
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further thoughts on the unexpected ramifications of seventh grade field trips
From Jeruzalemstraat I head south, and decide to step into the Onze-Lieve- 
Vrouwekathedraal, the Cathedral o f Our Lady. I like this building because the Antwerp 
Cathedral always appears sunnier and more airy than other cathedrals. An impression 
that has stuck with me since the first time I entered it during a seventh grade field trip.
W e had come to the city in a school bus, having first stopped at Fort Breendonk. 
From 1940-1942, the old fortress served as a transit camp for Jews marked for 
Auschwitz, a prison camp for Nazi enemies throughout the Occupation, and for about a 
month (in a sharp twist), as an internment camp for Nazi collaborators in September 
1944. It too had surprised me with its light. Bright parallelograms fell from high 
windows onto the stripped beds in the holding cells. How. How. How could such a place 
respond to sun in normal ways?
In the cathedral, then, later that day, I came upon The Elevation o f the Cross by 
Peter-Paul Rubens, Antwerp’s beloved artist. The triptych was massive and 
overwhelming, the way the tautly-muscled Christ stretched diagonal across the main 
panel, grimacing up at heaven as nine strong men struggled to raise him, laden as he was 
with the world’s sin and suffering. One o f the chaperones, Mr. H, saw me looking at it 
and took the opportunity to give me a mini lecture on the inaccuracy of crucifixion 
scenes. “You see he painted Christ with the nails in his hands,” he said, “but it wouldn’t 
have held. Jesus’ body would have weighed too much. The hands would tear straight 
through the nails and he would fall down. No, the nails went through the wrists, through
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the wrists - , ” he tapped his own to demonstrate, his middle and index fingers forming 
imaginary nails. Tap, tap.
“And the nails w eren’t what killed him,” he continued. “He didn’t die o f blood 
loss, either. He died because he couldn’t breathe. After awhile, he got so weak, he 
couldn’t stand up, he couldn’t hold up his weight. All he could do was hang there and die 
slowly o f asphyxiation.”
The news was not faith-shattering for me. I took it as fact -  Mr. H  was a science 
teacher, after all -  and simply assimilated the knowledge into my love for the man on the 
cross. I stared back at the painting. The canvas seemed to roil with emotion and 
movement.
Years later, I would learn that Rubens painted the triptych after returning from 
studies in Italy and employed the Renaissance and Baroque method o f chiaroscuro to 
produce this effect. But that first day, I already sensed its deviation into new territory. I 
was thirteen; my own concept o f color and shadow was shifting.
six approaches toward graceful deceit
Approach #1: Play dum b.
I say, “I think I might go wander downtown tomorrow while you and Dad are at 
church.”
Mom says, “Y ou’re not going downtown tomorrow.”
I say, “Why not?”
Mom says, “There’s going to be an anti-war demonstration.”
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I say, “So?”
Mom says, “ So there will be thousands o f people. No way am I going to let my 
young American daughter go wander in the midst o f that!”
W hen she says “American,” I try not to flinch.
Approach #2: Discredit the authority.
Laughter, to show how ridiculous her fears. I am foolish, she says, naive, drawn 
to excitement without considering the risks. She’s spotted my true intent, then, the one 
I’d tried to cloak in the vague descriptor o f “wandering downtown” : not only do I “not 
care” that there is an anti-war demonstration, it’s my express purpose for going.
Overhearing our conversation from the TV room, my father understands my true 
intention, too. So when my mother storms off, muttering words like “crazy” and 
“stupid,” I hear him follow her into the master bedroom. “She’s twenty years old,” he 
says, “and she’s responsible. If  she takes her cell phone and stays a good distance 
a w a y .”
(My parents should not worry. Staying at a good distance is my forte.)
Approach #3: Confess while evading culpability.
My parents call me forth. “You knew about this before I even told you?” Mom
asks.
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I resort to nonchalance. O f course I knew. Everyone knows, don’t they? For 
crying out loud, it was posted in The Bulletin this week. Anti-war demonstration to be 
held, Saturday, February 15, starting at 14H00 from Gare du Nord.
My parents regard me in silence. M om ’s eyes flash. D ad’s brow is drawn up. 
They are worried. They are scared.
I keep my face blank.
“Please be careful,” my father says.
Approach #4: Slip into the crowd.
The metro bristles with people, closed in on all sides. We pour out as one body at 
Arts-Loi, and I follow them, through Rue de la Revolution, through Place des Barricades, 
wending our way toward the main parade route on Boulevard Anspach. The crowds are 
a formidable presence, about 50,000 strong. The Belgian riot police line the street one 
block away from the parade route. A riot van barrels past us on a narrow cobblestone 
street. People jum p out o f the way; I jum p out o f the way.
Approach #5: Hide behind the camera.
“NO W AR FOR OIL.”
“BUSH OUT! BLAIR OUT!”
“IMPEACH BUSH!”
I walk along the bright sidewalk, snapping shots of the various groups represented 
-  Coordination of Palestinian Women for a Free Palestine, Catholic NGOs, communist
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parties, individual families, all holding signs decrying Bush’s strong-arm politics and 
wearing visors that read “NOT IN M Y NAM E.” The Belgian development organization 
11.11.11 hosts a drum corps. The insistent beat pulses through the crowd. Children dance 
around them.
Two maghrebin men in black bomber jackets push past me on the sidewalk. A 
few paces later, one o f them turns back and stares at me, his eyes squinted. A jo lt o f fear 
in my belly, and I sidle further into the crowd along the street. “He doesn’t know you,” I 
tell myself. “He doesn’t know where you come from. H e’s looking because you’re 
young and white. H e’s curious about your camera.”
W hat could he know? I am an expatriate. I am not a “full” American, or maybe 
I’m “more than.” Still, a niggling thought comes to mind. How is it that I can stride 
along, a casual observer documenting an anti-war protest? Should I be outraged at the 
derision of my homeland? Or conversely, why am I not in solidarity with those clamoring 
for peace?
I push the thought back down. Focus on the crowd again, on the homemade 
banners. A caricature o f Bush, Blair and Sharon labeled as the “Asses o f Evil.” A more 
diplomatic protester: “USA -  Thank you for liberation fifty years ago, but no war today.”
Approach #6: Keep your mouth shut.
At the end o f the peace parade route, people gather in front o f a stage set up in a 
plaza. A man gives a fervent speech in French. The crowd yells and cheers. I ’m standing 
by a tree near the back of the throng. M ost everyone is facing forward, but two dark­
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haired men skirt the crowd to my right. One o f them, younger and skinnier, a shadow 
moustache on his upper lip, skips ahead and keeps glancing over his shoulder; the other -  
taller, more sturdy -  bowls forward and keeps his eyes locked on the former.
A man with a guitar ascends the stage. He speaks in English, and says something 
about how the protest o f this war shares the spirit o f resistance that toppled apartheid. He 
starts playing an old song by Eddie Grant, “Gimme hope, J o ’anna, Gimme hope, J o ’anna, 
Gimme hope, J o ’anna, fore the morning come . . .” The crowd catches on and sings with 
him.
I’m switching out my film, so I don’t actually see the punch thrown. But all at 
once my body is slammed against the tree. People surge into the space in front o f me, 
shouting in French, Arabic, Dutch, English. The two men I saw pushing against the 
crowd tangle at the center o f this knot. The older one has collared the skinny teen. They 
yell in each other’s faces, their voices caustic, fists and feet flying. My arms are up 
against the tree as though in surrender; the steel of my camera latch digs into my hand. 
The pressure o f the mob squeezes me against the tree trunk, and I can’t breathe. “Shit!” I 
think. “How do I explain to my parents I got killed at a peace rally?”
I do not cry out, though. And the situation diffuses -  the mob is not looking for a 
fight; they’re rushing to break it up. H alf the crowd hauls the older man in one direction, 
the other bears the teen away. Mais quel con! they reprimand. D on’t you understand? 
This is a peaceful event! Take your bagarre elsewhere, putain de merde! It remains 
unclear whether the dispute is even political, or if the rally has just served as the 
convenient site to settle a neighborhood enmity.
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Up on stage, the man strums his guitar. “Gimme hope, J o ’anna, Gimme hope, 
J o ’anna. . .” The crowd sways and claps and sings. I take a deep breath, steady my 
hands, place a new roll o f film in my camera. I do not sing.
expectation III
Only half of the waiting room is seen from my post at the “receptionist desk,” 
halfway down the hall between the social consultation office and the medical consultation 
office. The patients have been waiting for two and a half hours now. I glance up to see 
the Roma lady rocked forward in her chair, leaning forward with her head cradled in her 
hands. You can see the fatigue curving those fingers over her smooth raven hair. She sits 
unmoving as a statue -
- in contrast to the Russian lady, who paces the section o f waiting-room-in-my- 
view, walking four steps back and forth, moving her mouth silently as though trying to 
remember something, spinning the last step and looking dismayed as she sees it only 
takes her to the four steps she’s walked before -  in the other direction, again again again 
again, she seems to be saying, but her silent speeches do not inspire the young gypsy.
The Russian’s army boots protest on the linoleum, her short neo-punk hair and pinched 
swan face, black shirt and workman jeans complement her anxiety, as the gypsy’s red- 
themed colorful skirt and blouse, her shy eyes, and her fatigue ring true with impending 
motherhood.
The Russian woman believes she is pregnant, France tells me later, but she is not. 
It doesn’t seem to be a hysterical pregnancy, where the body actually produces the same
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hormones and effects o f a pregnancy. No, this w om an’s case points more toward a 
hallucinatory pregnancy and hints at a psychotic break. France’s psychologist colleague 
warned her that such psychoses might lead to erratic, violent behavior. He has heard o f 
cases in which, when no baby is born on the expected due date, the woman -  unable to 
deal with reality -  commits suicide or kidnaps someone else’s child. (Is there no third 
way?)
Deep in thought, France touches her hand to her lips. Her eyes reflect concern. I 
think back to the scene in the waiting room, the Russian woman marching the floor next 
to the expectant Roma. In a strange way, I feel somewhat akin to the crazy woman. 
Because I know that desire to claim a different life as your own. I know what it is to 
keep turning on one’s step.
go back in time. make me feel this.
I am at the clinic when the air strikes start on Baghdad. I hear the news from Els. 
She’s leaving early, she tells me, to grab a train to Brussels. She and some colleagues 
have had set plans, whenever the offensive began, to protest outside the U.S. embassy, to 
press against the barbed-wire barrier and face down the water cannons.
Her tone is half-accusation, half-invitation, and she hovers by my flimsy 
receptionist desk, as though waiting for me to say or do something. But we both know 
that she will go, and I will not.
The clinic is busy, and I don’t get home until early evening. I climb the stairs to 
the second story and can hear a grave announcer’s voice coming from behind the closed
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door o f the TV room. I reach out my hand, but before I grab the handle, the door swings 
open and my mother walks out.
She is crying, and behind her on the television screen, an eerie green sky flashes 
every once in a while, and little explosions that sound like fireworks in the distance. It 
takes a second for her to glance up. She blinks with the disorientation o f a private grief 
made public.
"We need to pray for the people o f Iraq, Sarah.” Her voice is clotted. “Awful 
things are happening there, and I’m afraid it will just get worse." She slips past me to her 
bedroom and closes the door.
I step into the TV room and set down my messenger bag. Sickly green clouds on 
CNN. My head grows light. I feel catapulted from the world and from myself. My 
heartbeat echoes synchronous with the television’s din; it sounds like ordnance exploding 
into flames three thousand miles away.
so this is sorrow
In the waiting room, a young Ecuadorian boy and a young Angolan boy, both 
about the age of five, play together. They take turns pushing the yellow toy dump truck 
that serves as one o f the few diversions in the clinic reception area. Or one will push the 
truck and the other will raise the truck’s bed and let it drop with a pleasing snap. They 
converse and laugh, oblivious to the differences between Spanish and Portuguese, 
uninterested in the fact that one’s skin is light brown and the other’s umber. Outside, the
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sun grows stronger with spring. The boys’ parents sit in the plastic chairs and watch the 
children with tired smiles, but they themselves do not interact.
It would be hard for the parents to chat, anyway, because another man in the 
waiting room starts to bluster to no one in particular. This man wears a dirty tan jacket. 
He has thick, wiry hair and at the corners o f his eyes or around his mouth and ears, the 
places where creases gather on his face, the skin has tinged gray. He rambles in 
Portuguese about God, Christ, Allah, George W. Bush, petroleum, and the fighting in 
Iraq. He raises his voice occasionally; other times, mutters fast and dark. The man 
scratches the back o f his neck, or holds his right hand out in from him, touching each of 
his fingers to his thumb and squinting.
I sometimes don’t know whether a patient’s behavior is a sign o f mental illness or 
the compounded stress o f life circumstances, the transient result o f hunger, instability, 
trauma, or possible substance abuse. Either way, I tell myself, he’s not threatening 
anyone. Just words. Still, observing this man perseverate on war while the two young 
boys play near his feet forms a knot in my stomach. One of the boys will glance at him, 
and then bow his head toward the toy truck again. Their play gone quiet.
Jan comes out from his office to check the client schedule. “He w on’t stop 
talking,” I tell him, thinking o f how it must wear on the other patients. Thinking o f the 
children.
Jan exhales and keeps his eyes on the register o f names. The m an’s ravings rise 
and fall, drifting down the hallway toward us. I have seen Jan impatient before, when the 
day runs long or clients’ tempers cut short. But the drag on his face today, the lack of
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affect, bespeaks a different emotion, one that has pervaded the clinic since “Shock and 
Awe” on the 20th o f March.
Jan’s voice comes low and taut as a runnel. “Let him talk,” he says.
fill in the blanks
At twenty, I feel my whole life has been determined by seventh grade field trips.
The sense o f cause and effect comes in part from the fact that I am chaperoning 
the International School’s seventh grade visit to the Royal M useum for Central Africa in 
Tervuren, a trip I m yself took seven years ago. On the days I’m not at the clinic in 
Antwerp, I have been tutoring at ISB’s Middle School. A couple weeks previous,
Madame Flynn, my old French and geography teacher, caught me in the hallway and 
asked if  I would be wiling to help out with the afternoon outing. Sure, I had shrugged. It 
will be fun.
The school bus pulls up in front o f the three-arched entrance o f the building’s 
cupola, the museum wings extending in a long row of narrow windows on either side. We 
file into the elegant neoclassical interior. The kids’ voices echo off the marble floors, ring 
in the gold-hued rotunda and all the sudden, my life is on a loop. This p la c e ,  for a 
moment, I look at the students and their faces are imprinted with the faces o f my middle 
school friends, their laughter and wiliness identical. I’m supposed to be keeping these 
teenagers in line, but the deja vu turns me around and leaves me trying to figure out if  I 
myself am a child or an adult. I accompany my assigned group, but stand mainly to the
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side, just one more warm body, as the kids view the exhibits on the culture and ecological 
resources of the Congo.
Glass cases hold an assortment o f carved masks, knives, spears, raffia textiles. 
Dioramas and photos document life in the early Belgian colonies. Students have 
worksheets they are supposed to fill out as they walk through: What British explorer did 
King Leopold II employ to chart Central Africa? Henry Morton Stanley; Draw and label 
a mask -  what tribe used it and for what purpose? (Luba, Teke, Songye , )  Some of the 
students apply themselves to the task, trying to decipher the multilingual didactics, but 
most mill around looking for their friends in other chaperoned groups or in a haze of 
boredom.
It’s a reaction I remember well -  the disinterest, the inability to find relevance in 
the answers I jotted down on the museum homework page. I never thought to wonder 
why such a fine assortment o f African artifacts would be on display in Belgium or how 
that history shaped the world I lived in. Madame Flynn spent hours o f class time talking 
about Rwanda, o f some killings there, how that was related to a war in some place called 
Burundi. M y friends and I would look at each other and roll our eyes -  what’s she 
harping on about? The connection to our present home escaped us.
W e did learn to use her passion to “sabotage” class. As soon as she mentioned 
the subjunctive, there was tacit agreement that someone should raise a hand and ask, “Je 
m ’oublie, Madame -  qui sont-les tutsis? or “Madame! Madame! Qu’est-ce que c ’est un 
genocidaire?”
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I sat next to Madame Flynn on the drive to the museum. She still wears her 
straight brown hair pulled back from her lined forehead with a thin black headband and 
exhibits a brisk energy that is fed either by pure ease or pure nerves. Perhaps it was the 
circumstance of finding m yself within the direct field of her kinetic ambivalence, or of 
once again being on a field trip with her, but she had just perched on the edge o f her seat 
when I felt compelled to say, “You know, I remember the refugee simulation you took us 
to.”
She nodded and raised her eyebrows. “Imagine that!”
“I was from Sudan.”
“Well, I’m glad. That’s something I feel very strongly about.” Madame Flynn 
turned sideways in her seat. Her green eyes flitted over the rows o f shouting kids behind 
us.
I knew she was only half-listening, but I persisted. “The border guards locked 
Jemma Green and me up in prison for not understanding their questions.”
“Oh, my.”
“My name was Karoum.”
“Uh-huh.”
I wanted her to understand how that middle school field trip had impacted me. 
How it had raised my awareness to the challenges faced by stateless peoples. I mentioned 
working at the AZG clinic in Antwerp. Antwerp, you see? -  like when we went to Fort 
Breendonk, to R ubens’ house with the claustrophobic, winding backstairs, and to the
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light-filled cathedral. I raised my hands from my lap: see where those school excursions 
have taken me? Thank you, Madame Flynn.
But now as we meander through the African museum, students and chaperones 
alike casting cursory glances at the straw-snouted elephantfish pickled in jars and the 
scarab beetles glittering like jew els under the display lights, I reconsider that other field 
trip. I wonder if  I can claim such a correlation -  was it simply empathy that I learned 
from the refugee simulation? Or was what struck me most about that experience the way 
it revealed to me the exhilarating possibilities o f disguise? Because here I am, seven 
years later, and still putting on and taking off identities with very little thought to it. I slip 
through the city streets able to be what I want to be -  pretend you’re a Belgian, now be 
American in the comfort o f your home, slip into English, into French, into Spanish, 
remain silent and don’t make yourself known. Be the world-traveler or the world- 
changer, whatever is most convenient for the day.
Everyday I share space with people w ho’ve been pressed into official invisibility 
-  whether in their home country or here in Belgium, whose existence is deemed illicit, 
their identities a crime. Compared to the clients at AZG, my cultivated anonymity is not 
a matter o f survival, but o f privilege -  o f quietly negating the markers o f my identity 
even when there’s little threat of material consequence.
So, why select invisibility and inaction as my modus operandi? M aria’s letter: 
“Love your country, Sarah -  i t ’s like family. ” E ls’ statement: “We ’re boycotting your 
products.” The thousands marching down Boulevard Anspach, their visors reading: 
“NOT IN M Y NAM E.” The young American woman on the train to Antwerp. The
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international congregation praying for peace on Sunday morning while the engineer sits 
in the front pew. The graffiti on the overpass by Brussels’ Gare Central: US AND 
ARABS GO HOME. I am ashamed of my country and my country’s war. My 
Americanness is a shell I ’d rather shed. Had I hoped to escape association by fleeing to 
Europe? The joke is on me. I cannot turn left or right -  Brussels or Antwerp, church, 
family or AZG -  without being reminded o f the U S’s wide-reaching military plans.
W hat a storehouse o f colonial wealth we walk through. The taxidermy giraffe 
and the elephant. The artifacts o f tribal life. A couple o f boys in my group point at the 
lacquered crocodiles and whisper to each other. I wonder if  they’re telling imaginary 
stories o f danger and bravado, teasing each other about imaginary cowardice. Madame 
Flynn shoots them a warning look. They straighten their faces and look back down at 
their worksheets.
A realization settles upon my shoulders: I have been a fool. How much energy 
have I spent these past months, trying to find the ideal identity, the innocent identity? An 
identity unmarred by historical trappings or contemporary complexities. No such thing 
exists. Yes, it’s comfortable to always inhabit that thrilling potential o f “what if.” (What 
if  I were Belgian? Paraguayan? Stateless?) And yes, a certain cultural malleability is a 
boon, the natural result o f my time overseas. But at what point was this desire to 
dissimulate simply a means o f distancing m yself from unpleasant truths, o f denying 
complicity? (“I f  you want to start a w a r , ”) Impossible to live apart from history; to 
attempt to do so is the same as buying wholesale into the national identity proffered by 
political agenda.
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This, then, is the third way, the one whispered to me back in the college 
auditorium -  not to calcify into an identity hell-bent on self-defense, nor to play the 
phantom of disengagement. The third way is to live fully fleshed— to die into the death 
o f one’s past and live in tension with the present.
I have been playing at the anonymous observer so long, though -w ould I even 
know my own self if  I saw it?
After the tour, the students spill out o f the museum, across the white gravel drive 
and, laughing, down the steps to the manicured lawn and the ovaloid reflection pool. I 
stand at the top o f the steps and watch them. Children o f many nations walk arm-in-arm, 
pluck at the bell-shaped ornamental shrubs in the French gardens, throw a ball that arches 
across the gray sky, shout and gossip and run in the crisp spring air. They appear happy;
I believe they truly are. Soon they will file onto the bus. They’ll compare answers on 
their museum worksheets, filling in blanks now or tomorrow in the minutes before class. 
They’ll receive a grade and file the paper in their folder or throw it away. They will rush 
on with their lives. They will forget; they will learn from their teachers in spite of 
themselves. They will forge their own identities and swear to themselves they’re 
unburdened by the past. I know; I was one o f them.
once, a story
One day, I sit in the examination room with an Armenian teenager and her 
grandmother, who arrived in Belgium only days before. I learn from the granddaughter
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that their family had fled their home for political reasons. The teenager and I make small 
conversation while we wait for France to come back with heart medicine for the old 
woman. The old woman sits behind her granddaughter, in a chair facing me where I sit 
against the opposite wall. She has a broad, round face that reminds me of a fresh-baked 
loaf o f bread. Her hair is pulled back in a neat gray bun. She gazes at me with 
inquisitive brown eyes and listens to the foreign words her granddaughter speaks. After a 
bit she taps her granddaughter on the arm and asks a question, pointing at me.
The teenager explains, “My grandmother want to know if  you see before heart 
surgery?”
I shake my head.
Before I know what she is doing, the grandmother lifts her gray and white flower- 
pattern skirt, revealing varicose veins and stockings held up by thick black garters. I 
want to put out a hand, explain that I am not a doctor or a nurse. Just a volunteer -  a 
receptionist. She doesn’t need to share her medical history with me. But she isn’t paying 
attention. She chats affably in Armenian and widens her legs to show me the thick red 
scar running along her left inner thigh.
Not knowing what else to do, I nod emphatically. Arch my eyebrows. “Oh, my.”
The granddaughter grins.
But the lesson isn’t done, and I find m yself drawn under a strangely affecting 
tutelage. The old woman pulls her arm through her black sweater and lifts it up over her 
shoulder. And now she runs a finger along a similar red canal traversing her right upper 
arm as though marking a journey on a map. Then she indicates the line and two end-dots
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seen between the saggy, freckled breasts stirrupped in her frayed, pale-pink bra. I can’t 
understand a word she says, but realize by her gestures and inflection that I am being 
given a medical lesson: how four months earlier the doctors had taken grafts from her 
arm and leg to bypass the hardened, failing arteries o f her heart: here, where she is 
tapping repeatedly. Tap, tap. Right on her heart. Right where the scarring is thickest.
Yet she is smiling. She never stops smiling. The painful uprooting and replanting 
of those arteries has led to this moment, where she is alive and happy, reunited with her 
granddaughter after almost two years apart. Loss in one place, vitality in another.
I smile back. “Oh, my. I see. I see.”
Finally, the old woman gives a satisfied nod. Pulls her shirt back down, readjusts 
the skirt over her knees.
In one brief moment o f vulnerability, o f undressed narrative, word and flesh come 
together. This old woman offers what I have only fantasized about from the edge o f the 
waiting room: she shares her story.
at last my name
Els surprises me one day in mid-April. As we sip coffee, she says, “We gave you 
a box here. So you could receive volunteer information.” She leads me to the yellow 
stack o f volunteer information boxes in the corner o f the office. One o f them has a tab on 
it: “ Sarah-Jane” written with a dark green felt pen.
“We give out information sometime,” Els continues, “For the volunteers, on 
some issues maybe that sensibilizes you more to our clients’ situation, or different events
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that MSF is holding.” She pulls out the papers that have been placed in my box and 
hands them to me. “They’re all in Dutch, but you’re learning, right?”
I nod sheepishly. For all my time, I haven’t gotten much beyond “ U mag even 
wachten in de wacht zaal,” (“You may wait in the waiting room”), which Inez wrote on a 
post-it for me to keep by my receptionist desk, and “nijlpaard’ (“hippopotamus”) which 
Jan taught me prior to a visit to the Antwerp Zoo.
Els offers a little smile. I can tell she is trying hard. She moves back to the break 
room, leaves me shuffling through the papers and staring at the box. I touch a finger to 
the little name label: Sarah-Jane.
At the end o f the day, I pack up and walk down Van W esenbekestraat toward 
Centraal Station. It’s spitting rain, and I forgot my umbrella, so the drizzle nests down in 
my hair, makes my head heavy. I will leave Belgium soon. I have to get a summer job in 
the States before traveling to Quito for a term abroad. My parents are leaving, too; my 
father was transferred back to 3M headquarters in Minnesota. W e received news o f the 
company’s decision on February 13th, two days before the anti-war demonstration. My 
father arrived home and my mother, seeing him, asked, “W hat is it?” He spoke quietly in 
the dark entry hall o f our townhouse. My m other’s face broke, “I feel like we just got 
settled,” and he had taken her in his arms and held her.
A pregnant Chinese woman waddles down the cobblestones toward me. I 
recognize her from the clinic. She has come several times, her belly grown larger with 
each visit. She must be due soon.
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The woman holds a red umbrella at an angle so that the circle frames her head and 
complements the roundness that she carries before her. Her black hair is pushed behind 
her ears and her cheeks color with healthy exertion. We pass in front o f the Sun-Wah 
market. She glances up. We both give a smile o f shy recognition and nod to each other. 






W hat Small Things
The Medecins Sans Frontieres clinic had been attacked by rebel soldiers. M aria didn’t 
remember where. A war zone in Africa (Say Somalia. Say Burundi. Say Congo.) 
Patients shot in their hospital beds. Two workers killed. The rest helicoptered out. The 
civilians on ground had no such possibility.
M aria told me this while we worked the walk-in clinic in Antwerp, signing in refugees 
and immigrants for medical exams. An account she heard from another MSF volunteer 
there in Belgium. The tale was common enough. I wondered at first if  it was 
international-aid urban legend, a composite o f the news clips run in Reuters every now 
and again when such disasters happen. But one small detail, the very last, kept me from 
dismissing it as M aria’s storytelling gusto or mere fabulation.
Hovering above the wreckage and the senseless there, the rescued aid workers safe in the 
belly o f the whale, -  so M aria said -  their saviors gave them bricks o f chocolate, 
ordering, “Take this and eat.” A 95% ultra-bitter endorphin-booster to the trauma- 
beleaguered brain.
*
And there was James, Ugandan exile who escaped Idi Amin. James, agricultural 
economist, UN consultant to the Afghani government. James in red cable-knit to ward 
off Chicago’s cold (or the nor’easters o f his resident Maine), who looked over his glasses 
and spoke with raised eyebrows. H e’d come to our Illinois college to present on: 
“ Strengthening W hat Remains: Cultivating Peace in Post-W ar Environments,” a 
conference title I ’d proudly composed. But before the Powerpoint graphs and stats, he 
told me this story.
His UN assignments to Central Asia tended to be six weeks in country with two weeks 
R&R then six weeks again before debriefing. Yet once, family obligations, intransigent. 
So he requested one long stint o f twelve weeks instead. Reluctantly, they agreed. And 
he flew to three months in the crucible o f Kabul. “Twelve weeks,” he said, “all o f it 
spent indoors.” The few seconds outside were soldiered escorts to an armored car.
His debriefing took place in Dubai, his hotel right off the Persian Gulf, near the man- 
made archipelago o f Palm Jumeirah. The first night he decided to go for a walk. His last 
memory, the moment he stepped from the hotel’s lobby into the swelter-oven dusk. 
“Three blocks later, I realized I’d been running. Just running. And yelling at the top of 




And I wonder, what small things. Chocolate melting on the oven rack o f the tongue. A 
m an’s mind dissolved midst towered rows o f steel and glass. W hat small things. A 
cocoa-sugar-milk communion host, one-two-three blocks o f open road. A pen, and the 
stories we must tell. Such small things to balloon against the breaking point and shore up 
our minds against the onslaught of flashback or anchor us back down to this street, this 




I recently shared with someone the story o f the day I watched Ima start an IV in 
an infant’s jugular at Yalgado Hospital in Ouagadougou. The person I told this to was a 
nurse; she had told me a story that stirred the image up, so it seemed natural I say it out 
loud. “I was in Burkina Faso,” I said, “The child was dehydrated from malaria, and none 
o f the other sites worked.”
The nurse whistled low. “I’ve spent years in burn and wound care, which can be 
tough,” she said. “The last thing I’d ever want to do is a pediatric EJ.”
I wanted to tell her, “There’s more,” but the detail that loomed most in my mind 
remained unspoken.
It’s funny how you come to a story. Even the most brief, the one statement: “I 
saw a nurse place an IV in a baby’s jugular.” Rarely does it follow the most direct route; 
the first steps are often dead-ends. So it is here. I came to be with Ima at Yalgado 
Hospital that day via the College Protestant church choir, which I was a member o f for all 
of three weeks.
I ’d been in Ouagadougou only a couple o f months when I decided to give the 
choir a try. I suppose it would be wonderful to say that I joined because the joy o f the 
Lord overflowed from my heart, but this would be less than the full truth. My major 
motivations were to improve my French, possibly learn some Moore, and encounter what 
I was sure would be the authentic W est African church.
Soon into my attendance o f the Tuesday evening rehearsals, the choir director 
decided it would be the greatest idea to learn contemporary American praise songs in 
English. We spent three hours chewing on the lyrics to “I Could Sing o f Your Love 
Forever,” a sentiment I came to disbelieve the more literal its practice became. Being the 
most passive o f contrarians, I thought, “I’ve already met this,” and dropped out.
Anyway, they had started to practice some dance steps that required you keep a beat; this 
intimidated me.
I’d also desired for choir to be a sort o f cheat out o f loneliness, a means of 
meeting other young adults. To meet people in a potentially less terrifying setting than 
that o f the teeming crowd on the church’s broad tile steps after service, where I let my 
social anxiety convert me to a pillar, buffeted by people in their smart, vibrant church 
outfits and broad smiles and friendly M oore greetings and shouts o f laughter. I had taken 
to searching out one o f my burkinabe host family members -  my sisters Nata and Phoebe, 
or my brother’s equally shy Ivoirienne wife, Armelle -  as soon as the service ended so 
that I could stand in their protective shadow till we walked the short path across the 
sports field to our family courtyard.
In this respect, my brief time in the choir did have limited success. The first night 
I attended practice with Phoebe, we stood with the other singers afterwards at the edge of 
the field and chatted. Our party was framed by the soft amber glow coming from the 
church’s open side door, the night’s mouth cinched around us, chirping like a thousand 
insects. It was then that I met Ima.
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He was a sturdy and serious young man, whose family clan scars sloped from the 
bridge of his nose diagonally down his cheeks, a symmetrical crease that met his sharp 
jaw  line and made his lower face look hard and dazzling like a diamond. He wore slacks 
and a bold-patterned button-up shirt and his somewhat flat head was shaved close. His 
speech had a slow, thoughtful lilt to it, even when he joked, so when Phoebe made him 
laugh with her rapid-fire retorts, the laughter broke from him in a surprising high-pitched 
whoop.
That night while he readied his moto to drive home, Ima asked me, how did I find 
his country? Was I content? Phoebe had told him I was doing an internship at Schiphra; 
how had my time at the clinic gone so far? W hen I told him that I was interested in 
maternal-infant health, he hummed interest. “Do you know Yalgado, the national 
hospital over on Ave. Thomas Sankara?” he asked. “I’m a nurse there, in pediatrics.
You should come visit sometime. I’ll show you around.”
I nodded my thanks and said, Yes, maybe, we could do that sometime.
He continued, “It’s not like Schiphra, you know. Here at Schiphra, c ’est tranquil. 
Over there, things heat up sometimes.” He watched me a second longer, his mouth 
pulled back in contemplation. Then he swung his leg over the seat o f his scooter and left.
Soon after, when the national news reported on the high rate o f malaria cases 
accompanying the rainy season and flashed footage o f the sick and their families camped 
on woven mats in the halls o f the hospital wards, Im a’s words came into focus. I also 
briefly caught a glimpse o f Yalgado one night when I rode in Schiphra’s ambulance to 
transport a woman in labor to the hospital- I journaled afterwards about the ambulance
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and the woman and the small trash can overflowing with used IV bags and mango peels 
in the corner o f the emergency room entrance -  but that is a different story.
Ima didn’t hold it against me that I dropped out o f the choir. He still greeted me 
after church (while I sought shelter in Phoebe’s fulsome shadow) and asked how I was. 
And he would still remind me, “You should come to Yalgado sometime. I’ll give you a 
tour.” W e planned my visit in hypothesis Sunday after Sunday till all o f a sudden, I’d 
been in Burkina five o f the six months intended and if  we did not act soon, we would not 
act.
By the evening I shadowed Ima, the rainy season had come and gone too quickly 
and long before. The spike in malaria cases had been momentarily exchanged for the 
deferred threat o f famine, so only a few children and their families were relegated to 
staying in the hallway. Ima greeted a grandmother sitting vigil with her granddaughter as 
we passed them on the way into one o f the rooms, a sparse square space with two low 
iron-frame beds. Ima approached the mother sitting on the bed closest to the door. Her 
child lay sleeping on a w orn-outpagne she’d spread out like a sheet on the bare plastic 
mattress. M y friend asked to see the child’s health notebook, the small blue booklet the 
mother received during prenatal care or at the baby’s birth, that served as a personal 
health record till the child reached the age o f five. By looking at the notes from the 
attending physician and other nurses, he could determine whether the child had received 
her meds for the day.
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Other than scale, the work seemed similar to that done by my friends and 
colleagues at Clinique Schiphra. Ima worked methodically, without breaks, consulting 
with fellow nurses in passing about patient needs, administering medication, switching 
out IV bags, changing the occasional dressing.
Near the end, a new arrival came into the ward, a one-year-old boy suffering from 
malaria. Ima did the intake -  as was often the case, nurses examined and prescribed 
medication for such common illnesses as malaria, leaving doctors to address 
emergencies. We led the mother into the examination room, where a few examination 
tables sat and cupboards o f medical equipment lined the walls. Ima gently rested his 
hands on either side of the boy’s face and pulled down the lower eyelids to check for 
anemia. The inside rim echoed the white o f the eye rather than the desired healthy pink. 
Ima pinched the skin on the baby’s forearm; it formed a small tent that resisted sliding 
back into place. “A dangerous state,” Ima said.
And still I thought, “Nothing out o f the ordinary.”
In the renutrition center, I had witnessed how even an exhausted, malnourished 
child could summon the energy to cry. Maybe nothing but a gutteral, monotone groan, 
but still voiced. The baby at Yalgado bawled. As soon as my friend wrapped the rubber 
tourniquet around his thin upper arm, the infant roused from his languor and set up house 
in a vocal range o f high alarm.
Five months at Schiphra had taught me to not flinch every time a baby cried out in 
pain. Still, there were times when the sound struck viscera. The initial screams of the 
infant while Ima attempted entry at the antecubital, in the crook o f his arm, did so. The
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crying shifted into a sort o f trance-like wail during the search in which no vein was 
found.
W hen Ima placed the child on his stomach on the examination table and tried to 
insert the trocar in a vein on the side o f the head, the pitch rose in furor till it touched 
mother, Ima, me. A language we all understood. The baby’s eyes were shut tight and the 
brow contorted by suffering. A slug o f spit slid from his lower lip onto the yellow 
laminate tabletop. He jerked at an inopportune moment, dislodging the catheter from 
where Ima had at long last been able to insert it. No matter. Blood had failed to appear 
in the flashback chamber; the IV had not been in place.
Ima clicked his tongue: tsuk. “I will have to use the jugular,” he said. Then he 
stepped back and exhaled as though to take in the statement. Even in adults, external 
jugular IVs are considered a last resort. The procedure risks complications -  laceration 
o f the venous wall. Collapsed lung through accidental introduction o f air into the chest 
cavity.
He repeated, “I will have to use the jugular,” then murmured the same in Moore 
to the child’s mother. She hummed in resignation. Ima asked her to place the child lying 
upside down in her lap, so the blood could flow to the neck, easing identification o f the 
vein.
All over the world people do this -  map and tap another’s bloodlines, whether 
with intents and results for good or for ill. It seems impossible to think on this enough.
But the thought I wanted to and could not share with my acquaintance when I 
recalled this moment is distinct. This is what I would have told her: “Look -  the most
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unknowable thing.” When Ima placed his finger on that little baby’s neck and prepared 
to slide the needle through the skin, the child stopped crying. This moment stays with me 
because I wonder, how did the child know to go quiet in that way?
Perhaps he was exhausted, having wailed through all previous attempts and entry 
points. Or maybe he was terrified. But it was as though the gravity o f the situation had 
suddenly settled upon the infant, as if  he knew innately how close the nurse was to his 
life’s very stream and calculated the inherent risk on either side o f the bevel. As if  the 
child was willing, through his sudden stillness, all o f his own concentration to Ima. 
W hatever the reasons, as the baby lay in his m other’s lap, head tilted back and to the side, 
he fell silent and stared into the space just in front, his small chest rising and falling, 
heartbeat visible against his ribcage: all pulse.
Every needle prick before had seemed to swallow time, but here I remember only 
a blink and Ima said, “E n fn .” Connected the saline drip and taped the loop o f clear 
plastic tubing behind the child’s ear, where it rested like a question mark to be unwound 
later on.
There was no time to breathe or brag; other patients waited. Before I knew it, our 
shift at the hospital was over, and Ima took me home on the back o f his moto; my 
internship ended, and I returned to the US and forgot many things till these seven years 
later when I talked to this woman who is a nurse.
I’d only meant to recall the IV and the baby, but as is often the case, other 
memories came attached. So it also seems an unfortunate omission now that I did not tell 
my companion about Im a’s going-away gift. That the day I left Ouagadougou, he arrived
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at my family’s house with a bag o f French burnt peanuts he’d bought at the market, and 
all his well-wishes and desires for me to remember him. In the ensuing fiasco o f getting 
my luggage back to the States, the bag o f pralines was removed. I remember opening my 





The third day I cared for you was the first time I saw you drop to the floor. We 
were walking down the hallway to your room when you gasped and jerked your arms 
upward. M y grip on your right hand, where I held you from behind, shook loose, and 
you swung in slow motion from the hinge o f my left hand. Smacked the bare linoleum on 
your right shoulder, the bad side. “Damn-damn-damn it!” I thought and, forgetting all 
they taught me in first aid, rushed to pick you up from where you lay blinking.
The surprise o f the expected -  that’s a paradox, now, the real bitch o f the whole 
thing. Any moment could be an episode. W e never know when.
Sometimes I see the seizures advance on you like waves. Often in the mornings, 
right after you’ve woken up, while you sit at the edge of your bed. “Rollercoasters,” I 
call them, for the way your body dips, rights itself, dips again ten, twenty, thirty seconds 
later. Your eyes roll back, your head bobs. Or sometimes, in the midst o f a cluster, I ’ll 
ask, “Are you traveling? W here are you?”
The words are an attempt to contain the un-nameable, to domesticate the fear that 
your seizures sometimes bring. All the more mystifying since you yourself cannot 
describe them. Each phrase is slight, failed from the get-go. Still, anything to stave off 




Amidst the wildcard epilepsy, your days unroll in routine. Measured out in cc’s 
o f formula and anti-convulsants, the bargaining o f the breakfast hour (“Take one more 
bite? One more?”), the walk down the hallway to sit on your bed. We read your favorite 
story about a moose I’ve somewhat unconsciously christened “Murray,” who has an 
embarrassing facial hair problem. “Isn’t that silly?” I always say. You smile and laugh. 
You grow quieter near the end o f the story, when Murray overcomes self-consciousness 
by finding love, but I think probably you just get tired and lose focus.
One day, after w e’d finished reading, I placed the book on the table opposite your 
bed. You walked over and picked it back up. The closest I ’ve ever seen you come to 
saying, “Again.”
*
Popcorn again. Every morning, between 10 and 11: popcorn. Not even Murray 
the Moose can compete with this, the focal point on which the rest o f your day revolves. 
After the trip to your bedroom, we shuffle back down the dark hallway (me holding onto 
you from behind, always always, just in case...) to the living room, where I will serve 
you your most favorite snack, the meal you never refuse. Popcorn.
An EEG tracking the fluctuation o f electrical impulses in your brain would record 
your atonic or “drop” seizures as a “slow-spike wave” -  a series o f fairly consistent 
waves occurring over a low frequency o f 2-3 Hertz. At 2.45 gigaHertz -  the same
frequency, a billionfold -  the electromagnetic waves of the microwave oven heat the 
popcorn kernels till the internal pressure causes them to explode. I suspend between 
these two dynamics -  the inner voltage that manifests in outward motion, the outside 
energy that propels the insides out -  and calculate, observe, calculate.
*
“Can you imagine?” your mother said. “Nineteen years old and he’s never said a 
word. N ever once been able to say, ‘Thank you, M om my’ or ‘I love you, M om my.’”
I tried and could not imagine two decades o f a m other’s longing.
Nonverbal, the chart at the agency notes. So we read your body in all things. Not 
only in the epilepsy, but the routine as well. Your language is effective in its economy, 
alarmingly polysemic. You smile when pleased, head cocked to the side as though 
listening or recalling a hilarious secret. Open your eyes wide and zoning at the overhead 
roar o f a plane on its way to Eielson AFB. M eet your fried egg breakfast with stiff neck, 
welded mouth, and eyes half-shut in disdain. Shake your hands back and forth at the 
sound of the microwave whirring or the sight o f Elmo on TV.
Then there is the audible smile, epitome o f a joy mute in origin: eyes crinkled and 
mouth wide open to show off the gaps between your white pebble teeth, and the gleeful 
sigh, Waaaahhhhh.
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In response to your mom, I had said, “It’s obvious he does, though.” Love you, I 
should have added, but felt it maybe presumptive or trite. I should have said, “He smiles 
every time your car pulls into the driveway,” but that didn’t sound right either.
*
Never have I pondered popcorn as much as I do with you. But popcorn can take 
an hour on a good day and is doled out flake by flake. When we cough, you laugh (does 
it remind you o f a kernel-burst?); when you cough, we worry, knowing how little it takes 
for pneumonia to hunker down in your lungs. So we take our time. You chew and 
tongue your morsel, sometimes stop while a myoclonic seizure makes one side o f your 
face twitch, and I sit and study the snack. Fancy m yself a popcornologist.
Popcorn is queer. I remember shifting through pieces on the plate one day, 
turning the mealy profusions in my hand, and thinking, “They’re blocky.” Pure 
astonishment. O f course, it is not really true. The popcorn pieces were blocky that day, 
not the next.
Some flakes expand in line like a sentence. Seraphim, I have deemed them, many 
winged and many eyed. These are the best ones for you. Fluffy, fully bloomed. Frail. 
They crumble at touch or tongue. Others bend over in little tents -  “butterflies,” they’re 
called commercially, while yet others, more round or bell-shaped. And the shapes in 
between that one could signify like clouds: this one’s a bowtie, look, there’s a werewolf. 
Octopus, ligtbulb, tractor, goathead. All ablush with the shade and taste o f liquid butter.
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At the bottom of the bag, popcorn kernels that remain self-contained, one or two 
fleshy lips lamed by a hardened-shell adhesion. Failed attempts at full expression. I eat 
these.
*
Sometimes the seizures advance on you like waves. Your body bends like a 
wave. Your body stiffens like a crest. Your mom tells me you dropped while stepping 
from the bath the other night. Your naked slickness evaded her grip and you plowed 
headfirst into the porcelain fixtures. An angry welt rims your left temple today, and you 
sleep, sleep, sleep.
Sometimes the seizures fall on you like showers. A steady drizzle of 
disorientation. Your demeanor closes on the near distance. You do not hear your name 
called. Some seconds later, the cloud unburdens itself to clarity. You see the room, you 
hear the wall clock chime the hour with a trilling “Here Comes the Sun,” and at that 
moment it seems you cannot open yourself enough to the immense ordinariness o f the 
living room. That is the moment when truly you are struck and thrumming as a bell.
*
The surprise o f the expected, that’s the beauty o f the whole thing. The resounding 
declaration o f the opening microwave door, and you immediately grin and hum. I place
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the flattened bag inside, punch in the time: 2:00 and the microwave glows. You sit up 
straight on the couch, crane your neck for a peek, keened forward in anticipation o f the 
first exploded shell. Your excitement only heightens with the clustered sound of kernels 
bouncing off each other and the bag. You wave your hands -  back and forth, back and 
forth.
You do not take taste for granted. Each piece is experienced as individual. This 
one might deserve a wide smile and delighted laugh while the next makes you furrow 
your brow in confusion or seeming disapproval. This one, eh. And so on. Popcorn 
piecemeal. Pensive popcorn. Popcorn perplex.
*
Breakfast is a daily trial. The agency has given me a “goal sheet” o f particular 
developmental objectives to work on with you. The number one priority is to get you to 
eat more by mouth. Despite my most brilliant strategizing, the success o f this goal is hit- 
or-miss. More often than not, I cannot get you to eat more than a bite or two before you 
begin to twist your head this way and that, refusing to even have in eye-line the bit of 
oatmeal or egg or potato hash that I advance. You ju t out your chin or block your mouth 
with your tongue, deftly parrying the dietetic imposition.
The breakfast hour: I trace the borders o f my patience here. Note the territory’s 
tidy conformity to my own desires and schedule. To stretch beyond m yself excruciates 
me, like banging my head against a hard edge. It would be easy to say that the
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impatience springs from genuine concern -  I want you to be healthy; to be healthy, you 
must eat; when you don’t eat, I become concerned (that is, impatient). But I also 
recognize how my concern is disabled by a misplaced sense o f control. The idea that: I. 
Must. Do. This. For you. Yes, you are sounding out my limits.
*
One of the “goals” with popcorn is to have you reach for it, to exercise your range 
o f motion and fine motor skills. All the more important since the operation to quell your 
epilepsy three years ago resulted in a stroke, a blood-flood in the brain that sapped your 
vim.
Now your arm quivers toward the flake I proffer between my thumb and index 
finger. Your own fingers fumble to grasp and you push it into your mouth with a crude 
sweep. Crumbs accumulate around you.
The surgery was a corpus callosotomy. The doctors severed the white matter that 
transfers signals between the two cerebral hemispheres. In verbal patients, the corpus 
callosotomy leads to a condition called “split brain,” where things perceived in one side 
o f the visual field cannot be vocally identified. Split brain can also result in cognitive 
deficiencies; when two images are perceived in different visual fields, a patient’s 
reasoning will pertain only to the image seen in the right visual field, whose processing 
center is on the same side o f the brain as that o f verbal cognition.
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I also struggle with holding split perceptions, o f being able to understand you, 
myself, or others from simultaneous, seemingly disparate angles. To acknowledge 
together weakness and unassailable strength, burden and gift issuing forth from a 
common source. Too often my corrective measures are unbalanced and cost the loss of 
one side.
It is rare that you will reach out for popcorn with your right hand.
*
Mid-morning, I feel my body clamp up like a vise -  the telltale herald of 
menstrual cramps. I search my purse for pain medication and finding none, brace m yself 
for the worst. For an hour or so, the pain grows then cuts me through in a clean line. The 
pain cleaves my body in two.
Still, I resolve to be the caregiver. W e walk down the hallway, sit on your bed. 
Read about Murray, though I punctuate the tale every so often with a groan.
By time for popcorn, I am incapacitated. Gasp and flop about like a fish. Nausea 
forces me to the ground, and this is how I hand you your snack- flat on my back or 
contorted, legs propped up on the couch perpendicular to the couch where you sit. I hold 
up a flake for you to grab, wait for the smack o f chewing, the submerged croak o f your 
swallowing and then raise my arm with the next piece.
I am careless in anguish. I shake the bag too violently. Popcorn showers down 
on me, sprinkles the carpet. I roll on it, crush it, lay there in fragments.
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You sit on the couch and wait, an odd solace in your unapprehending witness.
You do not show concern or pity, indifference or disgust. Assure me that it’s going to be 
okay or otherwise. Encourage me to eat an egg. Instead, you use my head as a footrest. 
W hen I hold up a new piece o f popcorn, you wrinkle your nose -  Waaaahhhhh. Look 
down at me with sparkling eyes. What fun! they say.
*
Popcorn as seizure. The pieces that stretch out like a sentence remind me o f your 
“drop attacks,” how the split-second atonicity and loss o f equilibrium results in the limbs 
flailing outward, even when sitting or lying down. The tented butterflies are the 
myoclonic seizures -  the ones where both your arms clench up in an invisible weight­
lifting curl, or your face twitches for a spell o f ten seconds or so.
And the small, half-popped kernels, they’re like this petit mal or ‘absence’ that 
leaves you staring into space, drool collecting in your mouth while a flake o f popcorn 
remains unmasticated, till -
a blink, a lipsmack, you awake. To taste sensation, to the sight of 
the full plate. It is all new, all feast and surprise and delight. You grin through half­




There is a story your mother tells that I find enthralling. O f the old woman who 
approached you at W al-M art one day, got in your face and started talking baby-talk.
(“It’s hard not to think o f him as a baby sometimes,” your mom concedes, “since his 
developmental level is so low.”) Then, how lickety-split you cracked a smile, reached 
into the crone’s mouth and yanked out her lower dentures. The outside energy that 
propelled the insides out. She squealed, “My feef! My feef!” and you just waggled your 
arm, confounded at how her speech stuck to you. Fixodent and such.
*
You, like any o f us, want for connection. That’s why we read stories together. 
W hy I call you by name and meet your gestured vocabulary with vocalized response, 
why I play music for you and sit next to you on the couch and narrate our way through 
the day out loud. Enough for us all to hope for, isn’t it? A companion. Someone to tell 
the story back to us.
Sometimes self-consciousness grows in the wake o f your silence. W hat I say 
sounds feeble. M y words boomerang. You the rubber, I the glue. Often I’ll repeat the 
same phrase twice, hoping the echo will serve as an answer. And in some ways, it does. 
“We ’re going to stand up now. We ’re going to stand.” “Are you traveling? Where are 
you?” You are a keen listener, giving back to the speaker what she says.
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But at the best moments, you defang me. Make me recognize the frailty o f these 
words, the cracks in my language. The fragmentary self I so wish would cohere into an 
organized whole as I continually assert that I, unlike you, am developmentally able.
I forget that at its root, “develop” means “to unfold” or “unwrap.” Dis-envelop 
and reveal w hat’s on the inside. W ho knows the manner in which this revelation will 
take place -  disruption, like a seizure? Or through routine, the same actions played out a 
billionfold?
I toss a bag o f Orville Redenbacher into the microwave. An electric hum. You 
perk up and listen. The rattle o f exploding seeds soon fills the air.
Development might be better understood as a discovery o f our common weakness 
than as an upward progression toward autonomy. Breaking through the husk just to fall 
apart (what will it take for me to shed mine?), and in this, find nourishment.
*
“He doesn’t like to have his face touched,” your mother tells me one day, “but I 
do it anyway, just so he stays used to it.” She sits on the couch facing you and caresses 
your cheek in tender repetition. “Momma loves you,” she croons. “M omma loves you.”
You stare at her, mouth open, eyelids flickering in agitation or wonder or both. 
The lexis o f the just-bearable, a force that w on’t let you fall. W ith her other hand, your 
mother takes yours and strokes it across her own cheek, her face tipped forward and 




One day I was on my knees in front o f you, helping you get dressed. You once 
again seized while standing -  a second’s lapse o f muscle tone; gravity forced you out and 
down. Your forehead bashed against mine. I quipped, “Practising your ninja skills, huh?” 
and buttoned your shorts. But the impact lingered. A storm cloud gathered behind my 
eyes the rest o f the day and only relinquished its weight in hours o f sleep. I awoke with a 
traceless mind.
I will return to words soon enough, run to them, hide in them, take them up as my 
weakness. They will be all new. I will write you an essay.
But for now, we are here on this couch, eating popcorn. The wall clock strikes the 
hour and minutes pass in quiet. Language becomes the squeak o f grain against the paper 
plate. The kernel-bits crackling between our teeth. The unassuming pressure o f your foot 
against my knee.
You are teaching me to take each moment by the hand. To reach and take this 
moment from your outstretched hand. Awake to this moment, then this one, and again -  
oh, hello! The joy o f it, what a strange shape. Awake. Awake. Awake.
Anastomosis
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Maren says, “I can tell you this because my m om ’s not here.”
Around us, dialysis machines beep, and the technicians hoof it from one end of 
the floor to the other, responding to venous pressure alarms or checking patients’ 
progress. Maren sits cross-legged in a pink vinyl recliner. Her long blonde braid slopes 
down her right shoulder, and her bangs fan out around her, escaping from the barrette that 
keeps them pinned in a tight twist to the top o f her head. Her right eyelid droops and her 
oval chin pulls up into an under bite, giving her a naturally solemn appearance. I sit in a 
roller chair facing her, the way I do three times a week, four hours at a time, while she 
receives treatment at the Fresenius center here in Fairbanks.
Her voice lowers. “I had a cat,” she says. “I had a cat and it ran away and some 
critter got a hold o f it. My cat’s name was Jessie and I loved her.” She pushes her 
glasses up the bridge o f her pug nose. “She was my baby, I called her my baby. But then 
she ran away and when my brother found her, she was all torn up. And they took her 
upstairs, and my mom wouldn’t let me see her, and she died.”
The automatic cuff inflates on M aren’s right forearm with a crackling hiss, and 
she pauses in her narrative. “M y blood pressure’s doing,” she mumbles. Next to us, a 
patient care technician holds gauze to an elderly gentleman’s forearm while waiting for 
his needle sites to clot. The old man leans against his chair back, but cranes his neck 
forward and stares straight ahead, hollow-cheeked and owlish.
After a minute, the cuff flattens and sags. “She didn’t make it,” she concludes. 
“And I was devastated when it happened. I’m devastated about my baby. Mom doesn’t 
like me to talk about this with her, because she gets too upset.”
Two IV lines lead out o f a vein in M aren’s left arm. W hile we chat, blood leaves 
her body at a rate o f 350 ml/min and runs through the dialyzer machine, a tall rectangular 
apparatus with an army of numbers on the touch screen at the top. A tangle o f tubes runs 
across its front to the dialyzer pump, which hangs from the machine’s corner like a 
plastic lantern cascading with clear liquid. After her blood has been filtered o f the waste 
products and excess water that her kidneys can no longer process, the second IV line 
returns the blood to M aren’s cephalic vein.
I watch the dialyzer tubes wiggle in a silent dance o f blood and saline. I sit and 
listen to Maren and think, People have all kinds o f insides.
*
Once, near the beginning, a doctor at Fresenius asked if  I was M aren’s mother. 
Maren covered her mouth, squeezed her eyes shut and quaked with high-pitched laughter. 
I have to say, it is quite the leap to guess as much. Maren is short, shaped like a kumquat, 
almost as blonde. I am tall and lanky, a pale brunette. Not to mention that I am not yet 
thirty, and that despite her youthful appearance, Maren is a few years older than I. But 
okay, no, I get it; I have a lot o f grey hair.
Maren introduces me to people as her “care provider,” though officially I am a
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“direct support professional,” the title for anyone who works with people with 
developmental disabilities. My job title at the agency is “Home and Community 
Provider,” which helps give a sense o f where the “direct support” might occur. M aren’s 
activities are mostly community-based. On the days that she doesn’t have dialysis, while 
her mother is at work, we spend time exploring Fairbanks and taking part in events she 
enjoys. She likes to volunteer, so once a week we go to the Food Bank. I shovel rice into 
plastic baggies, and Maren slowly twists the tops into a knot while giving me a rundown 
on her musical tastes (“I love Shania Twain. Yup, if  you want to touch her, you’ve got to 
ask!”) We identify the taxidermied animals in the dioramas at the Morris Thompson 
Cultural Center and walk the booths o f the Downtown M arket in Golden Heart Plaza.
W e used to go to the movie theater each Friday, but after a few weeks of matinees, Maren 
would drop her chin on her chest and start snoring almost before the previews ended. Her 
mother, Kaye, tells me that the years o f living with end-stage renal failure have begun to 
affect M aren’s energy level exponentially; even on the days in between dialysis, she tires 
quickly.
Mostly, we talk. Or Maren does. Maren likes to chat. And we drive a lot, taking 
in the town as we go from one activity to the next. The landscape often serves as 
M aren’s conversation prompt, as she forges connections between her surroundings and 
internal world.
W e drive by a Japanese restaurant one day, and Maren asks, “Do you like sushi?”
“I love sushi.”
Maren beams at me in the rearview mirror. “Me, too. I love sushi. I can't wait to
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have sushi. But I'll only eat the california rolls, because they're the only sushi without 
the- the ... rawness. Do you like the rawness?”
“I do. I like sushi with raw fish. I like it all.”
“Oh.” Maren swallows and looks out the window.
W e roll to a stop. To our right, vehicles merge onto the highway toward 
Anchorage. It’s mid-August, and the Parks Highway bustles with Winnebagos and 
Princess buses carting tourists back to the state’s southern coast. Just over the crest o f the 
on-ramp lies a pasture o f reindeer from the University o f Alaska - Fairbanks Agricultural 
and Forestry Experiment Farm -  an exotic farewell glimpse for those leaving the Last 
Frontier. I ’ve often suggested to Maren that we visit the reindeer some day, but she 
always wrinkles her nose and pulls her mouth to one side: not interested.
Maren faces front again and catches my eye in the mirror. “And I don't like 
wasabi.”
“Yeah, me neither.”
“You don't? We're like the same person! The same person who doesn't like 
wasabi!”
Every day w e’re not at Fresenius, we visit the public library. Maren likes to read 
the Fairbanks Daily News-Miner, check out DVDs or music, and use the public access 
computers. We search the Internet for answers to questions she has, like: “Where does 
W inter the Dolphin live?” (Clearwater, Florida) or “W hy do turtles hide in their shells?” 
(They are sleeping or scared). We look up photos o f the hospital in Colorado where
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Maren is waitlisted and hopes to receive her kidney transplant. W e read about how the 
doctors will place the new kidney in her lower left abdomen and how long she can expect 
to stay in the hospital. “I can’t wait to get a new kidney,” she says. “I just want to live 
my normal life.” Normal life where she can eat what she wants, work a job, and not have 
to limit her fluid intake or continually fight fatigue.
W e also discuss her post-transplant US tour. Over the past year, Maren has 
compiled a list o f sites she wants to visit, the places, as she puts it, “where all the things 
happened.” She wants to see Ground Zero, explore the post-Katrina reconstruction in 
New Orleans, and walk the Alfred P. Murrah government building in Oklahoma City. 
(Kaye tells me once, “I think it’s the memorials she’s interested in.”) W hether it is 
memorial or renovation that compels her, Maren is determined to celebrate her return to 
normal life by traveling to communities that also know from their recent history that 
normalcy cannot be taken for granted, communities that understand the ways in which 
one moment and -  a bomb, a storm, a falling tower -  can redefine or up-end the very 
idea.
At check-out one day, the librarian points at M aren’s left arm, where an oblong 
bump protrudes from her bicep. “W hat happened to you?'”
Maren glances down at her arm. The librarian is pointing to her arteriovenous 
fistula (or AVF), the site where a vascular surgeon enlarged the vein for purposes of 




“It doesn’t hurt. It’s my fistula.” Her voice raises. She stretches her right hand 
out toward the librarian to emphasize her point.
A mother and son walk up to the check-out desk, offering an easy out. “There’s 
people,” I say. Maren takes her DVDs from the librarian. W e walk in silence to the car.
“Did that bother you?” I ask.
“Yes! I don’t know why she had to look at me the way she did.” Maren mumbles 
as she buckles her seatbelt. “It’s my fistula. I ’m sorry -  I can’t help it. I ’m a dialysis 
patient and I have a fistula.”
“Maybe she was concerned you hurt yourself,” I say, as though this will make 
anything better.
Maren stares out the window for a while, lost in her own thoughts. She always 
sits in the right-side back seat as a precautionary measure. In case o f an accident, her left 
arm -  and fistula -  needs to be guarded from possible injury.
And then, as though the past five minutes have all been washed away, she 
launches into: “I’m really scared o f high heights. I don’t know why. I didn’t used to be, 
but I am now. And I told my mom, ‘I hate to tell you this, but I’m scared o f heights 
now.’”
She pushes up her glasses and looks at me expectantly in the rearview mirror.
“Oh, yeah?”
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“Even if  it’s in a movie, I get scared. I’ll jum p in my seat. I don’t like it when it 
goes from very high to very low all the sudden. I hope these movies are stabilized on the 
ground.”
She holds up the two DVDs from the library. One follows the adventures o f a 
group o f pre-teens at a horse-riding school. The other is a video o f the country band 
Alabama’s Farewell Tour.
“I think you’ll be okay,” I tell her. And thus neatly dismiss the notion that ground 
can without warning disappear from under your feet.
*
My cat has made a magic trick o f his collar. The trick goes like this: I buy a 
collar and put it on my cat. I cinch it snug, letting no more than two fingers slide 
between the nylon band and his throat. He traipses outside, slinks into the woods and 
comes back later sans collier.
So one afternoon with time on our hands, Maren and I go to Alaska Feed 
Company on a mission. W e peruse the selection in the aisle marked “Cats” : collars with 
rhinestones, bells, reflective tape. “H e’s a tuxedo cat,” I tell her. “L et’s look for 
something manly.”
“W hat’s his name?”
“General Bonkers.”
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Maren turns her attention from the merchandise and stares at me for a full half­
minute. Then her shoulders and belly shake with laughter. She hoots, “General Bonkers! 
Lost his collar!”
W e decide on a red break-away with a design o f black and silver fleur-de-lis. A 
tad too refined for a cat with such a name, but it works. Every day after, Maren wants 
updates. I tell her I ’ll take a picture o f the General wearing our choice and show it to her 
at dialysis sometime, but the damn animal loses this new collar before I remember to 
carry out my promise.
*
At the dialysis center, Maren brushes aside the personal TV monitor connected to 
her patient station and heaves a sigh. “I just want to talk right now.”
On screen, Morgan Freeman perches beside an aquarium pool. Usually her 
favorite movie, Dolphin Tale does not cut it today.
“W hat do you want to talk about?”
She shrugs. “I don’t know. Just something.”
I sit with Maren during dialysis because she fidgets if  left alone, and may pull at 
her needles or writhe in her chair, putting her at risk o f blowing a vein. She always 
comes with a backpack crammed full of amusements -  games and activity books and 
Discman and iPod. These are usually enough to keep her occupied, though playing 
Connect 4 and the Arthur Trivia Game (“W hat kind o f animal is Arthur? A) Aardvark B)
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Giraffe C) Turtle”) three times a week can get a little tedious. And when dialysis 
stretches into the fourth hour, or the drawing off o f excess fluid gives her cramps or itchy 
skin, or the heparin bolus makes her nose bleed, I feel like a desperate magician, pulling 
out any trick I can to keep her mind off the pain. So a quiet moment like this -sitting and 
talking -  is a welcome change for us both.
“H ow ’s your cat?” she asks finally.
I assure her that the General is fine, and fill her in on Collar #2 -  a blue affair with 
green and purple vertical stripes. Hoping to avoid future trips to the pet store, I took the 
two-for-one deal and stashed the reserve in my junk  drawer.
“I don’t know why,” Maren says, “but I always just worry that he’s going to be
dead.”
“Do you think it’s because o f your Jessie?”
She grimaces and nods.
Time tends to collapse in M aren’s stories. Reality becomes kaleidoscopic; 
multiple states o f being exist simultaneously. She and I are the same person who doesn’t 
like wasabi. Past events stay current. One day she announces with the alacrity o f breaking 
news, “Fleetwood Mac broke up.” Then adds: “W hich is too bad because they don’t 
make as good music now.” She wants to make sure I know it w asn’t the real Elvis she 
saw at the State Fair, but an “interminator.” No information can be assumed or taken for 
granted.
If time is always near, so are the heartaches. She shows me photos o f friends 
from the dialysis center she went to while her mother and she were in Colorado. “My
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heart breaks for these people,” she sighs. “My heart breaks for each one o f them.” About 
her deceased grandmother, she says: “I miss her so much to this very day. From this very 
day, I miss her.”
*
To assess the health o f an AVF, nurses check the thrill. Vascular surgeons create 
an ateriovenous fistula by bridging (as suggested by its title) an artery and a vein. The 
point of connection is called an anastomosis. W hen touching the skin over the 
anastomosis, a nurse should be able to feel the blood chugging -  a vigor known as the 
thrill. If  no thrill is found, it means the fistula has a blockage somewhere.
One day, Dee, the nurse manager at Fresenius, has me place my first two fingers a 
little above the crook o f M aren’s left arm. The sensation defies expectation, a liquid 
force that makes the carotid pulse a lazy stream. It feels like someone has turned on a tap 
under her skin. Maren watches my face, and I raise my eyebrows at her. “I’m learning 
more about you,” I say, without really knowing why. It amazes me to feel the furious 
rush-and-pull o f blood so close to a person’s surface.
Furious? Or copacetic? After all, the thrill does indicate that all is as should be. 
Some nurses liken it to resting your hand on a purring cat’s chest.
*
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One Wednesday, we head to the Farm er’s M arket to marvel at the sun-fattened 
produce. I had suggested we visit the UAF Botanical Gardens (“Or how about the 
reindeer pasture? We could visit the reindeer”), but Maren gave her usual grimace and 
shook her head. Still, the mention o f the university has piqued her interest. She knows 
that I moved to Fairbanks from the M idwest to study and teach. So as we drive by the 
campus, perched on a hill in the northwestern corner of the city, she asks, “Are you 
finished with school?”
“I have one more year,” I say, “and it will be a tough one.”
“W hy?”
I try to explain the concept o f a graduate thesis. “It’s like a book,” I tell her. “I 
have to figure out how to write a book.”
W hat I don’t tell her is that I have been having a hard time figuring. This is not to 
say that I ’m not working on it. I sit on borrowed porches smoking borrowed cigarettes 
and try to feel esoteric and writerly. I mark the passing summer months in my journal 
with despairing, self-important sentences: June -  No words today. Just mud and the 
impassable road. July -  What is this story even about? August -  I  see now that I  will 
fail. It is good. I start to get sick o f myself.
Maren gasps with lightning inspiration. “You should write it about General 
Bonkers!”
“One hundred and fifty pages about my pet. You think people would like that?”
“7es.”
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For all I know, she may be right. It depresses me how often people suggest this. 
W hen I start to hyperventilate over a lack o f words or motivation, friends counsel, “Just 
write about your cat.” They brainstorm potential titles for the project: General Bonkers 
Goes to Town. Or the more introspective: Nobody Understands Me But You, General 
Bonkers.
A good part o f me fights the recurrent suggestion. It seems to insinuate that I’m 
one o f those crazy, single, cabin-dwelling women who spends more time talking to her 
feline than to humans, and I hate this insinuation, mainly because I worry it’s true. W hat 
if  I did write about my cat, and all that came out was an adorable and revealingly detailed 
character sketch?
Nor do I want to fall into the other extreme of translating my cat into a ludicrous, 
over-determined metaphor, though this latter is far less likely. I pre-empted that 
possibility two years ago -  the very day he showed up as a skinny stray on my parents’ 
porch, three weeks before my move to Alaska. At least, I ’d assumed I had.
“It’s his name,” I explain to my friend David over coffee one day. “I thought -  if 
I give him a goofy enough name, it will keep him from becoming some sort o f signifier 
or icon. How serious can you be about a cat named General Bonkers?”
“W hat you don’t know,” David replies, “is that there is a historical General 
Bonkers.” He points his index finger down on the cafe table, as though the truth o f this 
obvious lie is right there under his fingertip. “He was a general in the Confederate Army 




“Okay,” I say, “but he’s also black.”
David sips his coffee. “It’s a very complicated symbol.”
*
The other mark of a healthy arteriovenous fistula is the bruit (pronounced “brew- 
EE”), the sound o f the blood flow as heard through a stethoscope. Dee tells me that a 
healthy bruit compares to the underwater motor of a fetal heartbeat, but a blocked fistula 
will emit only a continuous flat-lining whine. The auricular test o f the bruit (French for 
“noise”) seems to fit with M erriam-W ebster’s claim that an anastomosis allows 
previously separate branches “to intercommunicate.” The name anastomosis itself 
corroborates this, coming from the Greek anastomoein: “to furnish with a mouth.”
*
Two-thirty AM: I wake to my cat screaming in the woods. I think immediately of 
M aren’s Jessie, and my mind boils with the threat o f a million disasters. I ’m scrambling 
in the dark, sliding down my ladder, grabbing at the rungs in blind faith of their solidity. 
Flashlight in the tool drawer. Outside, the cat’s shrieks redouble and rise in tone. Where 
are my glasses? Up the stairs again, frames found, down and out the door.
“Bonkers?”
This flashlight beam is worth shit. The woods have fallen silent.
“Bonkers!”
For one second, I wish I ’d allowed my cat a name that gave credence to the fear in 
my voice. But I also cling to this petty protection, not letting my love seem too sincere. 
Even in the middle of the night. Even to myself.
I sweep the spruce stands in my neighbor’s yard with my flashlight, trying to 
remember which direction the cries came from. My gut founders with adrenalin, the way 
the earth does when permafrost melts. Why am I out here alone? W hat could compel me 
to stand gawp-mouthed like this?
The weak beam catches an eye-glint at the edge o f the road. A lynx, I think. Or a 
fox. The mystery predator stealing off with my pet’s broken body. But no. General 
Bonkers trots towards me with a happy bleat, like it could be any other moment. He is 
drenched and spiky, his hair puffed up along his spine. Still, he is in one piece and no 
blood apparent on him. The only thing missing is his collar.
*
A message from Kaye on my phone the next morning. Maren has had an 
emergency. In the middle o f the night, she decided to use the downstairs bathroom and 
was reaching for the railing against the wall when all o f a sudden, up-ended, there was 
nothing but empty and that blackness composed o f erratic jum ping stars and then stairs 
and pain and more pain. By some wonder, the fistula was undamaged and no broken
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bones, but she is so very sore and exhausted from her night at the hospital. Kaye just 
wants to let me know that it might be a challenging day.
W hen I arrive at the dialysis center, Maren and Kaye are situated in the far corner 
o f the ward, next to a window. A bright red swath hangs like a rug-burn halo on the left 
brow over M aren’s black eye. The whole back o f her left arm is swollen and bruised, her 
forearm also livid with scrapes, and her fingers green-tinged and puffy. Darrel, the 
attendant nurse, and Travis, the tech, discuss how to insert and tape the dialysis needles 
without causing her too much discomfort.
“You know,” Darrel says to Kaye in a low voice, “she’s really lucky nothing more 
serious happened.”
“You can’t imagine,” Kaye says. “She is bruised up and down.”
I take a seat in front o f Maren. Through a haze o f exhaustion, she greets me with 
her usual moment o f thoughtful silence. “I fell, Sarah,” she says at length. “I fell down 
my stairs.”
Darrel types notes into the computer by M aren’s machine. “W hat time did it 
happen?”
His question provokes an internal shiver. The orange glare o f my digital clock.
The cat’s scream. I am certain o f the answer before Kaye even opens her mouth.
“Everything was such a blur last night,” she shakes her head. “We left for the 
emergency room around two-thirty.”
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Dialysis drags on that day. Maren cannot find a comfortable position in the vinyl 
recliner, and the pain medication makes her drowsy. Still, she refuses to sleep and asks if  
she can stop her treatment early. “Remember what Dee told you,” I say. “It’s better if 
you stay for your whole treatment -  it will help you heal faster.”
Maren appears skeptical. Meaning: she rolls her head against the back o f the 
chair and groans, “No-no-no-no-NO.” I explain that all her bruises hold damaged blood 
cells that need to be broken down and vessels that need to be repaired, so it’s extra 
important she keep the rest o f her blood cells clean and healthy, helping her body do what 
it needs to repair itself.
Against all logic, the biology lesson catches her attention. “How come you know 
so much about this?” she asks.
“Because I was studying to be a nurse. Years ago,” I say.
Maren grins like I’ve been playing coy. “I never knew that about you! I never 
heard that story.”
I shrug.
“Is it a long story?”
“Very long.”
“Tell me.”
“Well, I wanted to be a nurse ...” I pause, wanting to make sure I sequence and 
articulate the events to greatest dramatic effect: the summers spent working as an aide at 
the nursing home in Hudson; translating for Ecuadorian immigrants during consultations 
at the Doctors W ithout Borders clinic in Antwerp; volunteering at Hospital Vozandes in
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Quito, helping tie a brain-damaged teenager into a chair with a bed sheet so he wouldn’t 
push him self out. Notebooks from Burkina Faso, full o f scribbles on how to deliver a 
baby, how to insert a nasogastric tube, the difference between Baudeloque and Duncan 
placental expulsion, a list of the vitamin and mineral regimen given to malnourished 
children. And still . . . the chemistry notes on entropy interrupted by a mediocre stream- 
of-consciousness poem. The vacations spent reading novels. The hours spent holed up in 
coffee shops or my room, journaling, turning journal entries into essays that I showed no 
one. (The question from family and friends: “Are you still writing?”) The Creative 
Nonfiction class that won out over Organic Chemistry my final year o f college. The 
accomplishments must be soaring, I think, the struggles understood as abysmal. My slow 
climb to enlightenment will be humble yet virtuosic. Then I open my mouth and say, “But 
I decided to write and teach instead.”
A sentence.
Is that what those years have come to -  one sentence? Is that all there is?
The day I looked into my pre-health advisor’s rheumy eyes and told her I 
wouldn’t be applying to M SN programs after all, she had replied: “Well. You sure know 
how to disappoint people.” Now, Maren regards me from under her swollen left eyelid 
and her droopy right one, as though to say: “I expected more.” I can’t blame her; so did 
I. When it becomes clear that my “very long” story has met a short end, she sighs and 
stares out the window.
Her eyes close for a moment and her head bobs, but she fights through the fatigue. 
“How is General Bonkers?”
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I think o f standing in the cold last night, flashlight trembling in my hand.
“Fine,” I say. “But you’ll never guess.”
She raises her head wearily. “He lost his collar?”
“Good thing I bought a two-pack, huh?” (Collar #3 is no-frills. Straight-up royal
blue.)
In response, she bows her head and furrows her brow. She says with her eyes 
shut, “And he’ll lose his new collar a couple days from now.”
I laugh at her certainty. “I hope not.” Then pause, because she’s not laughing 
with me. Is this one o f those moments where her tenses commingle and switch? Perhaps 
she meant this most recent collar, which lasted all o f five days. I want to ask her more 
about it, but she has drifted to sleep.
*
Maren and I sometimes discuss what are appropriate topics o f conversation. Like 
when she offered to show a stranger the peritoneal dialysis scar on her stomach. Maren 
had grabbed her shirt hem, ready to lift at the word. I also tensed, though for different 
reasons. The woman declined, and Maren asked, “W hy not? Are you skittish?”
The day after her fall, I meet Maren at the agency and find her telling everyone, 
“Look at my head! I fell down my stairs!” Although she is walking slower than before 
and needs her right hand to raise her left arm, her gregariousness has buoyed 
considerably, helped by the harrowing tale she now shares. She pats her scraped brow
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with a proud smile. She tests her compromised equilibrium by stooping to pull up her 
pant leg, so her audience can get the full effect. She offers to take off her right shoe, to 
showcase her rainbow-ringed big toe. “Look at my forehead!” she says to the fourth 
person we meet between the main entrance and the parking lot, and I decide it is time to 
rein in the storytelling.
“Only if  people ask,” I command.
Maren w on’t meet my eye. She’s smiling to herself.
“Do we have an agreement?”
She nods. W e get into the car.
“Have you ever fallen down your stairs?” she asks.
The truth is: that very day. I slipped flip-flops on for an early morning trip to the 
outhouse. A mid-August sheen o f frost surprised me on the porch steps, and I went from 
very high to very low very fast, making a dust angel on the driveway. Gravel bit into my 
palms and blood beaded my ankle.
I watch Maren struggle to engage her seatbelt. Her left arm is too weak; she has 
to scoot her bulk toward the door and use her right hand to pull the belt across her. Still, 
it takes several minutes till we hear the metal click into place.
I decide that the porch steps don’t count -  there are only three o f them. Anyway, 
I ’m too proud. “N o,” I tell her.
The first test comes in the art room. Maren and I are taking it easy today -  not a 
lot of walking or moving around, so we decide to go to a nearby community center to
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paint sun catchers. She finds the center’s program manager sitting in her office and 
approaches her with singular determination. “Hi, Donna.”
Donna glances up from her desk. “Hey, Maren.” Her glasses reflect the email 
pulled up on her computer screen.
“Paints are over here, Maren,” I say brightly, pointing to the supply shelves in the 
far corner o f the room.
Maren hovers inside the doorway to Donna’s office.
“Maren,” I say, “should we go and pick out paint?”
Maren doesn’t move. The art room crickets with the faint click o f Donna’s
mouse.
“Donna,” Maren says. “Aren’t you going to ask me what happened?”
Test #2 comes at the library, where we go to read the newspaper after the paint 
has dried. The newspaper rack is located in the corner opposite the library’s main 
entrance, providing Maren the most opportunity to intercept an audience en route.
It doesn’t take long for such an opportunity to arise. Maren slows her pace by the 
circulation counter. The librarian glances up from a stack of books and offers an oblique 
smile to us patrons. The generic gesture o f recognition sets off a spark in Maren. She 
diverts her course toward the librarian’s desk, her cheeks rounding in a pleased smile.
It’s that osmotic slowness o f a collision course, the entrancement o f imminent 
impact. Maren is seconds from breaking the library’s quiet with the tale o f her disastrous 
fall; I must act if  social propriety is to be observed. I hunch my shoulders to get level
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with her and square my feet in order to look commanding. Maren stops short. I lock her 
eyes and shake my head, desperate to beam the message D on’t you dare. W ith impish 
self-satisfaction, she stares below my gaze and swallows, as though weighing whether to 
plow forward or not.
“N ewspaper’s in the back,” I state. And for now, it’s enough. Maren resumes her 
original trajectory toward the far corner o f the building.
It soon becomes clear, however, that reading the newspaper is not going to be the 
pleasure Maren typically enjoys. The cushioned seats in the magazine reading area sit 
too low. She falls heavily into her preferred chair, her hams giving out under the pain. 
W hen she tries to hold up the News-Miner or feather the pages to flip to the sales ads in 
the Classifieds, her left arm will not grasp or raise. The newspaper rod flops to her feet 
like a shot bird.
W e move to a nearby table, so she can spread the paper out flat and turn the pages 
with her unimpaired right hand. The chairs here are not padded. Maren shifts and slides 
along the wooden seat and groans every few seconds. The reality o f her wounds seems to 
be catching up to her. After a tortured ten minutes, she claps her right hand open and 
shut to catch my attention across the table.
The circles under her eyes have gone gray. “I want to go home now.”
I’m torn between empathy and a sense o f responsibility. “Well, it’s not time to 
meet your mom yet,” I say, “Let’s think o f some quiet way to spend the last hour.”
“But how?” M aren’s voice frays at the ends.
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I rack my brain and list off options: Pioneer Park, the musk oxen or reindeer 
farms at the university, the Cultural Center, Creamer’s F ie ld .
Maren focuses on the middle distance. I can’t tell if  she’s immured in private 
misery or going deep into herself, turning something I’ve said over in her mind. She rests 
her right hand palm down on the newspaper. Her thick blond bangs stick straight up from 
her forehead where she’s pulled them from her barrette.
And then something happens. She has not moved, she has not uttered a sound. 
Still, I get the impression a decision has been made. Maren seems newly Zen, in total 
control.
“I want to go see the reindeer,” she says.
The reindeer! I have presented this option at least a dozen times in the past few 
weeks. She has always shrugged and said, “I’m not too crazy about that idea.” The 
reindeer? Why the sudden change?
Maren does not look to the left or right at the library entrance. Her energy is fully 
engaged in this new task, to visit the reindeer herd. She even gets in the car quicker than 
usual, despite her sore bones. Only, after a five-minute battle with the shoulder strap, she 
drops windless against the seatback and asks, “Sarah . Will you buckle me?”
By the time we pull into the Experiment Farm ’s parking lot, the sun crawls 
toward the horizon. We take our time walking the gravel path down to Tanana Drive, 
where we turn off onto the grass embankment that runs along the reindeer pens. I hold
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M aren’s hand. Her steps have begun to weave and tip with the excitement and 
sleeplessness o f the past couple o f days.
The first pen is empty, and I wonder if the animals have been relocated to a 
different pasture. Have we come this whole way for a bunch o f no-shows? But then, we 
round a corner and find a twenty-strong group o f animals in the second pen, basking in 
post-dinnertime lethargy.
Maren regards them in silence, her chin drawn up into a stern, downturned mouth. 
I figure the walk has plunged her into a numbing fatigue. Or maybe the experience 
confirms her suspicions that this smelly scene was not worth the trip. (They don’t move? 
They don’t make noise?) So I ramble about reindeer, pointing out animals with small 
antlers versus bigger ones, explaining about age and regrowth, trying to make it 
educational. W ho knows, I might be making it all up. Scraps o f velvet hang from their 
molting antlers, a patchwork o f ivory and brown.
“And then in the winter their antlers fall off and . . .” I glance at M aren and lose 
my train o f thought. She is so still, so quiet. Bruises marble her arm white and blue. The 
same look has come over her as at the library -  a quickening, as if  she’s on the verge o f a 
definitive moment.
She smiles at the herd. “I fell down, reindeer,” she says. “I fell down my stairs.”
A reindeer flicks its black ear and rummages in the food trough. Others lounge in 
the shadow of a corrugated metal awning, or -  farther up the sunny slope -  their white 
necks blaze against the gold-molten earth.
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“I took a hard fall. I could have broke my neck, and that w ould’ve been the end 
o f me. But I didn’t, and it’s a miracle.”
W e face the fence hand-in-hand and contemplate the animals. They sit like 
statues, their legs tucked under them, their antlers forming a formidable canopy. The sun 
presses against our backs with that insistence o f early autumn. The funk o f manure and 
hide-trapped animal sweat bakes in the air.
“I’m very lucky. And now I’m all bruised up and I hurt, I ’m very sore. I hope 
you never fall down the stairs, reindeer. You would hurt yourselves bad. You might 
break a leg or a horn.” M aren’s right hand goes instinctively to her forehead. “You, and 
the reindeer in North Pole. So be very careful.”
The reindeer offer their silence. And the evening is a warm weight. Is a homily, 
like M aren’s words. An instance o f urgency loosed upon the world -  hey, you! are you 
listening? something has happened, and you need to know it. M aren’s speech enters into 
me and undoes the knot that has hardened from all my attempts to restrain or control the 
narrative. I can feel the gentle unraveling. By voicing her wonder and woe, she has 
united me with beast, land, and sun into this little band o f witnesses.
A baby reindeer kicks up from his resting place and disrupts a neighbor, who 
starts and shoos the youngster away. Maren giggles. She’s picturing the reindeer 
knocking their antlers on a banister. I picture it, too, and laugh.
“I told them my story,” she says as we turn to leave. “They’re animals, so it’s 
okay. They don’t mind. But maybe now they’re talking about me. They’re saying, ‘Did 
you see that girl? She took a hard fall.’ I don’t know what language reindeer use.”
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She decides we will look this up at the library the next time. How reindeer 
communicate.
“There’s a drop-off here,” I say, and we snail-pace it. “You can’t see it because 
the grass is longer.” I step into the hollow to act as a brace. Her body bears against mine 
as she gains the road bank, and her breathing is audible. She frowns with the effort.
W e reach the gravel drive, and the path levels out. But M aren is tired now; she 
holds my hand the whole way to the car.
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